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LEVER ELL'CTIOX TESTS _

On 24 October 1963, I saw Dr. Daly of the Bio-chemistry 
Laboratory of '..'est London Hospital for liver function 
tests. Ity family doctor. Dr. Hodes, sent me to Daly as 
a private patient, as British practice is not to take these 
tests unless the patient’s condition seems to be worsening. 
Uy doctor thought I showed no signs of a recurrence of 
hepatitis and the normal practice would have been, at most, 
for me to have been examined by the specialist at the 
hospital, who might then decide to ask for the tests.

Daly said that all required tests, except the 3.S.?., 
would be done. He said he thought the 3.S.?. unnecessary 
unless the others indicated negative factors. In which 
case, he said he would ask me to come in again for that • 
test.

Daly will, send me the results of the tests and his bill 
c/o American Express, Rome, within a week.

" ” n 721 «« ««
Jim MUOW^. «™63T KIM

CMBEIM1T181 WITH C;SX8r.

b 0723^ <27
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CRPHC^e i_______________________ 802799 J 12'01 12/31 20 1’42930 oob
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THIS FORM IS ISSUED ONLY WHEN AN 
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Chief, WOLIME XX NO MDEXNtf REDUCED

Chief of Station, London 
Chief. EUR Division

OMY OUAUEIED OEM
CAN JUDGE DOO9G

ROS 
Chief. LCPIPIT/London MICROFILM

SUBJECT

1. After considering several alternatives and given QRPHONE/1 *s 
lack of financial forward planning, LCPIPIT believes that it would 
be beneficial and advantageous for WOFIRM to offer to subsidize a 
portion of an overt life insurance program designed to give him both 
life insurance and a cash value toward retirement. We have dis
cussed this with QRPHONE/1 and he has agreed to the desirability of 
such a program. He is willing to participate in such an arrangement 
and has undertaken to explore the possibilities available to him. 
We are forwarding under separate cover a copy of several proposals
which he has received from the local representative of 
WOLADY insurance firm.

a reputable

2. LCPIPIT requests authority to subsidize up to 
cost of. a life insurance program for QRPHONE/1. (This

1/2 of the 
WOFIRM portion

not to exceed $50 per month.) From an administration standpoint 
this would merely take the form of an increased monthly payment and 
we would take the necessary steps to verify that the funds were 
indeed being devoted to their designated purpose.

Aaron C. LAGINESTRA

Attachment: u/s/c 
As stated above

Dis

1 
1

c/o s/c |
9 OCT i353. I 

j'------- - --------------- 1

tion:
- C/WOLIME w/att
- COS/London w/o att
- C/EUR w/o att /

OEPA-1397

S E C R E T/R Y B A T
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22 October 1968 
munna



J. SPENCER LANGFORD. C.L.U. c<£ pa -i^o-
MUTUAL LIFE OF NEW YORK .; I

(mony) !

>1 OUCCM 4NNE S CATE .
LONDON. S.W.I

ei-*u «„«

13 September 196a

Dear __ 7

The following will give you an idea of the protection, cash at 65, and 
retirement income you will get under three different plans on the basis we 
discussed on th? phone. Let me know if you need any more information.

Premium - $50/inonth $ 75 /month $100/month

Plan Type

Whole Life

Death Benefit 23000 35000 47000
Cash at 65 21200 33100 4-MOO
Life Income 6 65 133 207 278

Endowment at 65

Dead: Benefit 17000 25000 33000
Cash at 65 25600 38100 50300
Life Income @ 65 160 239 315

Retirement Endowment @ 65

Death Benefit 11000 17000 23000
Cash at 65 25300 39100 52900
Life Income @ 65 158 245 331

I look forward to hearing from you in the near future.

1 - The retirement income figures are monthly income at 65 using the 
- 10 year certain option

- B(M

I would be willing to put up. or have 
°r«««•925 a month*



2 - Any figures concerning dividends are not guarantees nor estimates 
since dividends depend upon future experience and the annual action- 
of the companies trustees

3 - All figures are in die US dollars and based on standard male issue 
at age 37.

I 
i 
f

Sincerely,

J Spencer Langford, C. L. U.
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I. DEFER PARA 2 REF A TO ROME (PER OIRW-27586, TELEPOUCHED

2; REF B, POUCHED 8 OCT, REPORT^ GENERALLY SANGUINE
. <1

MEDICAL PROGNOSIS QRPHONE/I HEALTH FOLLOWING HEPATITIS, PERMITS

SHORT TRIPS TO CONTINENT PROVIDED HE WATCHES DIET CAREFULLY AND

£
DOES NOT OVER^JIRE, UNTIL CLINICAL AND CHEMICAL TESTS RECOMMENDED

“ IN REF B PRONOUNCE HIM FULLY RECOVERED,

3.: FILE 200-124-156/3.
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DISPATCH WUSEB FOB aeCXlBB

Chief, LCPIPIT/London XX
■0 ■DflMG eSSESOS

Chief of Station, London
MLV QOAL*C 9ES 

CAB JUDGE OOCMG

FftOM “
Chief, WOUME

IrtSOFUl

YBAT /DTDORIC /QRP^ONE 
CllPHONE/1 Physical Condition

REFERENCE: OEPA-1312, 10 September 1968

1. On the basis of the documentation submitted under reference dispatch, the 
Medical Staff feels that QRPHONE/l made a surprisingly fast recovery and seems 
well on the way to complete health. Howeser, the hospital report (a quick transla
tion of which into English is attached for your ready reference), dated as it is, still 
reflects some inconclusive levels in the results of the various chemical tests shown. 
Undoubtedly these have by now been lowered to completely safe levels, since 
ORPHONE/1 apparently felt well enough to travel to France, but the Medical Staff 
believes it would be advisable for CRPHONE/1 to undergo another series of liver
function tests to include the following:

b 
C.

d,

SGOT 
SGPT 
Bilirubin (1) Direct 

(2) Indirect 
(3) Total

B. S. P. (B romsulfophthalein) 
Serum Proteins 

Albumin 
Globulin 
Total

We assume QRPHONE/1 has consulted his own physician on Mb return to the UK, 
bat the Medical Staff has pointed out that clinical examination alone is not always 
sufficient to determine complete recovery from hepatitis.

Attachment:
Hospital report

(continued)

1 
f 
i
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Z. In terms of our operational utilisation of QRPHONE/1 at this time, 
while they reserve finite comment until all the returns (per above) are in, the 
Medical Staff did stress the paramount importance proper rest and of not over
taxing the strength of the agent, coupled with his strict adherence to regular, 
warm, balanced meals in accordance with the dietary restrictions usually imposed, 
and complete absence of alcohol, in order to prevent a relapso. So long as these 
caveats are adhered to, however, there is no reason why he could not make some 
more short trips during the next few months, if necessary. However, since he 
also has an office to set up and we would like him to concentrate on the Kambona 
offer, perhaps it would be a good idea to keep those trips to a minimum for the 
time being.

3. The Medical Staff will be glad to review any further chemical testa per 
para. 1 above suggestions, or any others which his doctor may have already run.

JULIA R. CONGREVE

ro*M__
*** 53 O use puyious edition. RYBAT secre CONTINUED
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«w. Chief of Station, London
Chief. FITR Division _

OttT QUAUFED DESK 

CM JUDGE BOOING

FtOtt f \ / y
Acting Chief, LCPIPIT/London raARFORTH Actin J) auaoRui

wbjki DTDORIC/Operational '♦y'
QRPHONE/lllness I

«am Kouatto-ufttuas

1. At their meetin? on 4 September QRPHONE/1 submitted a 
report to RODIGAST on his hospitalization for hepatitis. Attached 
to his report is a copy of this medical record with results of 
blood and urine analyses written in Serbo-Croatian. We are 
forwarding a copy of the report under separate cover for evaluation 
by the Medical Staff. We are interested in having as thorough as 
possible an evaluation made of QRPHONE/1's illness in order that 
we may assure ourselves of his condition and the degree to which 
he ought to be active in the forthcoming months. We will appre
ciate it if Headquarters will pursue this matter with the Medical 
Staff and advise us of its findings and recommendations. . .

2. Also forwarded under separate cover is a memorandum
prepared from RODIGAST's 
symptoms.

notes which elaborates upon QRPHONE/1's

Aaron C. LAGINESTRA

Attachment: u/s/c
1 - QRPHONE/1 Report &
2 - Memorandum for the

Medical Record 
Record

tion:
- C/WOLIME w/atts 

1 - COS/London w/o atts 
1 - C/EUR w/o atts

Distrj DOC FC 
by Bir

(BQSS0BKKI1O oomioi snea ms Musa MH

OEPA-1312 
cuswcAnoa 

S E C R E T/R Y B A T

10 September 1968 
HasmtiuaBa
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SEPARATE COVER ATTACHMENT 1 TO: OEPA-1312

HRp ATTTTS BOUT

What I had thought was a touch of [ ]and the extreme
fatigue I felt when I returned to London in July proved in 
time to have been acute infectious hepatitis. The disease 
— which takes two to three weeks to develop — was probably 
contracted in At least. I imagine so because my
principal contact in insisted on taking me to a ramber
of local restaurants of dubious cleanliness to sample 
delicacies.

Hepatitis was diagnosed by a doctor in Komiza, Vis, where 
my family had been holidaying since the beginning of July, 
and I was hospitalized in the isolation section of Split 
Hospital (there is no hospital on Vis) on the 7th of August

tty liver was swollen by one finger and blood and urine 
analysis indicated a fairly severe infection. Treatment
consisted of terramycin 
doses of vitamins.

and cortisone therapy, with massive

I was put on a fat-free 
follow for at least six

diet, which I have been told to 
months. Naturally, no alcohol.

On 20 August, I was released from the hospital, mainly be
cause I was pestering the doctors to let me go. was 
told to have * "absolute rest* for four to six weeks and to 
have another blood test wiUiin several weeks.

(Attached is the Yugoslav doctor’s description of my case 
and treatment, with results of all blood and urine analyses 
It is written grwxttKW in Serbo-Croatian.)
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT: Illness

SEPARATE COV^' ATTACHMENT 2 TO: :
OEPA-1312 |

: » 
1 J

7 September 1968 ; [

1. The following information was obtained by 
fromQH@b@*/l at their meeting on 4 September 1968. It 
supplements the report which was submitted by which
deals with his recent hospitalization for hepatitis.

2. Toward the end of his \ t trip had been
feeling rather weak and nauseous, with no appetite. He was 
constipated, feverish and had gas pains. These symptoms 
persisted and after his return from and on 6 August,
while in Yugoslavia on vacation, suffered from acute
gas pains and vomiting. He was taken from Vis, where he was 
vacationing, to Split where he was hospitalized. The address 
of this hospital is:

Opca Bolnica
Zarazni Odjel (Firule)
Split, Yugoslavia •

His doctor was Dr. Juraj FILIPOVIC.

3. ’s treatment was free inasmuch as he was able
to show his British National Health Card and a reciprocity 
agreement exists between Britain and Yugoslavia.

4. <^^0^/1 states that at no time did he receive . 
narcotics nor was he ever unconscious. During his stay in the 
hospital a young British youth (Derek WHITTAKER, age 19, from 
Shoreham-by-Sea, Surrey) was in his ward suffering from food 
poisioning.

Aaron C. LAGINESTRA
THIS MiTEBlll HU BEER 1CQUIR10 er SEIimVE SOURCE. 
IT IS BBT TO BE ROUTED OUTVIE Kri’IEBTS’ BIVKIOR 
M STIFF, CBEEKISATEF, RUSTED Te TK FIELD, 0B F02M 
THE BUIS FOR C’ERSTiOKtl FOLLCIW, WITHOUT PUDS 
COBBEfBinSB WITH S/Ei/CF.

< *<S~^Tf J- A 0^7°^
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Xeereased Stedml Xnsas» Tex Liability - QtUWOB>X> 80X0900 So. 802799
-

Ibqpaaditiae Control Act of 1968, Subject's tox liability hen iaereaeeA 
fyoa $70.00 to ^0.00 year north. This represents the eddltloBal 
Aurtsx eh'^ge eal begins ulth the «taly 1960 pagr period. Kffectlve 
1 leeedber 15^3 (1£>69 tax year) the tax liability will bo roduead to 
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REVISED MEMORANDUM OF ORAL COMMITMENT

1. QRPHONE/1 collaborates with WOFIRM as a Field Agent who 
provides certain services of a confidential nature. He has 
received a Provisional Operational Approval, dated 22 MAW 
Financial aspects of his activity are charged to approved Project 
QRPHONE.

2. QRPHONE/1* s employment by WOFIRM, which began 1 June 1965, 
was originally formalized by a Letter of Agreement for a period 
of three months, replaced by a Memorandum of Oral Commitment dated 
1 September 1965. Under this HOC, which remains in effect (as 
amended) since that date, QRPHONE/l's employment continues on a 
month-to-month basis. It can be terminated by either party on a 
30-day notice.

3. QRPHONE/1 receives the following financial entitlements:

a. Compensation so computed as to give QRPHONE/1 a 
"tax-free" income of $800 per month (this figure 
effective 1 July 1967). 
NOTE: The actual breakdown of QRPHONE/l’s finances 
as carried on WOFIRM*s books is $800 monthly salary 
and $70 per month tax supplement withheld at Head
quarters to discharge QRPHONE/l's WOLADY tax 
obligation. These .taxes are remitted through the 
Covert Tax Committee. This procedure was devised 
to honor the original "tax free" commitment made 
at the time of his recruitment and at the same

• ‘ . time to fulfill the requirement that all WOLADY
' citizens pay taxes on funds received from LNFORT.

b. Reimbursement for operational expenses and travel 
unless these are paid by other sources in which 
case WOFIRM will offset such outside reimbursement 
against WOFIRM financial obligations to QRPHONE/1. - 
Since security considerations preclude processing . 
of detailed accountings for miscellaneous opera
tional expenses, and as an added inducement to 
QRPHONE/1 in connection with his obtaining certain 
confidential information of interest to WOFIRM, a 
small operational payment, as authorized by Chief, 
LCPIPIT will be made to QRPHONE/1 for each day 
during which he is required to be absent from his

. home on confidential business.
NOTE: Write-off of the funds passed to QRPHONE/1 
is to be effected on the basis of the procedure

3 approved by Chief, LCPIPIT and COS/London, a copy . 
. . ~ of which is attached. This procedure is authorized

in view of the security considerations applicable 
to QRPHONE/1 and the need to limit the knowledge

. of this operation within WONACE. .

' c. QRPHONE/1 is authorized to receive a non-accountable
office allowance of $100 per month.



- 2 -

4. QRPHONE/1 will be compensated by WOFIRM in an amount 
mutually agreed upon for the relocation of himself and his 
family to a new residence if such relocation is considered 
desirable by him and WOPIRM. NOTE: This provision was included 
in orphone/’ ’s original V*»-ter of Agreement and was retained in 
this MOC since it may be operationally desirable for QRPHONE/1 
to accept employment with a target organization based elsewhere.

5. WOPIRM has arranged for a portion of QRPHONE/Ts finan
cial entitlements to be funded to him by QRPURE, which has also 
agreed to repatriate QRPHONE/1 to WOLADY. This has been done 
for operational reasons to enable QRPHONE/1 to qualify for 
foreign residence. Should QRPURE be obliged to honor this commit
ment, WOFIRM will guarantee this QRPURE commitment and will 
reimburse QRPURE for any costs incurred.

6. LCPIPIT is authorized to approve purchase by QRPHONE/1 
of certain items of operational equipment which are to be non- 
accountable and which shall be charged against the operational 
expense category of approved Project QRPHONE.

7. QRPHONE/1 signed a separate Secrecy Agreement (in true 
name) at the time of his original recruitment. He is aware that 
its provisions are still in effect.

8. QRPHONE/1 is aware that he may be required, from time 
to time, to undertake an SGSWIRL.

9. QRPHONE/1 is aware of all provisions of the Memorandum 
of Oral Commitment with the exceptions of paragraph 6, which 
describes an internal WOFIRM procedure; certain aspects of para
graph 3a—specifically that WOFIRM is paying LNFORT taxes in 
his behalf; and certain aspects of paragraph 3b—specifically 
the procedure for write-off of funds since this is an internal 
WOFIRM procedure.

SIGNED:C

Aaron C. LAGINE^JFRA 
Case Officer

REVIEWED AND APPROVED:
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(SECRET

23 April 1968

MEMORANDUM FOR: C/CA/SG

VIA: DC/CA

SUBJECT: QRPHONE/1 Memorandum of Oral Commitment

1. Forwarded herewith la the original revised MOC for QRPHONE/1, 
submitted by LCPIPIT under OEPA - 1003. dated 19 March 1968. The 
field requests notification of approval.

2. The MOC appears to cover adequately all pointe previously at 
Issue: it Is therefore requested that, subject to DC/CA approval and 
CA/PERS and CA/B&F concurrence, the attached outgoing cable to 
LCPIPIT signifying this approval be coordinated and released.

3. It is also requested that the MOC be further transmitted to the 
Office of Finance, via appropriate administrative procedures.

DIANE L. CHATELAN 
Chief, CA/CF

Attachments: 2 
MOC for QRPHONE/1 
Cable to field

Distribution: 
Orig. Sc 1 - Addressee

2 - CA/CFv/
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'BtBXLVi. TL3k W&Xtm

On 10 April 68, I was finally granted a British visa, 
without restrictions, valid until 15 Feb. 1969. Mo 
questions were asked when I went to the Hone Office 
to get the visa.

My Hone Office file nunber is: G 110880.

From the Metropolitan Police, I received Aliens Registration 
Certificate E 662567, which lists ne as correspondent for 
Negro Tress International.

I was told by the police that I could apply within a year 
to have the registration requirenent vaivered because I 
ea narried to a British subject. Moreover, I an fsee to 
take any sort of employment or open a business without 
restriction^ or having to request permission from the 
Ministry of Labour.

I 
i '

......
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THI VMM* UCKXT AJTT

HOME OFFICE

B.X.1

Ptwcaoe Houk, *71 High Aolborn, London W.C.I
'itltgrcmu: tiliJtf, Lmdsu 

TdefJtone 01-405 4321 
Telex 261867

WC1

£ 1 j <ojyo

7^ ] j

Nationali

Passport Particulars

Data of Birth 
tv r

This is to certify that the bearer of this letter, nased 
above, does not require to obtain pernission of the 
Ministzy of Labour or of the Hose Office before taking 
employsent, either paid or unpaid, in Great Britain. 
(Por work in Northern Ireland the Mini atry of Labour and 
National Insurance for Northern Ireland should be 
consulted.) The bearer is free, so far as the Home Office 
is concerned, to set up in business, subject to any 
statutory laws and regulations governing the businessor 
professional activities in which he/£3e nay be interested.

Thia letter should be retained for production to the 
mnistxy of labour or other authority if required

for Under Secretary of State



INLAND REVENUE MONOLOGUE (required)

Until April of this year (1968)t I lived mn^niy on assistance 
from my wife's family and occasional freelance journalism 
outside Britain, Also, 1 had some savings And investments 
in America and Switzerland to draw upon. My brother-in- 
law, Gordon Kaye, purchased a house at 32 Hartswood Road, 
Stamford Brook, London, V,12 for us —— the price of the 
house being considered a loan to be repaid over the years 
as is possible. My children's school fees were paid by 
convenant by my brother-in-law, as well as a grant in 
convenant to my youngest daughter*

I was not a legal resident of the U,K, until 8 April t
1968, and on that date I began officially my duties 
as Overseas Representative and Correspondent for Negro 
Press International of Chicago, with, a salary of 8300 
per month*

k



_ I
’ ' 5

i : <

Hy brother-in-law askod bo to senA him from abroad the folloving ' 
Idtter, which I mailed on 16 April 68 from Rotterdaa. ’

yMCTMKYrxyKpnoofY

Jeffreys, Henry Ran Rudolph & Marks
Lee House t j4
London? Wall, E.C.2 ■>*

Dear Sirs, Z

In response to the Inspector’s request, I confirm 
that I have mppc authorized my wife, Mrs. to
apply for Monique’s income repayment for 1967. And I <
also confirm that she has no other incomex other than -
the £BKX Covenant for that year. • *

Yours faithfully,



DISPATCH
cusw«aTi«

S E C R K T/R Y B A T

PRCCBSING ACTION
T 
i

K» IKXUHS

Chief, KOUME
, J n .

XX !»o mofxiw B0WK0

□eo Chief of Station, London 
Chief, KIR Division

iSMY GUMlFltO KSK 
•am MDEx^G

Chief, LCPXPIT/London imaoFOM '

taxa DTDOHJC/MHPBOBS/Operational 
QRraOEE/Meooraadun of Oral Conoaitsent

tom KOUIKO tSiK»£ii
References: A. 0EPW-160, dated 18 October 1967

B. OEPA-24O, dated 21 September 1967

1. Forwarded under separate cover is a revised Memorandwa of 
Oral Commitment covering the WOFIRM relationship with QRPHOKE/1. 
This revision reflects most of the suggestions made in Reference A.

2. As said in Reference B, QRPBDHE/1 does not fall into the 
category of WOFIRM asset usually handled by LCPIPIT. This fact 
plus the very stringent security considerations which must apply 
to this operation dictate that certain procedure ba followed in 
QRPSOKB/l's case. Handling of this case has been facilitated by 
Headquarters' understanding and approval of the need for such care.

3. We request that this revised Memorandum of Oral Commitment 
be approved, and that we be so notified.

Aaron C. IAGIHESTRA

Attachment: u/s/c
— Memorandum. >

Diatribetian:
3 - C/JSOLIMB w/att .
1 - COS/London w/o att

_ 1 - C/EUR. w/o att

GXK5 KERKKE TO DGMRX snoot M9 KUMSR

C8PA-1003
^O|

19 March 1968
OAStfmCM

8 E C R E T/R Y B A T



REVISED MEMORANDUM OF ORAL COMMITMENT

1.
provides

ORPHOfH:/! collaliorates with WOFT a Field Agent Who
certain services of a confidential nature. He has 
a Provisional Operational Approval, dated ZB

Financial aspects of his activity are charged to approved Project 
ORPHONE.

2. QRPHONE/1 *s employment by WOFIRM, which began 1 June 1965 
was originally formalized by a Letter of Agreement for a period 
of three months, replaced by a Memorandum of Oral Commitment dated 
1 September 1965. Under this MOC, which remains in effect (as 
amended) since that date, QRPHONE/1’s employment continues on a 
month-to-month basis. It can be terminated by either party on a 
30-day notice.

. J

I ■ 1

0

3. QRPHONE/1 receives the following financial entitlements!

a. Compensation so computed as to give QRPHONE/1 a 
"tax-free" income of $800 per month (this figure 
effective 1 July 1967).
NOTE: The actual breakdown of QRPHONE/1*s finances 
as carried on WOFIRM*s books is $800 monthly salary 
and $70 per month tax supplement withheld at Head
quarters to discharge QRPHONE/1‘s WOLADY tax 
obligation. These taxes are remitted through the 
Covert Tax Committee. This procedure was devised 
to honor the original "tax free” commitment made 
at the time of his recruitment and at the same 
time to fulfill the requirement that all WOLADY 
citizens pay taxes on funds received from LNFORT.

b. Reimbursement for operational expenses and travel 
unless these are paid by other sources in which 
case WOFIRM will offset such outside reimbursement 
against WOFIRM financial obligations to QRPHONE/1. 
Since security considerations preclude processing 
of detailed accountings for miscellaneous opera
tional expenses, and as an added inducement to 
QRPHONE/1 in connection with his obtaining certain 
confidential information of interest to WOFIRM, a 
small operational payment, as authorized by Chief, 
LCPIPIT will be made to QRPHONE/1 for each day 
during which he is required to be absent from his 
home on confidential business.
NOTE: Write-off of the funds passed to QRPHONE/1 
is to be effected on the basis of the procedure 
approved by Chief, LCPIPIT and COS/London, a copy
of 
in 
to 
of

which is attached. This procedure is authorized 
view of the security considerations applicable 
QRPHONE/1 and the need to limit the knowledge 
this operation within WOMACE.

c. QRPHONE/1 is authorized to receive a non-accountable 
office allowance of $100 per month.

nr

a

r 
i • 
J .

I

I I



4. QRPHONE/1 will be compensated by WOFIRM in an amount !
mutually agreed upon for the relocation of himself and his H
family to a new residence if such relocation is considered 
desirable by him and WOFIRM. NOTE: This provision was included 
in QRPHONE/1*s original Letter of Zigreement and was retained in 
thii> MCC since it may oe operationally desirable for QRPHONE/1 
to accept employment with a target organization based elsewhere. it

5. WOFIRM has arranged for a portion of QRPHONE/l's finan
cial entitlements to be funded to him by QRPURE, which has also i
agreed to repatriate QRPHONE/1 to WOLADY. This has been done 
for operational reasons to enable QRPHONE/1 to qualify for 
foreign residence. Should QRPURE be obliged to honor this commit
ment, WOFIRM will guarantee this QRPURE commitment and will 
reimburse QRPURE for any costs incurred.

f

6. LCPIPIT is authorized to approve purchase by QRPHONE/1 q
of certain items of operational equipment which are to be non- 
accountable and which shaJ) be charged against the operational 
expense category of approved Project QRPHONE. jj

7. QRPHONE/1 signed a separate Secrecy Agreement (in true |
name) at the time of his original recruitment. He is aware that ■
its provisions are still in effect. j

I

8. QRPHONE/1 is aware that he may be required, from time £
to time, to undertake an SGSWIRL. “ |

9. QRPHONE/1 is aware of all provisions of the Memorandum 
of Oral Commitment with the exceptions of paragraph 6, which j
describes an internal WOFIRM procedure; certain aspects of para- I
graph 3a—specifically that WOFIRM is paying LNFORT taxes in |
his behalf; and certain aspects of paragraph 3b—specifically |
the procedure for write-off of funds since this is an internal |
WOFIRM procedure.

REVIEWED AND APPROVED:

Adrian B. MASLOTT
Chief, LCPIPIT



MEMORANDUM FOR TIE RECORD

SUBJECT: QRPHONE/1 FINANCES

cllou-d . 
RPHONL/1

This memorandum outlines a new procedure which is to be 
in the handling of the operational costs of field agent 
.. This new procedure is being instituted in order to

•ance the security and compartmentation of the handling of the
administrative aspect of this project 

.<• handling of operational traffic.
.'.-seised below is in accordance with

and parallels revisions in 
The new procedure which is 
accepted field procedures.

Currently QRPHONE/1 receives advances and accounts for
...;5e xith detailed statements of expenses accompanied by true 

.. .me receipts, etc. These accountings and the accompanying
.pts have been maintained in the LCPIPIT files. This system 

s co be changed. Henceforth monies for operational expenses 
.be given to QRPHONE/1 by his handler (Career Agent Rufus F. 

oJDZGAST) and will be carried on RODIGAST's accountings as oper~; 
^.tional expenses supported by receipts from QRPHONE/1 ackn wl- " 
edging receipt of the funds. This RODIGAST accounting and the 
QRPHONE/1 receipt will be used for write-off of the funds againsz 
approved project QRPHONE. NO detailed accountings and no 
receipts carrying QRPHONE/1*s true name are to be maintained in 
the LCPIPIT/Admin files.

3. It will be the responsibility of Chief, LCPIPIT and the
. roject cast officer to ensure that QRPHONE/1 is supplied with 
zi 3 funds necessary for the furtherance of the operation and to 
jz.sure that these amounts are carefully controlled to avoid over? 
,~.’/£ient. In discharging th-s responsibility the Chief, LCPIPIT ' 
tMfy rei^uire x co ne&iZo uhs co
^r.vs-c-d by the payments.

APPROVED:

Chief, LCPIPIT

Chief of Station, London

Date

Date

SECRET
J»itfauuwi.iwi

N 

a- • r
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1
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CTOS K0UU0. KHJSKB

DISPATCH
PROCESSING ACTION

MARKED FOR WDEXING
w Chief

Chief of Station, Bern XX KO BOOKING REQUIRED

Chief of Station, London; Chief of Base; 
Geneva: Chief, EUR Division

OMIT QUALIFIED DESK 
CAN JUDGE INDEXING

FtOfi - 4
Chief, LCPIPIT/LondonJ’//'/ MICROFILM
DTDORIC/MHPRDBE/Ope rational 
QRPHONE/switzerland

References: A. GENEVA-2464 
B. LCPIPIT-1711

1. We are forwarding under separate cover a copy of 
QRPHONE/1 's report on his expulsion from Switzerland. In it 
QRPHONE/1 concludes that the Swiss Border Police must have 
learned of his planned arrival through a phone tap on a call 
he made to Lausanne from Italy on the 18th of January.

2. Regarding QRPHONE/1’s statement in paragraph two of 
his report concerning his having visited Switzerland many times 
since 1963, please see PALP-4738 of 1 October 1965.

3. QRPHONE/1 has been instructed not to pursue any "further 
protests with the authorities (either Swiss or American) over 
this matter.

Aaron C. LAGINESTRA

Attachment: u/s/c 
Report

Distribution:
U3 - C/WOLIHE w/att

2 - COS/Bern w/att
1 - COS/London w/o att
1 - C/EUR w/o att
1 - COB/Geneva w/att

otos mama n

SECRET/kYBAT JP&OS'Z—

D6mkm snaa mo Kaus
A3 
w

MS

OEPA-892 6 February 1968
QASSRCAnON ttQS Rif NUMBER
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SEPARATE COVER ATTACHMENT TO: 
OEPA-892

ARREST A?ID EXPULSION PROM SWITZERLAND

Brfgue, 20 Jan. 1968

The Milan-Geneva TEE reached the Swiss border at Brigue at 
about 10}0. It was evident that the Border Police were ex
pecting me — the usual lone civilian in 
was accompanied by a uniformed policeman

that they

i of Swiss agreements concerning 
Office in Geneva which I fully

office 
protest

ector of passports
I was taken 1th

baggage, to the station immigration office. My wife went with 
me, but was apparently not covered by the ban on me. ’.-.’hen the 
official in charge of the office phoned Lausanne and Berne, he
was informed 
did not want

Great effort

that I was to be expelled immediately and 
to interrogate me.

was made by the official in charge of the
to be polite, especially when I made a rather vigorous
at the expulsion, claiming that I had never been informed of 
the ban on my entry in Switzerland, said to date from 16 Dec. 
1963, and that, in any case, I had visited Switzerland on .. 
numerous occasions since 19o? withfUtinterference. Moreover, 
I was a professional journalist accredited to the United Hations 
and was indeed on r;y way to Geneva to visit the U.N. Office 
there, I said. The official seemed somewhat baffled by this, 
because he had been informed I was en route to Lausanne, but I 
showed my tickets valid to Geneva. Nevertheless, with the 
greatest of apologies, I was escorted — this time by a plain- 
clothesman.— to a train back to Italy at 11JO. rtf w'/x ct«U.

During my detention, my wife phoned Gilbert Etienne in Lausanne, 
informing him of the situation, the Associated Press office in 
Geneva (speaking to a Mr. Atkins) and the U.S. Press Attachfi, .. 
XEzzzxixn Steiner, in Berne. Actually, I had told her to phone ; 
as many wire services as possible, but she assumed I also wanted . 
to get the Press Attach^ to protest on my behalf. In any case, 
the shortness of time between trains prevented her from making 
core calls.

When given the attached formal notice of the travel ban by the 
Swiss official, I refused his request that I sign it and warned
that the expulsio: a violatio:
the freedom of access to the U.N
intended to protest formally and bring to world attention

Later, from Verona, I spoke myself ±xez with Gilbert Etienne, who 
was convinced — quitei correctly, I believe — that his phone is 
tapped and that my arrival was iszmsd communicated to the Swiss 
Federal Police through a phone conversation I had with Etienne from4



swiss explusion - 2 last

Ziian on 1S Jan. (Mi' trrir reservation was made In ’lilan, not 
London.) I also spoke with Atkins of AP in Geneva, who told me 
he had filed a story after my wife’s call about an American 
Megro .Journalist bains refused entry into Switzerland. He asked 
for more background on me, claiming that Hew York had expressed 
interest in developments. Atkins believed that I could set the 
ban lifted by protesting to the Swiss Press Attach^ in London as 
a professional newsman. He said he believed Swiss authorities 
were rather Jumpy about "suspicious" individuals entering the 
country since the large Biafran shipments of Higerian currency 
to Zurich earlier in January. Whatever the real reason, 
although I do resent not being able to talk with Etienne — I 
was counting on him to reestablish links with Mils Andersson 
in Albania and to give me a picture of the altered situation 
among pro-Chinese Communist parties in Western Europe since the 
latest split from Jacques Grippa’s party in Belgium —, I think 
the expulsion is a most useful incident to prove that I am indeed 
a good revolutionary and I intend to exploit it as fully as 
oosslble, within reason. That is, no overt diatribes against 
*how the Man operates in Switzerland," say in the Los Angeles 
HerAld Dispatch, but to inform as many people on the Left as 
possible of the incident and let them draw their own conclusions.

Michael Bakafa/Petrcs Defta, who was expecting me in Geneva for 
an interview on 22 Jan. was Informed by a wire from Verona that 
force majeure prevented me from keeping the appointment and that 
I would be writing him when I returned to London.



POLICE CANTONALE 
KANTONSPOUZEt

P®9**. 39oo Brig-Bhf. , b 2o.1.1968.

An Herm

GIBSON Richard Thomas

39oo B r i g - Bahnhof

Notifikation einer Verfiigung der Zidg. Bundesanwaltschaft

CHa,

Wr bringon Ihnen zur Kenntnis, dasa
>ie in Schweiz. Polizeianzeiger des Jahres 1963 unter 
Sinreiaesperre giiltig ausgeschrieben sind. ( Art. 33 667/196

X>ie Verfiigung wurde durch die 
Jidg. Bundesanwaltschaft am 16.12.1963 getrdffen.

Sauer: unbestimmte Zeit.

A

/on der Verfiigung Kenntnis genommen: a

GIBSOX Richard Thomas 
des Clarence und der Alice . 
Thomas, geb. 13.5.1931 
Los Angeles/Amerikaner.

ZugesteLlt durch:
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20 December 1967 
(C-2929) 

Murray

MEMORANDUM FOR: CA/CF 

SUBJECT: Accountings from QRPHONE/1

Enclosed in the attached sealed envelope are copies

of accountings from QRPHONE/1.

Central Cover Staff 
Nonofficial Cover Branch

Attachments: One
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26 September 1967

MEMORANDUM FOR: CCS/NC 

SUBJECT: ORPURE/CREBONY/I Relationship

1. This will confirm oar conversation of 18 September 1967, in 
which we discussed CREBONY/I's plan to visit CRPURE some time 
daring the week of 25 September 1967, and you agreed to give CRPURE/2 
prior warning of this visit. In accordance with the same conversation 
CREBONY/I was briefed that his visit should be mainly a question of 
teaching base with ORPURE, maybe a friendly luncheon with CRPURE/2 
-- but that no substantive discussions affecting th«,ir ostensible re la- v 
tionship (i. e., amount of money, amount of QREBONY/1 production for ' 
ORPURE, etc.) were to take place. You were to brief CRPURE/2 
along the same lines, and also to indicate to him that, contrary to our 
original thinking, we would now like to have QREBONY/1 given a by
line, whenever ORPURE /2 feels he can do so.

2. In addition to the above, we would appreciate it if you would 
take up with CRPURE/2 (and/or ORPURE/1, as appropriate) the pos
sibility of increasing the amount of money funded to CREBONY/I via 
ORPURE. As indicated to you, we would like to increase the current 
$100.00 monthly to $300.00 monthly, but would like your careful 
examination with ORPURE principal(s) that this amount is not exces
sive either in terms of their willingness to handle or in terms of 
ORPURE’s ostensible ability to cover.

3. Please also mention to CRPURE/2 our desire to have CREBONY/I 
open a small office in | and our thought of perhaps including
ORPURE (along with other publications) as a name on the door or on 
his letterhead. Would CRPURE/2 (or CRPURE/I) have any objections? 
Would he have any objections if any of the other names are of more 
radical publications? It would not be operationally feasible or desir
able to let him know in advance which these would be, but since both

K'suAl

SECRET 1'



lit Uni
QRPURE'e have been briefed carefully as to QREBONY/l's radical 
aura, presumably they would have a good idea as to the kind of publi
cations these might be.

4. For operational reasons, we would prefer that the arrange
ments Indicated in paras 2 and 3 above not be broached until after 
QREDONY/l’s departure from the United States, some time in mid
October. We will advise you of hie departure so that you can make the 
necessary arrangements thereafter at your convenience.

DIANE L. CHATELAN
. Chief, CA/CF

Distribution:
Orig. & 1 - Addressee - Attn: J. Murray 

2 - CA/CF /
Routed thru DC /CA
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CITE DIRECTOR, . » _ M

44750
LCPIPIT INFO LONDON

RYBAT DTDORIC QREBONY

t FOR SECURITY REASONS RELATING TO ITS ACTUAL DESCRIPTIVENESS,

IT HAS BEEN DECIDED TO CHANGE THE QREBONY CRYPT TO IDEN A. THIS,

r
NEW CRYPT WILL BE USED HENCEFORTH.

2. TO ASSIST IN EASIER COMMUNICATION IN AN AREA OF HIGH SENSI

TIV1TY, THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL CRYPTS HAVE BEEN ASSIGNED:

QRPEONY (IDEN B); AND QRPETTY (IDEN C).

3. IN FUTURE, PLS SEPARATE ALL QREBONY/I PERSONAL CORRES

< PONDENCE, EXCISE QREBONY/I NAME, AND FORWARD BY RYBAT CHANNE
&i£ Ce!H 1b • ’ ;
A DTDORIC To ^**1. .

?. . , END OF MESSAGE

- CI/OPS/DO^

C/CA

num— encn

EUR/BC/UK

SECRET

reproduction by other than the issuing office

CA/CFChief,

oour i

IS PROHIBITED.
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RID COPY
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SECRET OCT is .15 CITE DIRECTOR . '1

31475 1 n
LCPIPIT INFO LONDON

RYBAT DTDORIC QREBONY

REF: 44750

IDEN A - QRPHONE/1 4

IDEN B - ROBERTF. WILLIAMS - 201-108746
’I

IDEN C 201-248083 '4

END OF MESSAGE
4
■-J

£
fe

*
DC/CA

r. Evt/cA
EUR/BC/UK

a
0“}

£
C/CA

LANE L. 
Chief,

CHATELAN 
CA/CF

SECRET
ctoor i

REPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED.
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DISPATCH f.™
PROCESSING ACTION

KARCED FOR

Chief, WOVIEW • 60 REQUIRED
SFOl 

ms/LnndAn (SuoDort)
ML* QUALIFIED DESK 
CAR JSCCE 3CEXDG

FROM

Chief, LCPIPIT/London MlCSOFUl

wajEci DTOORIC/Adminis  trative 
QR£BONY/1 Employment Agreement

ACTK* REQUIRED. ttFEREKES

1< UREBCW/l was recruited by WOFACT on 3 June 1965. This
recruitment was performed by an officer from WOMUSE/ICG since 
QREBONY/1 (then Known as STEBOBY/1) was viewed as a|

CREBOMY/1 has per
formed well in a difficult and dangerous environment. He is a 
clandestine agent operating anti-WOLADY
and of priority interest. The administration of iRESCST/1 requirt 
special care since, by the very nature of his role, he is not 
typical of the average LCPIPIT asset.

2. CREBONY/1' s initial employment was by better of Agreement 
for a period of three months. This Letter of Agreement expired 
1 September 1965 and was replaced by a Memorandum of Oral Coiuriitment < 
dated the same day. This oral employment agreement remains in . 
effect at this date—some two years later—, but has been amended 
to adjust compensation. Certain inaccuracies in the original 
HOC have also been corrected subsequent to its preparation. Given 
the sensitive nature of QREBOMY/1 ' s relationship with KOPACT it 
is sometimes difficult to adapt the operational real ities of his 
situation to the administrative requirements of WOFACT. However,
with great understanding at home and in the field, we have 
a very manageable situation.

reached

3. In order to codify the entitlements and procedures 
to QREBGNY/l's employment the undersigned has prepared the

applicable, 
attached ?

revision of the HOC pnderwhich C2EB0NY/1 is employed. It is requested 
that BOS approve this revised HOC and notify LCPIPIT of approval by 
15 October.

Attachment: HW AARON C

Distribution:
3 _ C/WOVIEW w/att
1 - COS/London (Support)

MPATCH STV80L MD

OEPY- 240 
ciM&r&Tiai HQS FILE «UMBE«

SECRET
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30AugG7u;42 I 3EDIRECTOR INFO! LONDON

RYRAT^ DID OR LlL^REBONY -"tHR OBE

1. BELIEVE QREBONY/l SHOULD MEET WITH QRPURE 

IN CREES DISCUSS ri-S CGv£° AND ITS EVO?'fl- ION AND 

PIFR , IN CaST PEw PEEK'S QQE9ONY/1 HAS

NOTICED HIS ARTICLES STILL BEING USED RY QRPURE BUT

WITHOUT HIS BYLINE. THIS *IA Y INDICATE SOME POLITICAL 

SENSITIVITY GN PART OP QRPiRE, WHICH WOULD BE ilNDER- 

ST A ND A ELE.. HOWEVER THIS MAY NOT BE THE CASE Al ALL. 

THUS F1H ORDER OF BUSINESS SHOULD BE FOR HQS TO 

DETERMINE STATE Ob MIND pE QREEONY/1. IF THIS

POSITIVE, MEETlNo, WITH V OF A CT ER PRESENT, WO’LD BE 

HELPFUL IN SOLID lr YINS RELATIONSHIP.

2. should situation be propitious we would 

APPRECIATE HQS DISCUSS TWO ITEMS WITH QRPljRE ON AN 

IN PRIN/iPLE BASIS. FIRST, IT WOULD BE DESIRABLE TO 

INCREASE THE SIZE OP' THE PAYMENTS FROM QRP’jRE TO 
(REBONY'U GPEBGNY/l'S COVER HERE IS SUFFICIENTLY $F,
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WELL ESTABLISHED TO SUPPO°T, AND INDEED TO REQUIRE, 

A’J ANNUAL SALARY FROM QRptRE 0r AT LEAST $3-4,000, 

WHILE WE UNSURE OF QRPURE’S FEELINGS THIS SUBJECT IT 

OiR IMPRESSION HE "<051 ACCOMMODATING AND WOULD UNDER

STAND THAT INCREASE WOULD ENHANCE QPEBONY/l’S COVER. 

SECONDLY, WE ARE DISCUSSING THE IDEA OF QREBONY/l’S 

ESTA ELISHING A DINGY ONE-ROOM OFFICE FROM WHICH TO ; 

CONDUCT HIS AFFAIRS. THIS WOULD FACILITATE HIS 

OPERATIONS BY GETTING HIM OUT OF HIS HOUSE. IT WOULD 

ALSO BE A CONVENIENT GATHERING PLACE FOR HIS CONTACTS 

AND IF COST FACTOR CAN BE KEPT MINIMAL, ENTIRELY 

CONSISTENT WITH HIS COVER. WE DESIRE OBTAIN QRPURE 

-REACTION TO IDEA OF QREBONY/I having OFFICE WITH

QRPiRE ON DOOR, EITHER ALONE OR IN TANDEM WITH QREBONY/1 

REPORTS OR SOME OTHER TITLE. ALSO COULD QRPURE ACTUALLY 

PASS THE FUNOS FOR I HE OFFICE IN THE FORM OF A MONTH. Y 

CHECK OR SOME OTHER ARRANGEMENT? REALIZE THAT OFFICE 

plus salary raise together represent considerable 

INCREASE IN OR PURE INPUT TO QREBONY/1 AND WE NOT NOW 

IN POSITION TO ASSESS QRP’RE WILLINGNESS DO SO.
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NEVERTHELESS WE WOULD APPRECIATE HQS EXPLORING THIS 

WITH GRPURE IF POSSIBLE.

3. HQS SHOlLD DISCUSS ABOVE QITH RODIGAST WHO 

IN POSITION EX PAW ON THIS SUBJECT.
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SECRET

14 September 1967

REVISED MEMORANDUM OP ORAL COMMITMENT 
(Revised to include all changes and amendments operative as of 
14 September 1967)

1. QREBONY/1 is employed by WOFACT as an independent con
tractor for certain services of a confidential nature. He has 
received an Operational Approval, dated . Financial
aspects of his activity are charged to Project QREBONY.

2. QREBONY/1*s employment under this agreement coraaenced 
1 September 1965 and continues on a month-to-month basis. It 
can be terminated by either party on 30-day notice.

3. QRKBONY/1 receives the following financial entitlements!

a. Compensation so computed as to give QREBONY/1 a 
"tax-free" figure of $800 per month (this figure effective 
1 July 1967). NOTE: The actual breakdown of QREBONY/1*s " 
finances as carried on WOFACT books is $700 monthly salary, 
$100 non-accountable operational allowance, $70 tax supple
ment withheld at HQS to discharge QREBONY/1*s WOLADY tax 
obligation. These taxes are remitted through the Covert 
Tax Committee.

*
b. Reimbursement for operational expenses and travel, 

unless these are reimbursed by other sources in which case 
WOFACT will offset such outside reimbursement against WOFACT - 
financial obligations to QREBONY/1. Since security considera
tions generally preclude the detailed accounting for mis- , 
cellaneous travel expenses, per diem will be paid at the 
rate of $20 per day during periods of authorized travel. 
This per diem authorization was qualified by a personal 
ruling of Chief of Station, Paris/LCPIPIT dated 12 July 1965s

"If subject is absent from his heme station on 
authorized travel for part of one day and returns to 

' his home station the night of the dame day (i.e. if 
no hotel expense is involved in the sense of overnight 
accommodations), then he shall be entitled to draw

’ 1/2 of his authorized per diem of $20 per day (i.e. $10)."

NOTE: QREBONY/1 has a revolving fund (advance) to assist 
in meeting operational and travel expenses.

SB C R E T
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4. QRRBOHY/1 will be compensated by WCFACT in an amount 
mutually agreed upon for the relocation of himself and his . 
family to a new residence if such relocation is considered 
desirable by him aM WQPACT. HOTEt This provision was included 
in QREBOHY/l’s original Letter of Agreement and was retained in 
this NOC since it may be operationally desirable for QREBONY/1 
to accept employment with a target organization based elsewhere.

5. LCPIPIT is authorized to approve purchase by QREBONY/1 
of certain items of operational equipment which are to be non- 
accountable and which shall be charged against the operational 
expanses category of the budget attached to the FY 1968 project 
renewal.

6. QREBONY/1 signed a separate Secrecy Agreement (in true 
name) at the time of his original recruitment. Ho is aware that 
its provisions are still in effect.

7. QREBGNY/1 is aware of all provisions of this Memorandum 
of Oral Commitment with the exception of paragraph 5, which 
describes an internal TOPACT procedure, and certain aspects of 
paragraph 3b, specifically that WOPACT is paying LMPORT taxes 
in his behalf. NOTSt He was promised tax-free compensation 
in his original recruitment and we have devised the current 
procedure to honor this commitment while fulfilling the require
ment that all WOLADY citizens pay taxes on funds received from 
LH?QRT.

SIGNED* _________________________
AARGH C. LAOINES TEA 

Case Officer

BSVXKRBD AUD APPROVED*

ADRIAN B. MASLOTT 
Chief, LCPIPIT
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SECRET 251459Z CITE LCPIPIT 1268

PRIORITY DIRECTOR IRFO LONDON

RYBAT DTDORIC MHPROBE QREBONY ^IflJfERJAX
RE F-D-IRE-CTOR^STsT''**^

1. WILL CABLE ITINERARY REGUESTED REF AFTER RODIGAST 
*EETING WITH^QREBONY/^25 AUGUST.

2. APPRECIATE THAT WASHINGTON PROBABLY MOST CONVENIENT

. LOCATION FOR H9S MEETINGS WITH 9REB0NY/R0DIGAST BUT BECAUSE 
f .
; SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS MUST BE PARAMOUNT REQUEST THAT

■ SESSIONS TAKE PLACE ELSEWHERE, PREFERABLY NEW YORK CITY. I

; HAVE SO INFORMED RODIGAST.

• 3. SE/URITY RISKS ATTENDANT QREBONY MEETINGS WITH

I WOFACT IN U.S. ARE OF PARTICULAR CONCERN.- THUS REQUEST

’ ' THAT GREBONY CONTACTS WITH WOFACT OFFICERS BE HELD ONLY
I .

j WHEN ABSOLUTELY REQUIRED AND LIMITED TO ESSENTIAL PARTICI-

| PANTS. ALSO BELIEVE IT WILL BE DIFFICULT AND PROBABLY
I . •

I INSECURE HAVE QREBONY/1 SET ASIDE BLOCK OF DAYS FOR

MEETINGS ONCE HE ARRIVES IN U.S. AND THAT CONTACTS WITH

GREBONY/1 WILL HAVE TO BE AD HOC INSTEAD OF AD SERIATIM.

QREBONY/1 WILL DO HIS BEST ADHERE TO-ITINERA^¥-r HOWEVER .
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’ WE FEEL IT ONLY REALISTIC TO ASSUME THAT HIS MOVEMENTS AND

j SCHEDULE WILL BE CONDITIONED BY DEVELOPMENTS FROM MOMENT

' IE STEPS OFF PLANE.

| 4. FOR SECURITY AND HANDLING REASONS IT MOST IMPORTANT •

j FOR RODIGAST TO MEET AND BRIEF EACH WOFaCTER IN ADVANCE

i WOFACTERS MEETING WITH QREBONY/I. NO TRUE NAMES OF '
i '

WOFACTERS SHOULD BE USED AND SPECIAL CARE SHOULD BE I

! TAKEN PROTECT RODIGAST, WHOSE TRUE NAME AND ADDRESS NOT J

| ' KNOWN BY QREBONY/1. ’

5. RODIGAST ETA NEW YORK 10 SEPTEMBER. HE WILL PHONE

VARASANO WHOM HE HAS MET MORNING 11 SEPTEMBER/AT '

' EITHER IDEN A OR IDEN B Tn ARRANGE FOR MEETINGS WITH .

HQS OFFICERS. QREBONY/l WILL BE TOLD ARRIVE NEW YORK ;

15 SEPTEMBER THUS GIVING FEW DAYS LEAD TIME FOR RODIGAST/ < ;
% ■ :

HOS PREPARATIONS. RE9UEST VARASANO, WHO WILL WISH DISCUSS . . . • J
■ . . . ' ■- - |'

RODIGAST PERSONAL AND DTOVERTAX OPERATIONAL MATTERS, ARRANGE ;

FOR INTRODUCTION TO CONGREVE. - . . ;

6. KO FURTHER REGULAR MEETING WITH EITHER OREBONY/1 OR 4
. . - 4 '

RODIGAST BEING SCHEDULED ALTHOUGH PROVISIONS FOR EMERGENCY - 1

MEETING BEING LAJtfD: ON. ' ANY INFO FOR EMERGENCY PASSAGE TO ;
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EITHER MUST REACH LCPIPIT BY COB 31 AUGUST.

SECRET Ji-CMCI -

BT - - ’
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PROCESSING ACTION

WJKEO rm swcuaa
TO 

Chief, WOVIEW to SDEUK ft£Quma>
szo, □m.Y QUtuFlED DESK 

CM JUDGE ODEXISC

tn*
Chief, LCPIPIT/London^t^^?

KCMFU

DTDORIC/Oper a tional 
____ OREBONY/Basic Project Documents____________________ ;__________________  
(cm Kowitto - Kaunas

1. LCPIPIT is revising the QREBONY Project files—which 
have been rather haphazardly maintained over the past year or 
so (much of this time the project was without a case officer). 
In our attempts to locate basic project documents we have been 
unable to find any copy of the provisions of the Operational 
Approval applicable to QREBONY/1. We do have a copy of the 
Provisional Approval granted 23 May 1966 forwarded with OFLW - 
1591, 7 July 1966. Possibly the relevant document was destroyed 
during the reduction of files attendant upon the LCPIPIT move.
or possibly it was inadvertantly not forwarded to LCPIPIT. 
any rate we will appreciate being sent a copy.

At

2. We would also like to have a sterile version of the 
FY 68 Project Renewal as well as all other basic documents 
which ought to be available to LCPIPIT.

AARON C. LAGIKESTRA

Distribution:
3 - C/WOVIEW-'"
1 - COS/London

KMTCM SYMBOL <0 060

OEPT - 210

MTt

5O<S7

24 August 1967 
0SRUBUMHS
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’“a*” DTDORIC/Operational
O ORFRONV/jargtiAS Verges 

acnca asoutsiD. K/usica

DISPATCH
QLA»tf CAIOB

SECRET

PROCtSSINU ALiivr* 

mamfo rm

Chief. WOVIEW BO VDEXIBS REQUIRED

SF&
COS/London, C/Eur Div

OBLY QUALIFIED DESK 

CAB JUDGE BOW MG

FROM 
chiefr TZIPIPIT/London MKBOFBJI

We are forwarding USC a copy of a letter sent QREBONY/1 

by Jacques Verges’ lawyer in which he makes a settlement offer

on behalf of his client, 

after a suitable waiting 

effective ammunition for

QREBONY/1 
period, as 

use in his

will probably accept this, 

it offers very telling and 

continuing battle to counter

Verges' allegation that he was a WOFACT agent. It is our reading 

at this point that QREBONY/1 has been quite successful in this 

effort and that this settlement from Verges will be the final 

triumph in his campaign.

AARON C. LAGINESTRA

9.

Attachment: USC 
Letter

ZS *
5SEP «S? • J

Distribution:
3 - C/WOVIEW w/att USO—'
2 - C/Eur Div w/o att-^ 
1 - COS/London w/o att

SECRET

& copy
OOMTOI TYMBOL M> 

OEPA - 499

HUG 30 1

CUStFlMTa

MTS

24 August 1967
MKFUUHKI 4



■ 3.'SCHWARTZENBERG
AVOCAT A LA COW

IS. FAOOOUAO*MONTMAWTHB 

PARI S - IXs

TtU $ TAtTBOVT • »-»» 
ou i«4 <9 19

•va Miao-oom

AZ:. gi.-J. : j/ V..:;. -

_____24 Joniet

k-onsiciir ct iadaze GIBS05 ‘
32, Hartsvocd doad
Stanford Brook |
London, u. 12 .1

Graude Bretagne

/ /o c>

Chers Jadaae et Jensieur,

Je n'eupresse 
Pr:'.dhon«es p.r cujeQC.;t readu 
tcnce conferneneat au rapport

ue vus l’aire savoir que le Ccnseil des 
le 20 juillct 1967 a reicon sa ccapi- 
du Conseiller rapporteur. i

j
Sn tout etat de cause, j'attends votre reponse & ea : 

deraiire lettre par ii^uelle je vous ai trales prepositions de 
ret.leaent a 1'aniable faiies par X VSBGaS. f

Je vius reuercie de votre prcchaiu'courrier a ce 
sujet et.

CS COFI
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, a. „Ure Chars Kadaw et ^ieur, a 
Vous prie cr ^^i_nuAfi

l .expra^ ■» “» ft"*



S. SCHWARTZENBERG 
A»OCAT * LA CQVB

4 s. FAUBOURG MONTMARTRE 

PA R-l S - I X*

Ttu : TA IT BOUT enB 

ou a 14 ei-ia

bob ■nou-vou*

fam. ..-----ij juillet

Loo sieur et -ladacie GIBSON
30, Stockleigh Hall 
Prince Albert Hoad
1»ON-ON N.U.o - Grande Dre.ague

ABB. GiBauX/ V

Chers liadame et Monsieur,

Je o'eupresse de vous faire savoir que >Aftre 
VERGES propose de vous regler/ en dinars algiriens la.uoitie 
des soames demaudees, ce qui me secule iatcressant pour vous, 
coopto tenu de 1'euseuble des circcnstancc ; de cette affaire, 
suit :

7.500 A pour U. GIBSON d'uae pcrt.ct
5.250 D- pour Sime GIBSON d'autre part 

total : 12.7 0 fr

Jo dels vous indiquer que cette proposition cst 
un peu iaesperee, cur il est clair qu'eu poursuiv^nt la Society 
des SDIi’i .«'o INr^ilNallONALES, vous gagnerez one cer-
tainc so^>e done je ne puis fixer ie nentant, aais ne toucherez 
jamais rien.

En ce qui concerne la lettre g.nt il,.-GIBSON 
a'avalt eatretenu, uon Confrere ne me repond/sur ceile-ci. J
Je pense qt'il a'y a quaad -fine pas lieu d'en faire une question 
de principe et q-e nous pourrious, dans le cadre d'-a rofti, ob- 
tenir une phrase (Mnente sur ce qui a ete dit a voire sujet. ■/

En .out etat de cause et si nous parvenions A un |
accord sur cette base, Ue VERGES propose de cenir cette some a 
votre disposition des votre premier voyage ea AJgrie. ;

Je crois qu'il serait preferable que, d'uae oaniec
ou d'une autre, cette sonuae soit remise 
coaflance.

Si toutefois vous pensex 
tenir un pea plus, veus voudrez bien je

A une personae ayant vetn 
que je dels tenter d'ob- । 

vous prie me le faire r
savoir, mais j'insiste sur ce point qu'il est qaelq ;e xois prefe-> 
rable ^d'attraper '-ue proposition a la ballef pluttt qie de ris- ,j 
quer de tout perdre. gj 7
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PISPAKH p -secret ^CRET MARKED F» WXXlSG

TO . '
Chief of Station. London - for LCPIPIT E •0 HCEIlsa MWOEO

IVO.
Chief of Station. London

OUT QlMt.iriE3 MSI 

us tjcce ooaas

fPOM — .
Acting Chief WOVIEV- '

tfiCPOFUi

DTDORIC/GREBONY LMERGO Report

Transmitted, under separate cover, for your information only, is a copy

of a LMERGO Report dated August 10, 1967. Please note paragraph 4 and

bring to the attention of RO DIG AST,

0

ISABELLE R. PRIAMI

Attachment: I
LNERGO Report u/s/c

It

Distribution:
Orig. & 1 - COS.- LCPIPIT w/att u/e/c 

1 - COS. London w/att u/s/c

WGTH57

err.

OtCS REFEKESCE TO

201-306052
cspatch symbol mo ecmser

OEPW - 117 -

DATE

- 18 Augurt 1967, - : r -

- - . .
SECRFT "
OCbnCl; egret

" 1
th 

fc.JOl'U »=
(gt

FU r.MEER 
t 
| 20Q.I24-1S6/3

»——rTTHITO
CSTtCE - CFFICZA - HEIT

CA 'CF Ann J. Long gm
iisatim;

2 - RID file- w 'att
1 - E'BC'UK w'o'att
1 - CI/ICG w/o/att
2 - CA/CF w/att

cnrxnuMi CATE OFFCEJU WE

7767

C/CA/CF 18 Aug 67 Diane L. Chatelan

Dave HornsteinCI/ICG

tinCnXEMISO.

AC/CA

R5LEASIKG

CFFCWI SICUTuRE

B.Hugh Tovar

FOtM £14) 9 J USE PREVIOUS COmON.

mpg. i-e®

<«o>

DISPATCH
V 
i'-’
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Cu^TlLUlLG BRITISH I»J:G2aTI0B RROHLEM

Returning to London from Stockholm on 10 July, I van again queried 
by British Immigration about cy failure to register as a permanent 
resident. Xy excuse has always been that I did in' fact go to 
the Bone Office, but no action was ever taken because I rarely 
remained in tae country sore than a nonth. However, this tale is 
wearing thin and 1 fear that I nay have nuch no re serious trouble 
in the near future.

It vould sees to ne that the best solution mi^xt be to become 
the official London correspondent of KPI or any other outfit 
that night have ne. I vould need a letter to that effect and 
vould require a notional salary of about 55,000 per year^ I believe, 
but even this night raise questions from the British Inland 
Revenue.

Sone advice on this problem vould be appreciated.
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HUP DA TM DDWIP Vnited States. As advice to Negroes at
IlljuliUj in 1 Lnlliuj [Ho left Cuba last year. |home, the newsletter sa!±

i 1 AATTnPn nrrniiTn- Anotrecr A^er^an Negro na*; “Revohitionanes must plavftACCUSES CuBAM—
1 " 'don. d^cribes *?r. WiLiams as CJ-A- must !cim to subvert’

•Vicious Smear’ of China in %*^^f
'Forged' Letter Charged Jl.iorcTent in the United ourcs'--e of Black liberation" 

States." Sixteen persons, who- Oa Monday, Workers World, 
'were raM to be members of the 3 weekly here with a Trotskyist

Robert F. Williams, an Amer-.revolut.vinxw move.-.em, were aooour.ced that it had
tarn Negro who is now a black in ‘d?-o-S-.. " . . on chorees ct having pietted to *uia—5 aenou..c^.g the al-
nationalist spokesman tn Pe- -lu-^.r-r-oderate Negro civi’ leged murder plot here as aj 
king, has charged that the Cu- nevrs ugders. iTrame-un." |
ban regime of Premier Fidel 7he Crusader that Mr. Wi!-I “H “ not my policy nor; 
Castro has counterfeited a Bam3 contended was mailed RAW* 2° hill condescendmgj 
newsletter he portrait and used Hava-a last month, has a ^Toms the statement 

r~ -, headline, China Betrays Tce 53^ : s~ —t an erganma-
the bogus periodical for a vi- c,.v3n p.evoi-jtion," and hasMr.:toa'advocating pointless as- 
cious smear attack on Com-$ th.t sassinattons We are dedicated
munist China. 'ceived by'the soft lies and freedom-fighters stressing

In the May issue of the subtle fiattery" of Chinese armed self-defense. Our ob.'ec- 
newsletter. The Crusader, which Commciist leaders. It goes on tree is to maxe America adjust! 
has arrived here, Mr. Williams to say that Mao Tse-tur-g was 2a*f decent place to live. I 
asserted that the •‘forged" ver-.now “old and sack and can no;
sion “carries a metered post- longer control his arrogant.I 
mark that is available only for power-ntad underlings who. al-J 
Cuban Govcrnnu nt hulk mail-ithotieh acting in his name, have; 
ing.” He charged that the nc-vrs- abarior.ed the people's revolu-. 
letter was pul Out by “the Cu-;tion." ;
ban G-2", which he said was I'n Williams' current Peking' 
heavily infiltrated by the Unit-'newsietter asserted that "Aim
ed States Centra! Intelligence. Americans should refuse ‘ to 
Agency. ifieh.t" in Vietnam. But it added

Mr. Williams left Ms home.tbit “those who are trappad
in Monroe, N. C.. in 1961 emi^to it" could “work among the
went to Cuba, where he adro^tm-cis to educate them to thel 
rated a “freedom struggle” foritraa"farts cf life.” 1
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Refs: OEPA £53, 3 May 1967 
OELA 4737, 10 May 1967

1 DISPATCH k M siprtoau ootxns

1

TO 1
Chief, VOVIh» I

-

W •SOftlXG RtOdiRfD

AF& 1
Chief, EUB; Chief, LCPIPIT

(ALY VJAUHU) HM
CM JU3CC ODUtfcG

F8CM I

Chief of Strtin, London | V-CK* UM

DTDORIC Qat hLY ‘ bi DULY JAGUAR IXPaCdh 
KREEONY's Grcup

ACTJGI Unfits • SUtfifiCU

We now have JAGU/tR’s cozneuts on the proposed 
to allow ARtW.SY to erprnd Lis tcerss hv "ronresc-nt— 

ing" senothing - even if only a The
letter froa JAGUAR is atticbed.------------------------------------------

2. We would observe that J/.GU/R's cements ire obviously 
made in a constructive vein, uiall:.rly. J..GL> K seems to tabe 
a protective, in considerations
affecting the \dL3DXY project. Ke naturally welcome this feel
ing on their sort, since CREBONY continues to ...........................  
|| . nd ve thin?, that JiUU. ii's . 
comments rro sound, in substance. Their final ceruant ;Iso
veils, to say the least, the under st; ndcble SECiL NGd reluctance 
to see yet \ with ths fright
ful iuplicatioas if a i-CI- UY while

----  vouId
probably be not too good in VOL^.LT, for that matter, hut ; 

ts a result.)

3. We have nos h: d r-n opportunity to talk this over with 
CILIBERTI, LfiGINESTEZ and KCDIGZST, and all : re agreed tic t 
LkaBOLY’s trial balloon will not be re-floated. ~.e tuiu^ no ' 
baru is done. If J/-Glhl< should cone into \ __ \
of s‘REEOuY's letter, and ass. us about it, we will uennovledge , 
that he wrote it to try out on a United number of friends and 
aimed at his| ~~| preliminary to (he hoped Loo
WILLIAMS' arrival in Ke arc now merely replying to
JAGUAR that ye arc grtteful for their cogent comments, and that 

will not be unless there is a significant
change in the CREBONY operational situation such us to require 

|in which case we will again secs 
their concurrence.

Attachment: h/w
Letter - ts stated 

Distribution:
.4Z- 
r" 
t

Arthur

l . k- «

T. JG' LVICK
-7 J
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““f LTDOP.IC/Operational
CaEBOXY/CREMSY/l and AHSQUAW/ra Relationship

DISPATCH S 5 C h P T

FRO<-td>INO Ai-HU"

marked for moDcrne-
TO 

C/70VIKV - M 0IDEX1M3 REQUIRED

BFU
C^/LoikdoD. C/WOSUSE. C/Fur Div

ORLY QUALIFIED DESK 

CABjudge moana

from

Chief. LCPIPIT MICROFILM -

urrua sasses. REraoca

1. The relationship between ORE30NT/1 aad AHSQUAW/1 is a particularly 
important one free both tna production and security points of view. AHSQUAW/l 
has been a prolific and reliable reporter, especially ou items dealing with the 
International -ar Crimes Tribunal, and it will be highly desirable for her to 
continue to serve in this capacity in the forsecable future. It is recognized 
that AKSCjGAW/1 is not a and that her personal willingness to
serve as a ^of CR^^Y/l is based upon a complex and inter
related series or reasons, born personal and ideological.' '•PEBOUY/1 helped her 
out of a tight situation in and has befriended her since her arrival in
London. Tor the last several months site has been living at his house. QREBONY/1 
has a very agreeable personality and is a genuinely likeable person. At the same 
tine, although she is not an ideological person, she shares hls| |
ideological position and she has never questioned his explanation - tltat her - 
reporting ie for the| Lastly, we cannot and have not, overlooked the
likelihood of a physical attraction between the two. In the last anal/sia it is 
impossible for us to state exactly what motivates her to act as a 
Informant for CREBONY/1.

3. It is quite possible for the relationship between QREBONY/1 andAHSQUAW/1 
to change at any tine. Should their relationship take a turn for the worst it 
night possibly have adverse security implications for OREBONY/l. This subject 
has been discussed at length with QrTB<WY/l and be agrees tnat great care must
be taken. He is careful to use A?tSCtlAV/l [

easy, indeed at the Stockholm sassious of the

where i t would be
1 Thus far this- has beeo»relatlvely 

tho absence of any
served to conf ire in AXSOUAW/l*s Kind that QRE8ONY/1 was 

] on the scene. At this point no actual problem exists, hut both, 
LCPIPIT and QPEMNY/l are alert to the possibility that one could arise.

AARON C. LAGINESTRA

Distribution!
3 - C/WOVIEW—
2 - C/WOMUSE
2 - COS/Locdon 
2 - C/Eur Div

mmtcm snoo. an number

IS Hay 19fi7
MV FILE NUMBER
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irfa.
C/WOWSE, COS/London, C/Eur Div MLV pUAUFtED DEM 

CAR JUDGE *DU«0

FROM

Chief, LCPIPIT
*CR0F<LM

DTDORIC/Operatlonal 
______nREBONY/OREBONY/l^ Meeting with RNSLIVER

Transmitted herewith is a brief nerao for the record sunearixing a conver
sation between the undersigned and RMSLIVER in which the latter recounted his
impressions of a meeting with QREBONY/1, Transmitted
QREBOMY/1 to RODIGAST covering

USC is a brief note from 
evening.toe events of the sane

P.F, CILTEERTI

Attachzaentst H/W & USC 
As stated aetao H/W 
Brief note USC

Distributions
3 - C/HOVIEH w/atts H/W I
2 - C/VOrWSE w/atts H/W 6
2 - COS/London w/atts H/W 
2 - C/Eur Div w/o atts
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SECRET

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECTt CILIBERTI Conversation with RMSLIVER 26 April Concerning His 
Meeting with QREBONY/1

1. On 25 April BASTEAR told ne that RMSLIVER was in London and was 
planning to neat with QREBOMY/1. BASTEAR accordingly suggested that 
RSSLIVER be debriefed by the undersigned the following morning. Accordingly 
X net with PHSLIVER for about one hour, from which seating the following 
highlights seen worth recording:

A. X told WSLIVER that we (WOFACT) had been interested in 
QREBONY/1 at the tine that he was writing for China Quarterly concerning 
his dispute with the editor of Revolution, Jacque V'err.es, but that we 
had lost tract of him of late. «<» that wa are in QREBONY/l’s hone 
town, RXSLIVER was told that we and Headquarters would be interested 
in any information on QREBONY/1 which could be reported as a result 
of such nestings as RMSLIVER had had with bin.

w ■ *

B. RXSLIVER said that he had told ( 1 that he would like
to neet Ibrahim to gain some understanding o’ what was going on in 
the | particularly as it related to the Sino-
Soviet split. said that he thought that FNSLIVER would do ouch
better by talking to QREBONY/1 when he, said was one of the
few people around from whoa could learn anything.

C. RXSLIVER rat QREBONY/1 at QREBORY/l’s house. RXSLIVER did 
not have a complete roster of those who were there to participate 
in what RXSLIVER described as a "political bull session". He 
renenbered only (in addition to himself and QREBOMY/1) of Matthew 
Skoana and a girl froa Mexico City naoed Sucesos,' who he said knew 
a great deal about guerrilla goings-on in Venezuela and whose 
address he said was Calzada, Tacuboya 103, Mexico 18. RMSLIVER 
said that Nkoana said practically nothing throughout the evening, 
apparently because he found RNSLIVER's presence odd and unnerving.

B. RXSLIVER was as inpressed with QREBONY/1 as had
predicted he would be. He described OREBOMY/l as remarkably knowl
edgeable concerning | in
Western Europe and Africa. He said that QREBONY/1 bad described 
his recent trio toF and had mentioned that he bad
visited I that he knew Jacques Grippa, and that he
intended to visit Stockholm in connection with the Pussell Tribunal 
and a passible Stockholm visit by Robert Williams.

SECRET



CbuTlLUILG BRITISH IXXIGRATIOIi rXORLEM

Re tu mire to London fron Stockholm on 10 July, I was again queried 
by hritirh Immigration about my failure to register as a permanent 
resident. Xy excuse has always been that I did in fact go to 
the home Office, but no action was ever taken because I rarely 
remained in toe country more than a month. However, this tale is 
wearing thin and I fear that I may have much more serious trouble 
in the near future.

It would sees to me that the best solution mi^it be to become 
the official London correspondent of K?I or any other outfit 
that night have me. I would need a letter to that effect and 
would require a notional salary of about 55,000 per year, I believe, 
but even this night raise questions from the British Inland 
Bevenue.

Some advice on this problem would be appreciated. ‘

V fM k U l«R



E. RNSLIVER was particularly ieprossed by QREBOMY/l’s library 
of radical books aad paaphlets. RXSLIVER turned over to the under
signed for copylag aad return a recent Issue of Killians' The Crusader. 
and a copy of QREBOSY/l's own newsletter. These were received with 
feigned interest, although of course we had earlier received the sane 
iteas fros RODIRAST (already forwarded to Headquarters).

F. SKSLTVER did not recall Meeting Mrs. QREMST/1, and did not 
know how nany children OVEBONY/l had. lie described QFEBONY/l’s house 
as attractively ulddlo class. He was aware of the fact that QPEBOHY/1 
had gone to Kenyon College and praised QREBOMY/l's writing skills. 
QRE30J1T/1 showed hia a nuaber of articles he had written which 
RHSLIVER said completely followed the Chinese Coeounist line. RKSLTVER 
was surprised that sone of those articles had been printed in the United 
States in spite of their political orientation.

P.F. CIUOTI
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GRIFFITH VISIT

Conversation with Prof. Wiliiaz 3. Griffith, London, 25/4/67

Tadeusz Hoxmo phoned ay hone to tell ae that ZKKKXX Griffith, who 
is spending a sabbatical year in Munich iron MIT, wanted to nee ne. " 
Later that evening, Leo Labekdz and Griffith arrived. Stella Joyce 
of Aanesty International and Matthew Lkoana also arrived unexpectedly. 
It turned out that Le£edz and Joyce had often talked bver tteeptearctry the 
phone, but had never net. J
Griffith told ne that he had recently visited East «frica. In Dar I
es amj Le had set UavU Sxbexo and Annas G. soruhxs ex the PAC
(Pan Africanist Congress). He said his distinct impression was that 
PAG was on a strong pro-Chinese course. Griffith said he had written 
to hana ilahomo's old address in London in an effort to contact his, 
but had learned later that .Mahomo was now at Kixkx Kirkland House, 
harvard University. He said he looked forward to talking with Matono ! 
when he went briefly to the UdA in Lay. : ■ J

CS CM
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MARKO tut acoae
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Chief, LCPIPIT iW 

sbkOk Li&jRIC/Oserationai 
QRPREY/QREbOaY 

anta atoma ■ cassia*

•o aoama uqchko 
oat guauro Mat 

CUJtMt ODCUM

. As HQS is aware. QREBOKY/1 has been pursuing a legal action against Jacques 
/$c

< Verges. He has now received a letter fron his lawyer which seens to indicate 
that Verges is willing to make sone sort of settlement—although he can only pay 
in Algerian dinars. QHEBO1IY/1, of course, is willing to accept a settlement 
provided it includes sone sort of apology fron Verges. Armed with this apology 
QRE30KY/1 could then dispose of any lingering doubts regarding his political 
reliability caused by Verges' accusations and would also have the ego gratification 
of forcing Verges to eat his own words.

AAROM C. LAGEiESTRA

—Attachment: USC
As stated above USC

Distribution:
3 - C/WOVIEW w/atts - -------
2 - C/HOHUSE w/o atts

- 2 - COS/London w/o atts
2 - C/Eur Div w/o atts
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Mfiv ?, £67
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Serge Schwartzenberg PARIS, 17 AVRIL 19b7

' Scfcwarur;v”>- 
Avoccl a la Cow 

?.. KuL. M6M>>_rlr. 

>12MF IU &W Monsieur GIBSuN 
30, Stockleigh Hall 
Prince Albert Koad 
LONDON N.W.8 (Grande Bretagne)

AFF• GIBSON C/Nouvclles Editions Internationales

Cher Monsieur,

Mon confrere adverse, Conseil de la Socicte Nouvelle 
des Editions Internationales, et de Monsieur VERGES, me fait 
savoir qu'il a eu une conversation avec ***e VERGES qui lui a 
indique qu'il vit actucllement en Algerie euserait dispose 
a recherchcr un reglement amiable des difficultes qui vous 
opposent.

Il m'a fait part qu'actuellement sa situation ne 
lui permet pas de payer en une autre monnaie que la monnaie 
algerienne*, savoir le dinar.

Il y a la une question de principe. Pourriez-vous, 
je vous prie, me faire savoir si vous pourriez envisager une 
transaction aux termes de laquelle vous seriez regie en dinars 
J'ignore d'ailleurs dans quelles conditions 1'exportation aes 
capitaux d'Alg^rxe est encore possible a ce jour.

Quoi qu'il en soit, peut-etre seriez-vous interesse 
par cette proposition.

Je n'ai pas encore discute de chiffres avec mon 
confrere adverse puisqu'il s'agit la d'une question prejudi- 
cielle a toute discussion sur le fond de la somme due.

J'attends done votre prochaine reponse et vous prie

I phoned Schwartze:
to a settlenen 
Yould necessar 
Verges apolcgi

er^ and inforued bin I would agree 
the to be paid in any currency

for those
or salicious nisinfomaGio

deoerd on the extent to which „acques 
^ed for his accusations against ne in u9o4. 
ot Bind if Verges attempted to lay tue =-*7® 

a “ ■-inlierstanning cr on erroneous
n given hin by others
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StATcAnENi ct cARrtlNGS and DEGUviiviTS

NAME EMPLOYEE NO. PAY PERIOD DATE ROLL COST CENTER STA |

OREervY i 832799 04/01 04/30 20 1240062 __ m
co EARNINGS DESCRIPTION I f.

09
NORMAL OTHER

REG SAL74600 18400 NOTE: V
THIS FORM IS ISSUED ONLY WHEN AN I

EMPLOYEE ENTERS ON DUTY OR THERE f
IS ANY CHANGE IN THE PAY ACCOUNT |

i; 
S 
ji

' 15

REMARKS:

co DEDUCTIONS DESCRIPTION

1' 

b 

y 
- ••

: > -it - -c
. £ , ■ "1

JO 
76

NORMAL OTHER

CPA EX CR 
FEO tax r

74600
4600

18400

! Increase Boraal Salary froa $700 to $746 effective 1 December 1966.
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SFO.
COS/London, C/Eur Div *

MLT QUALIFIED DEV 

CAB JUDGE MOOttO

""chief, LCPIPIT ^7 '
M10R0FCM

““^PDTDORIC/Operat ional
CPEBONY/CREBONY/l’s Taxes

RCT1OB REQUIRED -«EFER£K»

1 . QREBONY/1 told RODIGAST at their most recent meeting that -he did not 
have to file an overt tax form for 1966 because his gross overt income for 1966 
was less than $600. This will not be true for the 1967 tax year and he will 
have to file in the Spring of 1968. The operative sentence in the 1966 Tax 
Guide For US Citizens Abroad, US Treasury Dept IP3 Pub Ho 5*4 states—"Every 
citizen of the United States, regardless of where he resides who is under 65 
years of age and has a gross income of $600 or more during a tax year must 
file an Income tax return." •

2 . For the record the undersigned who is as yet unfamiliar with all 
administrative details, would appreciate HQS confirmation of the above.

AARON C. LAGINESTRA

■ • ‘

Distribution: 1 .
3 - C/WOVIEW —

~ 2 - COS/London z
2 - C/Eur Div

APR 25 1967
CROS REFERENCE TO 0SPATCR snoot. JU© DUMBER

OEPA - 228
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SECRET 19I034Z CITE LCPIPlf^Vfif ' " 1 ' -j

DIRECTOR INFO LONDON / ! “ 13feiH-v

DTDORIC QREBONY / l : ! ; •
REF: DIRECTOR 9E256 J ----- '' —

1. AGREED PARA 3 REF THAT RAISE NOT EE PASSED

TIRU GRPURE. ALSO AGREE JULY EFFECTIVE DATE. .

REQUEST HQS TAKE STEPS HAVE RAISE ADDED TO

SALARY DEPOSITS MADE EY HQS TO QEEEONY’S ACCOUNT.

2. WILL COMMENT ON PARA 4 REF WHEN PROMISED 

DISPATCH RECEIVED. '

S E C RE T
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DTDORIC/Gpe s ational 
_______ CREBOHY/Lritish Immigration Status

DISPATCH s e-r PROCESSING ACTION

MMB K» mxxms

C/WOVIEW » MOM6 KQUBED

tWQ .
COS/Lcndont C/Eur Div, C/^KUSE

MI QUMUrilD OEM 
CM AKE OlDCUM

"*Cnief, LCPIPI7 7 Jp r
raoru

1. The USC memoranda sets forth a problem which QREBOKY/1 recently 
encountered at London Airport and how it was solved with the assistance of 
London Station and JAGUAR.

2. As natters now stand, British Immigration will take no action against 
GREBOMY/l without checking with JAGUAR.. .

AARGH C. LAGxnxSTRA

Attachment: USC
As stated above para 1 USC S/C ATT’D BY RI/AIT 

Dated 1 MAY 1967
Distribution:

3 - CAXJVIEV w/att USC
2 - CArOIxSE w/att USC
2 - COS/London w/o att 
2 - C/Eur Div w/o att
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CS COPY
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airport . -- -oe ne*s property cocu: ..zuca .-.usa current 
ana all tout, u>e> ;■'-. hit iuzless. tf course, 
they catch biz in fbz^rznte cell etc, -c as lone —> -« ^ceps n_ 
nose relatively clean, he's okay. coezz't ze-c to .'cr~' ur.t' 
the Hoze Office cozes to nix; when that zappez__ 1? it r.a-pen> 
and that is unlikely, the any the Hritisn law uerxs - we will 
look into things further. *ell hix that having a Iritis;, 
wife sakes him imune to gest out-kicking activities - as long 
as his nose is clean.

. In fact, it is all fixed with the Hose Office. They will 
not take any action against hia without checking with JAGUAR, 
and they, of course, will cneck with us. Sb should not be 
encouraged to be flippant or sassy with the Isxigraticn people, 
but he doesn't need to panic, either. He should behave in - 
a reasonably straightforward and natural way - so he should not 
be encouraged to think we have ufixedu things for hix.

I also discussed again witn JAG the question of having hia 
taken off the watchlist, dey are willing to do so, if we 
want, but their ce .t--l still is that it is better for hia 
to be watchli;.-ed Tiers conic prosably be no better 
credential for '..x, if tr:zel_.:g aits dbruniu of Xanchanda 
or Raixzrv., _ necne j.' that sort, than to get tie business 
froz tn<- — - or huu-^ration people. Azi, of course, 
he -hc^ii. . or c. r sake <security, ana all th t) be discouraged 
frex ca.-'juug anytrdng ic'irdrztirg, ano if he knows trit • 
he nay ue utrehet try t_.- ne cozes or goes, teat snoul- nel> 
his o-ucret.o.- a.eng.

i . cn tr: - • ham, the airpor. mrrasszen’'. 
riaHy gc.a to be toe n..t of a burden, zayoe we will .— a t. 
review tns t-tu’ticn; Jr the d-sis ox' xte t-a -.n=iae..t- to 
i-aa, r.tw:vsr, - vca= fr.r leaving hix -ntchlisted.

t;> ni Anew _i yuu s^s any prcblexs, or if there are any 
wu.nra;: 3c ^.esticzs.

(Ch, yes: cc.tse'u^s s that he should not apply for 
permanent residence ter ::. If -te looters about it, Eoddy s.t... 
point t.u -tst in apply. < for on- he uof-i*have to give scr . 
info a. et .us inccx-, a t., whicn st ccesz't nave to cj not . 
And, ti-_n, since his itutish wife is az ace in use hole, 
he dees, t tava tc volunteer that infer, anion; sc he s. cudn‘t.

________ FPOK: Jtyvyicy. .......
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Beturnlng to the on 15/3/^7» I 163 »n»i by British Inmigration at London Airport that 

I was sperAing core tlso la Britain O-an outside the country. The lu..-ration Officer inspected 

ay passport closely, countlag the nasker of trips I had aado since getting that passport, which 

had toon issued by the Ssbassy in London, on 1 Bececber 15^5. However, no explanation was 

asked for concerning the travel. I explained that I had intended to resettle in Switzerland or 

Trance. and was spending so such tine in Britain only because ay wife, who vas British, had been 

helping to take care of her elderly parents in London, I was told nevertheless that I should 

go to the Heme Office and apply for teaporsry residence In Britain. ,

Before doing so, I would need to knout

1) whether X should In fact do sof

2) how should I describe ny work, if ary, and source of Income. '

At prepeat, upon Investigation, the British would learn that I have no visible means of income, 

except for perhaps for cy Beports and sone freelance journalise, but nevertheless receive money 

regularly free a Swiss bank account.

If I told the Home Office, I was a freelance journalist, I laagine they would demand sone sort

of beak or other financial statements, which Would probably be examined by Brit-—-, tax authorities

for possible taxation. Sven if I say X have no expiryneat of any ccasc^once and maintain nysclf 

on inecae from investments saae in Switzerland and elsewhere, X night have to verify that statement 

sad pay sone sort of British taxes. Considering the positions of my brothers-in-'aw, I doubt if< 
either could get away with claiuing to fully or partially support sy family, a;.. .'-^h ay brother-1*, 

law Gordon Kaye, who is a Chartered Accountant, has been deducting ay children's su-uol fees '

Bros his saxes by ceans of an educational trust fund, although he so longer pays anything towards 
Qhis eight .

the fees. I could say that X was the beneficiary of a tax-free V.S. fellowship(buwhaanfeQJjuaiaMr 

prove sore cumbersome and dangerous than necessary, in the present «<

j Xn any case, I need advice on this matter urgently, as I suspect I say soon hav - .sit from the

| Hooe Office if X do not go to then voluntarily. k con ,
1 ___________________ ____ :
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TO •
Chief of Station, Landon For LCPIPIT X

■AKO WB «oamc

BO tttcuat UQUaO

Chief of Station, London
OCT QUAUTO OESK 

CAB MCE M0EXM8

FROM

Chief, WO VIEW BO0HUI

^^DTDORIC/QREBONY/Operational
_______ QREBONY /I Mentioned in Senate Hearing*___________
*CT*ON REQUIRED - REFERENCES

See paragraph 4,

L Transmitted under separate cover is an excerpt from a recent 
Senate debriefing of a PBRUMEN defector, in which QREBONY A’s 
name was mentioned.

2. We do not believe that the testimony is particularly aw Java rd for 
QREBONY A, and while we had an opportunity to have this portion of the 
testimony stricken from the record, we elected not to do anything about 
it since it would have involved revealing V. OF ACT interest in QREBONY A.

3. FYI, In order to avoid any concern on the part of QRPURE should 
this portion of the testimony ever hit the press, KAMMERMAYER 
mentioned the reference to QREBONY A in low key to QRPURE at a 
meeting. QRPURE exhibited no concern.

4. Please have RODIGAST brief QREBONY A concerning tha testimony 
at an early opportunity.

JULIA R. CONGREVE

Attachment:
As stated above (u/s/c)

Distribution:
Original it 2 - LCPIPIT w/att.

1 - COS, London w/o att.
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i:-'ia cciLifscroo in London, i volving —t

. ilr. V.lta. i thin?; they -iid, but - !’-c.'»a:: l-.rd of iL ■—

ikr. Sc urvino. Involving cho north Victaunosc. You

Lea::d necking’ further?

Vclta. 17o, sir.

ike. sc’/.■vine. lxtj, did you have a::v info-X-aiioa about the 

p r-c-cciico in London of any otkor United Cea tea citiaens wo had 

actespied to obtain a visa to travel to Cuba?

Kr. Volta. l"o, sir. Ec_ that 1 rei«a.ak.er,

it:. £c urwine. Olein’t you have sonothing to do with an 

individual who wanted to go to Cuba, to incc-rview Castro?

Nr. Volta. Yea.

Hr. Sown-ine. Tell us about this. , ’ .
I. .

Mr. Volta. There was a newspaper lean, a colored man.

Hr. Sourwine. A Negro? ‘ . , . ? >

Nr. Volta. Yes, a Negro. And he used to be, I think, ' f 

president of Pair Play for Cuba here in the States, I think in 

Hew "orb. I don't know if this was in New York. . And he visited
. ■

the Embassy, trying to get a visa.

Mr. Scurwine. The Cuban Embassy in London? \
- • ■ . • ,.

; ■‘■-vjy
; * Mr. Volta. Yes, the Cuban Embassy in London.

Mr. Sourwine. To get a visa to go to Cuba? - ' ;
- - - " i

'" Mr. Volta. Yes. And then we sent this request to Cuba,

_ SECRET . .
ye .......................c/^/-'
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but ve ucve:: had a ?;cpiy. De wanted to rave an interview with 

Caacro ior a magasino — Playboy i!nju::lro.

Q Playboy Janine.

Wiat du this i.c.-^o newc-papcr nor io, do you tosw? Ho you 

know lis-e-’ he wcrlx'u? , .

sr. Volta. As far r.s X kiiow, Vo was editing a bulletin,

M:. iorrwine. 2a ixonuou — not in v

it:, tifi':;•«. 2 i p.rcjy can toll you exactly. Euc Z krew 

ha vas editing a nev.s bulletin.

r^:. fourwlne. iiiat !:ind of a net.” bulletin?'

Mr. Volta. X7oll, a sheet of paper with news about 

diffcrci.t aspects. .

i-ir. Caurwinc. Fell, do you know whether this was really a 

news entGJ'priso, or whether it was a propaganda enterprise?

Mr. Volta. I think it was a private news service, because 

his naa. vas in the head. ’ ':

. Mr. Sourwine. x^hat was that nawe? :.

Mr. Volta. I tried to roncaiber his na^o. -

Hr. Sourwine. Eidn't you tell our wan in Miami that it 

was Richard Gibson?

f Mr. Volta. Right, that one, yes, sir. Richard Gibson.

Hr. SourvinQ. How, & you have any details about the 

alleged contract with Playboy Magazine for an interview with 

Fidel Castro? '
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SECRET

1 * FE3 1966
SO: Mrector

BMsrnl Bwsa of toveotlgaticn 
AAtantlon: »• 8. J. Pqpioh

BBOSt tognty BLrootor tor itea*

ficajasn COMB'e SnUtvessst with

!• Bria gmnrffio&a reqoesta your *&ucr*e conaartB* on a priority basis* 
retotiwo to inprcnrlag toa operational capabilities of SUGAR* a ecuroe of this 
Agency tsam to you, vtooe reportlas oa| 
wa ere fteasPAlas on a contlxulng tesla.

2. Beapite osr topss end hie efforts* SfiAR was tnaible to obtain m 
torltafclon to tha recently bald in teich ves
a| It la our belief that SUGAR'S
regntatlOEi of being pro-Oxlnoce uas regpanBlbla for bla eactastan. Bi 
Biscutoias tola prcblea with i^ortant in
EnrCFpe reosztly* toe latter c^gosted tob& hie ability to eacuro eosess to . 
sucb asatlaao walfl to caneitorebly gitenced if be oculd obtain a asrasg-root8a 
base or \ \ to reporting
this cagB33tlao~vbich atrltes us ss VBlid>»SlKAn t^ecutoted ca tto possibility 
toat ba aiafat attest to tecoao tbs [of too

of t&icb to toosa
little tot toich e&eaoi irga toat to <3ooe know* to to.coDaiotait la Ito ootlook 
with hie ostesalhla political orientation.

t^ich sl^it to pesaed on to S9MB without ocoyraoieeto sscurlty



SECRET

H* Kbst of all* in mold vdIcqsb your ootcsBote <n this general pseMrat 
givax your Agones taoad kaoalodee og such orgaalsstlona w La this 
wuuUy* As a n^o espatriste with pretended pro-Cjiooa ayiqpsthlas, SDGAB 
tas alao cultivated a reputation far sy&psthy toward the ruiilttadly vacos 
Aad divorce caalftestatlOBS of "blank sgttlnrwMm’*/ end toward cash perensslltlas. 
as Itobsrt Willies iAs oatody it* Ho mild to snot interested la reoelvlas 
botfe your assaults on thia esacre! noveoeut of optalca in the IMitad States, 
and yov descriptions of the or&saisstlaia esaociated with it i&lah eoald 
enable us to provide iBfbx&Btian sod oiidanoe to 3X^3 itr devulopii^ ca 
AMOGlatlOKi t&lcb wuld increaee Ms cgparatisaal assess and cff&ctlvsnaso.

CA/CFs^Btepiorttm (16 Veteuasy 1366)

Mstrftutteu
Orir. & 1 - Addresses 

i - afaa 
1 - Cl/R&A 
1 - evs 
1 • BXS (aoo-12^-156/3) 
i.cVise 

1 - CA/SBC 
.,--'2 • CA/CF



SECRET

JU

VBSBBtSBBl JCR» Chief, d/QA 

4723333081 Mr. Jota Brewer

SJBJECh Field firvestigstlon of ORBSOHTj
Qrobomy Clearance. (am.306052)

I. Fttrenant to oar canversatlan of 11 February in your office, this 
nsaaranftn requests ttat tbs usual field background. JLnvcstl^tion not be 
undertaken la tte clearance process Instituted for QRSBQHf.

8. Vs seta this request for limitation because of our strong belief 
ttat such ea investigation would run an unacceptably high risk—approaching. 
certainty~<xf causing serious dsnage to QREBOKY's reputation cad therefore 
his effectiveness with the targets against which ho is directed as on 
inferEset. In tha past, both bore and abroad, QftEBOHIC tas node warn enemies, 
os well as friends, naoug dissident end leftist circles. Be has particularly ' 
elionated both U.S. OsmBist end Trotekyist eleaerrta, apparently by his dealings 
with t‘m while serving as Executive Director of the Fair Play for Cuba Oosssittee 
in the early 6o's. His reputation for pro-Chlcoa syspathles—which is the basis 
of his present operational usefulness to us as a courca—eonstituteB an 
additional grievance against hla by such parties as the CPUSA and the CPUS 
which are pro-toscow and enti-Feking. We know froa independent sources as 
well as frun his own testiseny, ttat such tactility bos taken the fem of - ( 
charges'"»cQ^13tely false at the tine—that he was an OEEEVy or KUBABR 'agent. 

(Apparently a favored sasar tectaiqua la suah circlets this charge has been 
leveled in other cases with equal lack of justification.) These allegations 
against qBQBOHf * have not prevented hia frees winning the apparent confidence 
of easy leftist target clssenta who, if they ere swore of then at no 
doubt realise the prevalaooe of such backbiting and gossip and who have not 
been prevented froa developing personal and confidential relations with his. 
Such charges, however, do represent a donaant vulnerability: they have boob /. 
Subject Bcmthins of a controversial figure in a Bill ten which rightly feels 
itself a target for intelligance collection end is extreaely sensitive to the 
dangers of penetration.



3. AgBlnct the background of this vulnerability, it oast also ba stressed 
that the sources to bo contacted by such a field investigation would include 
many Individuals whose suspicions of government interest—and hostility toward 
it—ve could not reasonably e^oect to disarm. QREBQHX's career in the United 
States in J?CC and similar groups put bin in contact with a wide range of 
individuals 1*0 are not merely sophisticated but highly sensitive concerning 
any such inquiry. It is not possible to conceive of any netted of approach 
which would not provoke tteir suspicions that a goversaont cooneatloa with . 
(yiaBQSf was involved, (it is, noreover, hardly likely that cooperation could 
ba ejected of coy of then, except in such cases where tte individual sowed an 
Opportunity to record dasaging infaneatlcn.) In view of vhat we know about tte 
rapid circulation of gossip among such individuals, cud tlieir great interest in, 
and suspicions of government interest, such an inquiry could be calculated with 
reasonable nmfl dance to spell tte end of any effectiveness QREBOSZ could offer 
this Agency. .

4. While we realise fully that the aim of ante an inquiry is to resolve 
isiknowM in on individual's background end develop neterials beyond those presently 
available, we note that QREKJUf has beat a subject of continuing Interest to 
0D28VX far sany years, end that, as a result, the basic politically derogatory 
associations in his past a mtter of record.__As you know, a successful

cuch associations, bdA cohfirBiag ^to the extent that it can co eaia to co soj ...... 
his assertions of loyalty despite than. -

5. h reqiE?stlng deansnee in this case, we are seeking to elicit QREBOSX's 
ability to report information to us which he receives in the course of bls contacts 
with national llteratloa leaders, pro-Chinose ccraaalsts cad similar personalities. 
Such infarEatton represents general political end biographical oaterial relative 
to the Interests, activities end plans of such individuals. Requirements passed 
to hia in this counsetion involve instructions for tte refinement and ccsupleteness 
of ths reporting he is capable of providing fraa his normal intercourse with 
source personalities. It is anticipated that his usefulness will be increased 
by travel to those areas wtere his access to targets known to him permits firsthand 
reporting. It is also anticipated that he nay be able to serve selected CA ' 
purposes ty Buffacina infbnuctlon available to hia, whan this does not prejudice 
his cover status.

Ris use is widerstood to be, end has been, United end precludes revelation 
of classified infbreatlcn, either by operational assigraents supporting or 
servicing other KOBARK operations, witting participation in tte recruitment of 
other agents, or tte passing of such requirenants as would reveal a classified 
states of KOBARK knowledge or interest in cay collection target.

Jases N. Morphy
C/CA/CF

Austin Goodrich

SECRET
Cl/lC
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SECRET
REQUEST FOR APPROVAL OR INVESTIGATIVE ACTION (Afotya h»*dc»Try ] copy of Ihit fora)

DATE

ID Ptebruary 1966
TO: X Cl/Operational Approval and Support Division from:

Jianas liirfbof
Support Jlvxs lon/Ci flee of 5ecurity A d 30 xns7

i SUBJECT: . . . _ ___ __fr,„ "..J Bichard Sbonas GIBSOH
PROJECT

QHEKCT

5 J. 
J 5

CRYPTONYM. PSEUDONYM. AKA ON ALIASES

QRZB0Sr/l
ci/o* rue no.

ftaderlck T. Dariate (P) RI 201 *|LE NO. 

201-306052
SO FILE HO.

1 TYPE ACTION REQUESTED

J PROVISIONAL OPERATIONAL APPROVAL PROVISIONAL PROPRIETARY APPROVAL

1 X OPERATIONAL APPROVAL PROPRIETARY APPROVAL

I PROVISIONAL COVERT SECURITY APPROVAL COVERT NAME CHECK

1 COVERT SECURITY APPROVAL • • SPECIAL INQUIRY (SO Holti iawstiBall..)

5 COVERT SECURITY APPROVAL FOR LIAISON WITH U.S. OFFICIALS

4 X . s PEC IF IC AREA OF USE

& 
1 
I 
1 D

t
4 . INVEST1GATION AND COVER YES - NO

B 
j A • J.S. GOVERNMENT INTEREST MAY BE SHOWN DURING INVESTIGATION) f tel0V x
t
1

S . CIA INTEREST MAT BE SHORN DURING INVESTIGATION) X

c. IS SUBJECT AWARE OF U.S. GOVERNMENT INTEREST IN HIM) X1
D. IS iubject aware or cia interest iH him> CIA has not boon eimplicitly identified; 

tat subject doubtless suspects CIA interest. x .

?I E. INDICATE ANY LIMITATIONS ON COVERAGE IN THE INVESTIGATION 
tea teen reived and yavfaw&d-_______

or subject. Rs JBI - All la£b froa then

i K £ r. SUGGEST 'COVER PRETEXT' TO BE USED IX CONDUCTING PERSONAL INVESTIGATION OF SUBJECT. Only SXtTeSS Xfift—VljE 
oom truly cmnlleahla. Wery 11 Kilted credit eoner latcMMit 1« tat ’ 1 • .<

I£ ” ” 5. PRO AND GRttN LIST STATUS

£ PRO 1. OR EQUIVALENT. IN <21 COPIES ATTACHED PRO 1 1 KILL BE FORWARDED

§ PR II- OR EQUIVALENT. IN 111 CORY ATTACHED GREEN LIST ATTACHED. NO;

£ «.RI rrfXcES
ft RO RECORD | WILL FORWARD NON*DEROGATORY [ | DEROGATORY ATTACHED1

7. DIVISION TRACES

§ NO RECORD | JT | W,LL FORWARD NON*DEROGATORY | | DEROGATORY ATTACHED

£ •. FIELD TRACES
NO RECORD X WILL FORWARD

RO DEROGATORY INFO. DEROGATORY ATTACHED

i LIST BOUNCES CHECXCDRn^ Mdfm. Vr>r«.

RO INITIATED

I SIGNATURE OF CASE OFFICER EXTENSION SIGNATURE Ol BRANCH CHIEF

J
FORM 
I-G2 772 sHt:::;!"’ SECRET

..., _ __

<01
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fiiosso GQSOS

ar- 306052

13 May 193^ Xm AngBlaSf California

So

Breelanee Journalist leaden, Badland

Journalist

8 February 1966

Janas Itatey 
o/cy 

U » 30 
7767

X

Student 3dm Bey Whitney Ftellovshlp Italy 1551-52
BOO U.S. Any Gexnaay, U.S. 52- 195*
Editor Revolution Africaine Algiers 1962-64
Executive Secretary fear Stair Play for Cuba COmittee Bev York 1961-62
Sewruritar,EE3 CBS Ecus Bev York 1959-61
anglieh Editor Aesoea France Presse Paris 1955-58
Freelance Italian Filas Export & Christian Ssianoe Boss 195&-5*
Cub Reporter FhilAtolphla Afro-Jtaarican U.S. 1950-51

80 Branding nasibar of Stair Piny for Cuba CCBoittee; wariber BMDOt Urban League and 
/teriean Society of S African Culture

5’10" 165 Black Sta^r black Bagro

Joy Mw^orie Bee Kaye

Son • Frederick Williaa Cordon Gibson PFOB 1998 Perla 
Baugfrter Posing^ Elizabeth Gibson PFOB 1956 Faria



8 8 CBS*

CMsf of stBStat tau (unnr)

88, BqMx ®B«f» iBL’Ci CMef» KDBB8K

CSAxsf of MaftrfA
KOOaXC &fB£f. &3B0ST/FSSB&S
*Hosa£ttal of BecksrasaA Bqporto on 8AJm*s of BataeaM 

: A. BUS 5ST5, 30 Beeestar 19$5
B. K&B $nt, 22 Jwsatsr 1966

Attee&aA fesr8s£& coo ccq&sb of tto r^orts prassnA by A1&08B. 2 obbsw^ 

iag tfe* Aftjosto ei wgeevaee^

. . . Qaoe^ d. sccaoaor

MtocBBffloSa:
Ae etateA ^9»i taesltfe

DtsteXbufcSfia;
2 - CC3, Barfs (lOTH), v «M, 
2 - C VKp Vie m



ALGUNAS OPINIONS SOBRE LA VIDA Y PERSON ALIDAD DE:

ROBERT TABER 
RICEARD GIBSON 
ROBERT EILLIAMS 
VILLI AS VORTHY
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Ribhad Gideon

yi ti^-ente resieia ea Rarfs con su esoosa francos®. - Era directir 
de 1®. -iicidn en Ingles del aensu®rio •Revolution’’, publicado en L®u- 
sana per Jackses ^orgds, antiguo director de •Revolutipn Africaine’", 
argelino de nadre china y ®nigo de -en iell®, con quien dispute al 
p-obareele que recilia dinero de China Coaunista para expresar Ion - 
puntos de vistas chinos en el ^^riddico argelino. •Revolution# er® o 
es (ignore si se publica tod®vi®) fin®nciado dor China Roja. Gibson 
salid de su puesto en est®; publicaciones, rrr -trn^-^.de ser un__j 
agente inflltr®do de la CIA. En 1964 estuvo en £rusel»s, ofreciendo 
nn^ ear.itf<-nci» tn la ULB ^universidad Libre), con motivo de un® fc— 

poricidn L®tino«nsric®n®, ®uspiciad® por la faccidn pro-chin® de 
la ^ederacidn Cozunista de gstudiantes de Bdlgica iFederacidn de 

Lruselas) y pag’d® por el grupo de disidentes del PCB, Gripu®, Rein- 
do rf, etc. Es® noche halld sotre la Revolucidn cubana y su visits ® . 
Cuba y en 1® presidencia del »cto estab® el propio Jacques Gripp®.

Richrtd Gibson estuvo en Cuba en 195C, invitado especialnente por 
el periddico Revolucidn y por el magazine nunes de Revolucidn. Er® 
entonces presidents del ^.®ir Play for Cuba Connittee. Fue invitado 
® sugerencias de Bob Taber por Pablo Arcando ^ern^ndez, que viajd ® 
Kueva York para invitar a un grupo de intelectuale s negros norteane- 
ricanos ® los festejos del "6 de julio de I960. Junto con Richard Gibson 
vi®Jaron a Cuba Robert hilli®ms, Leroy Jones, Julian M®yfield, su 
esposa y un nuttido grupo de escritores y poetises ncgr»s. Fue enton— 
ces que Wiliams conoci<5 ® ^b®. L® presencia de Gibson fue m®l ®co-- 
gid® por el PSP y los nilclcos intelcctu®les y politicos que en Cuba 
giraban en 1® drbit® del ^arjido Copunist® Cubano, y® que Gibson er® 
®.us®do por el PC de US*, de de jar fuera del Coaitd Pro Jus to Tr?t o a 
Cuba a proninentes figur®s comunistas norteaneric®n®s, mientr®s d®b® 
cabida en. el nisno a trotzskyistas y gente de 1® Nueva Izquierda. '-11- 

• liams, por su p®rte, er® considerado un ®git®dor cast ®narquista,por 
- estos nisoos circulos cozunistas cubano-»meric®nos.

Rich®rd Gibson es honbre de un c®r^cter turbio. Un bunn periodista . 
y no mal escri tor, pero una persona bien de sagradabl e, dentro d e 
un conplejo no solanente politico, sino tanbi&i psicoldgico, alinest®- 
dos por SB problena r®ci®l. 3s un intelectu®! frac®sado y honbre poco 
franco,d e un® conunic®bilidad toroid®. La polici® francesaa le consi- 
derab® un ®gente ®1 scrvicio de una potencia extranjera—ChixaRoj®.
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' Chief of Station, Poris/LCPXPXT XX

Chief, KUtOLF

DTDOBXCAtKPRKY A&EB0KX

ACTION R0QUIHED: FYI

BSP: A. PALP 5033 (XK 95553)
B. QFLA 3123 (18 Hovenber 1965)

1. We have discussed the substance of the question raised 
in Bef B through the regular Headquarters channel with the 
0D8NVY Bop here who has acted as a point of liaison for QRfSOHY 
oaterial in the past, to passed on, also, the materials which 
you prepared for the CDSSVY representative with whpa you are 
in contact in Paris. Vo raised specifically the question of 
passing QBEBOMY's identity to the Paris OCiliVY representative, 
which you mentioned in Bef B, stating that, so far as KUBAEK 
is concerned, we had no objections. The QD2IVY representative 
here, however, thought that this night serve to confuse soao- 
what the lines of coordination for QEEDONY’s information, for 
which CDBNVY headquarters has sole responsibility. Ue there
fore felt that we should continue the present arrangement by 
which, in effect, (&E3£MY*s identity is held here at the point 
whore his material within ODEHVY originates. Be appreciated, 
however, your initiative in filling in the Paris 0DB2IVY 
representative on the targets which Q1U330SY can service, thus 
alerting him to possible leads he night loot Into. Ho suggests 
also that we be kept aware of your liaison with GOEiW in the ’ 
field to guard against false confirmation or other possible 
duplication which could lead to confusion here in those 
quarters of QOEHVY responsible for processing the QJL230SY 
nateri&l.

2. With respect to Freedooways, discussed in Bef A, 
and Q's possible relationship with it, we will report separately.

Rowell D. KAMHERMAYEB

Distr1button:
Oris, hl- CCS, Paris/LCPXPIT

—» 9 JANte:OFZ^-1414 

8-B-C-&-B-T 200-124-156/2

1 - 200-124-156/2
1 - CA/CF Chrono
1 _ciAcg

CA/CF Janes C. Murphy mht (30-12-65) 7767

CX/ICG ;

C/CA
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BY

ZIBET LCHAKVEST"

VR, FILE. U>EU

SECRET 221745Z

I. UNBOUND HAS HADE AVAILABLE TO ODENVY SAME INFO AS CONTAINED

PARI DIR INFO PALP CITE LOND 5337 CAWOOD ACTING

RPTS LOG CA
SI B? m

ssc xs

REF. ODE^NVY LOND INSIST THEY HAVE NO OPS INTEREST GIBSON. SER- 

I1OUSLY DOUBT EITHER SMOTH OR JAGUAR JAVE ANY RELATIONSHIP

! GIBSON., SINCE WOULD BE GROSS (AND SOONER OR LATER

APPARENT) CONTRAVENTION OUR RE

NO STA TRACES,

2. LOND

A KUBARXER, ALTHOUGH NOTHING TO INDICATE BASIS FOR

ODENVY FILES HERE REFLECT FURTHER INFO ON CHARGES GI SON

SUCH

(SEE ODENVY/VASH LETTER TO KUBARK INFO ODENVY/LOND

I DEC64, CAPTIONED RICHARD THOMAS GIBSON.) CAN HQS SHED ANY LIGHT?

LOND, GIBSON 1

SECRET



OASSIFIED MESSAGE SECRET IM PAGE _

AND MR. KENNETH TYNAN

GIBSON) SMOTH

5. SMOOTHERS HAVE PREVIOUSLY ACKNOWLEDGED THEY WOULD LIKE 

SCUTTLE REVOLUTION REPEAT REVOLUTION. REQUEST LOND BE ADVISED 

OF SCHEME OF DIR 63751. THEN, IF APPROPRIATE, SUGGEST WE

DISCUSS WITH SMOTH/JAGUAR/LCBEFORE AS NECESSARY TO ENLIST THEIR 

COOPERATION. JAGUAR IN PARTICULAR MAY BE USEFUL IN PROVIDING 

CURRENT DATA ON GIBSON AND MAY BE ABLE GET SOMEONE CLOSE TO HIM 

IN ORDER OBTAIN OPS DATA IN SUPPORT ANY PLAN FOR OP AGAINST 

REVOLUTION REPEAT REVOLUTION. PLS ADVISE.

SECRET ' ''' ____ ___
I '• - • • • ' ' ----- ; • ---------- ~ \

if VnGov^J IMFb (2c. Etc/MrJ

A.

SECRET



RICHARD jI B 3 0 H

I directed a

esam

.utile relations campaign alccd at countering U.S. propaganda 
against Cuba. I published books, newsletters and placed advertizing 
cn behalf of Cuba in the U.S. press.

1953-54: draft cl into U.S. Awy. Served as acn-coa in Trioct'

Earried - wife English. Throe children - ages 7, 9 and 5 nos

1951-52: Secretary-treasurer of the Institute for the larrov;- 
.-?nt of la ter-American Helaticns, lac., chartered as an aedu cations! 
focziatlcn“ under the laws of the State of -rw York. She ?3’.r 
*ilay for Cuba’ Conalttee va? a perraront cornittee of the In"?.tute.

parttlne work — lngllsa-inn*.;*u.^e public relations — for I-' 
711ns Export, a seul-govcrauental Italian agency for the ex;3 
of Italian filvs to Bngllna-epcaklzg countries.

1965- s Publisher of Richard Gibson Reports, a regular news 
and features service. nalaxy ior Airo-American newspapers.

33. btockleigh Hall 
Prince Albert Road 
London, U.’«.8 
fel.x TRI 8778

1?55-531 Engllsh-luzguagc editor, A^cnce Prance-Prosso, the 
Trench national no-z agency ia Paris. Aldo wrote for the Aj: .3 
letercoutlncnvale, AaT’s feature service.

1962-64: English-language editor of the international review
Revelutton. ’;as one of the founding editors of Revolution 
Xfrice'lneHln Algiers and vac later sent to Switzerland to edit 
a monthly in English, directed all aspects of the editing, publish
ing end distribution of the magazine

Bureau of the Christian 2.?1~ >

1959-61: neRswrltteu for Oolurbia Broadcasting Systcn for radio 
and television in Haw York. Tired fson this Joo because of’ zy 
activities in founding the "air Hay fir Cuba Corxittee in the 
U.S.A, to support the Cuban Revolution.

Firut entered Journalise in 1953 as reporter-clerk for Phil-- 
dclrhia jifroTA-'cylcnn, a Hogro weekly.

In 1951-52, valla attending the University cf Rone, I vorked as 
legman for Rwiund Giwonc, then cuicf of the Kcdltorraueaa f.vs

-m’ of Boston. I also <1

Bonn Bos Angeles, Calif., U.S.A., 13 Kay 1931.

At t?.3 chief paid officer cf

Education: Trimry schools, ThilndolpLie, Ta., U.S.A. 
Central High School, railedolphia, Pa, 
Benyon College, Garnier, Ohio (road English lit.) 
University of Roco (Italian lit., 1951-52) 
Sorbonne, Purls (2y-.nca stadias, 1>55) 
Columbia University Graduate School, few York

4



MESSAGE FORM

I

h

ORIC : 

UNIT : 

EXT : 

DATE :

to

JAMES M. MURPHY
C/./C? 
7767 x 
9 DEC 1965

□ INDEX 

g NO INDEX
S E C R E T

DSHD

B FILE IN CT-gJLX NO. 201-30o052

paris/lcpipit LONDON

from: DIRECTOR

wfo: VH

Uhtl
TO PALP -

DIDORIC QRPREY QREBONY

REFS: A. LORD OT23 (IN 001*07)

B. DIR 61637

o MSnCY □ ttTWM TO BRANCH g fU UB

1 5 ----
2 1 6* 7
4 8

. 1. CONSULTATION WITH STATE CONTACT YIELDS FOLLOWING

A. TRAVEL WITH U.S. PASSPORT FROM AREA OUTSIDE U.S. CONSIDERED

TECHNICAL VIOLATION, NOT BASIS FOR CRIMINAL PROSECUTION.

B. EVIDENCE OF SUCH TRAVEL, E.G. CUBAN VISA STAMP, IS BASIS

FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION BY STATE DEPT AGAINST BOLDER OF PASSPORT.

I.E. WHEN HE PRESENTS HIS PASSPORT FOR RENEWAL, EMBASSY WILL REFER TO 
- r- I

DEPARTMENT FOR GUIDANCE, iS®-e?-^b«ftSSP^T

C00D-®aY-P&R-Gi&-WAS-SRAVED=S0>3v

OLEAN,

C. DESPITE REF A REPORT FROM ODENVY THAT LOND PASSPORT FILE IS

] CANNOT ASSURE THAT LOND PASSPORT OFFICE

PROCEDURES WOULD AUTOMATICALLY RENEW QREBONY PASSPORT ON REO JEST, 
TO DEPT IP SuO*

VTEBDOT REFERRAL THERE MAX EXIST DEROG IN EBONY PASSPORT PILE

HERB RESULTING IN INSTRUCTIONS TO LOND E4BASSY ISSUE LIMITED PASSPORT

J 
4 4
4

I

•it

■i

£

1
- Ccn^lnuBdi

JOB TRAVEL CAB SOT CURZFX JUB3Z2B SCATQ3 EBOET FUE HERE WITHOUT

MVULGITO TRUE KAMA

CeoaDtMATiNG OFFICERS -

' mucabimb otticm SECRET

■ EPROOUCTtwll or OTHER THAN THE ISSUIM6 OFFICE IS PROHIBITED
i
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o •^mor □ RETUIM TO BRANCH □ PRE RD

□OOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXMESSAGE FORM

cri® :
UNIT 3 , □INDEX ’ SECRET ,,
ext : ONomoex
date : • □ pile in cs file no.

c

TO
Dec 14 8 56 Art w 

PAGE TWO

1 
.2

ROUTING

5
6

8

file □ RID COPYINFO: VR

INFO

IF EBONYS REQUEST FOR RENEWAL IS REFERRED TO BECAUSE OF CUBAN

TRAVEL OR SOME OTHER CAUSE, WE CAR HAVE

$

WITH HQS<

TRAVEL, HOW ACQUIRED, AND WHAT ARRANGEMENTS HE PLANS FOR TRAVEL.

BREAKDOWN

EHD OF MESSAGE

RENEWED RECENTLY, CUBAN VISA WILL PRESENT HO PROBLEM FOR LIFE OF

2. IN ANY CASE WE ABLE PROTECT QRHBONY

3. PLEASE ADVISE WHEN EBONY PASSPORT EXPIRES. I? IT HAS BK2

4. PLEASE ADVISE ALSO WHETHER EBONY HAS RECEIVED CUBAN VISA FOR

DOCUMENT. EBONY SHOULD NOT ATTEMPT WITHOUT PRIOR COORDINATION ‘

from: DIRECTOR

a

£

REPROOUCTI^M BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED.i

AUTHKUTICATINS 
orricca

COORDINATING officers 
’SECRET

OTEOIR

-Cl/TC

we/bc/u

i I
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«s

. BSCMKT

Chief, KOWSP XX
Chiefsi XR£SX| 88K0?t CSS, FBAJSJWT (MCTOMZ for OmBBWb 

Chiefs of MatioM Gacamayj Perla (TCG33).

Chief of station, feri^lcnpiT.
DKWRIC/Oparatloaal
QEBKsi/9eewrlty of Q&BCSV1 Ccasiunleatlsas Systest .

/

BrfBrenewi

A, (fflA JOU (Kot osnt Chief, C3B, Frenkfurtj COS, O»rs»Qrs 
COS, Paris)

B, ms 9S«O

______  1, PorHarded torewlth Is o fescrendwn far ths record ooDeosalng 
Perl«/l£PIFrr*e iaveotlgetiea of the ceeurity of 0®£®A's S/K coasualMtlsiM 
spates ftollosdex an episode invelvias an 11 Oetoter 196$ eecsaga received free his 
67 XCPXPXT.

Sb revest toadUseartoro* galA^tcs cenoernlng this situation, 
with spools! referenoa to Paragraph 5 of the sttecJad ftraorsndua. In order that ct 
eay tate all Ep^repriats stops to reeolv® the protlen of Ralnlalalns aecara 
eomaioatlsna with ^S0S2/l, espaelalXy la view of the plans to e^nd QSSSQS^l ' 
oa ea extairfed visit to Caba ecssanaing sosetlss la cld-2®csE&er 196$,

Wrvey G. FlfflHlCH

Distritatloat 
71 . C,KHRS8 tg/att. to

1 - C,K®UOT w/att, to
1 • C, C8B,FreakftaPt w/att. to
1 - CCS. Careaay a/att, to
1 - COS, tarls n/att. to

. 1 . c,« w/o att, ORA 3152
J - C,KWOLF ,

' | ' flOBT

t®*

80 fenster 1963

8OO.1M/156^



MEMORANDUM FOR: The Record

FROM I Harvey C. FAHNRICH

SUBJECT t Secarity of QREBONY/1 S/W Coimsunications System

REFERENCES 1 A. OFLA 3044
B. PALP 4385
C. FRAN 5087

1. In early June of this year KUWOLF developmental agent QREBONY/1 
(formerly STEBONY/1) was trained by KUWOLF Career Agent Rufus F. RODIGAST in 
the use of the S/W system prescribed by HKTOPAZ per Reference C. QREBONY/1

/~and7 the latter part of June. Concurrently,
Paris Stating on LCPIPIT'a behalf, requested in OFPT 10348 that 
METOPAZ prepare for QREBONY/ 1’s use aij which would alleviate the

for the agent, The | was received subsequently
and passed to QREBONY/1 on 18 July 1965, at which tine hie original |

was withdraw. .

2. QREBONY/1 first used for a message dated 22
July 1965. cements on which were transaitted to interested KUBARK Headquarters

and QREBONY/

_________  3. On the basis of LCPIPIT*s instruction to refrain from using his 
except for "essential" messages, QREBONY/1 did not employ It again 

until 11 October 1965, The nature of the message indeed met the criteria for
I but as in the 22 July letter the

I To quote Paris Station^

On the basis of this report, QREBONY/1’s previous performance in 
and the fact that the next point from which he was to [would

be LCPIPIT determined that the risk of compromise outweighed the
necessity of QREBONY/1 carrying this communications system with him and 
withdrew the on 20 October 1965. LCPIPIT retains possession of
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.1

2

which contains the [ 
inserted in the No. 3 still bound ] The 11 October

4. Of greater concern to LCPIPIT, however, were the following 
additional ccBsaants of Paris Station^ regarding the 11 October^

In the 20 October nesting at which his van withdrawn
QREBONY/1 stated that he had written the 11 October^ I Ha conceded that there was scaa

but nothing which could be Ha
said ha wrote the message at 1100 hours when he was alone at his hone and

H

and was certain that his wife had not seen it

in an 
avoid

6. Pursuant to LCPIPIT*a exploration of this question with QRE80NY/1 
we sent an informal note to MKTCPAZ via a Paris Station Officer on 20 October 
1965 requesting assistance in efforts to determine whether QREBONY/l’a '•

immediately. Ha said he then put the[the remainder of the 
iamadiately and  

___ He added that ha then placed the 
placed it in his pocket, and it two hours later [
to him hone, QREBONY/1 asserted that ha did not|

to

7. The

8. iKTOPAZ advised LCPIPIT on 19 Movenber via FRAN 9240 that there

|were picked up at the LCPIPIT - 
and were handcarried by a Paris Station Officer ,,

to Frankfurt on 18 Novesber for processing by KKTOPAZ. Paris/LCPIPIT asked the 
opinion of MKT ft* AZ on the following points I

'S



In reply to the attached (:< 
on Home Situation) Bodigast told 

. QHSBCn/1:

1. We can’t do anything ad 
housing problem in view cf n 
nature of our present arrang

2. Avoid formalizing periodical at this :• 
; point; it should require no authorizations 
: for publication as in is merely a news 

correspondent’s report, mimeographed for
- convenience—not a magazine.

it

3. In order to control content, Q 
" alone should have responsibility for^ 
‘•putting out issues— can’t delegate to 
\iife and above all to otter con-acts.

I

4
3

1

•

i



HTG;
HO***— *J±lu/*HOu

wife was rather hostile to my news about my ccncacts with the 
Chinese comraacs. one said she was sorry I couldn't work something 
out wi th \ I i done enough work for then
because 1 was lazy, she said. ^Le --A'* if weren't careful I'd 
be treatea by the Chinese just^hilsTy* ‘1’hao future was tr.ere in that? 
she asked, ftuyway, she added, i^uiin' t really give- a dawn about 
the Cninese.- ’ e r/1

dne pointed out the situation was difficult for us. The landlord 
in sondon was trying to evico us and we hud no idea where we ’..'ere 
going. I had 1.0 substanfiial funds from the Chinese and was still 
living on the generosity of the ..auricuns (| she said.

Moreover, she was tired of being a grass widow. I was keeping secrots 
from her, she had been ccrcacr. fur sometime, she said. She had had 
enough trouble with my "secrets" _u the cast, she said.

However, she liked tr.e idea of ' .x-’orts, but sorry about the 
"objectivity" and the 50 copies only limit. There was no reason, if 
X could get sone help from the C_i;-.e.~.e, that I couldn' t make a success 
of the newsletter and really be independent, she said.

I emphasized to ter that I had had contacted with the Chinese ’without 
Lils' knowledge and tnat she should on no account ever mention the 
matter with him. one said t;_t snowed how the Chinese treated people, 
nobody was more honest than Lils, she addgd. What was happening to 
him now would Hupper, to me one day,-she said.

However, she was genuinely pleased with the newsletter and-spent some 
time trying to collect material for toe dummy I was preparing. She 
wrote..x herself a piece or. xC.1.5.3. (I havex the feeling that a lot 
of her resentment would be dissipated if si;© would allowed to handle 
most of the business involved with the newsletter.)

The housing problem remains a sericus one and wc may have io move. 
A temporary furnished flat in London would cost us at least £25 to 
£50 a week toaay — at present, we pay —12-12-0 per week. Ie have ' 
given the case to a lawyer, but, because it is a farm sues, f-at, wc 
will probably have to ^et out sometime soon. .





Copy tw hatzenbach

18 Nov 65 ©FZ.A 3'^

Subject: QHSBCNY/1 - Security at base

1. At bis I? November meeting with Rodigast Q?J3Sh’Y/l (Q) was 
asked a>me questions concerning keep of files and . He keeps 
copies of all correspondence (except routine letters transmitting articles 
he haq4r ritten, for example) in a file to which his wife has access. 
He maintains a minimum of questionable notes, and keeps his personal 
notebook (with addresses, expenses, etc.) in his coat pocket day and night.

corresponder.ee

2. His wife has two brothers. The one to whom Q owes money is 
Gordon, a chartered accountant, who during World War II was in British 
Military Intelligence. He visits the Q hone to bring gifts from the wife’s 
mother to the Q children, but has a cat-and-dog relationship with Q's 
wife; indeed, he will not stay for a meal because he can’t stand talking 
to her, and the feeling is mutual. Q is certain she would never think of 
confiding in Gordon, for example to say: "Lock at these awful letters 
Q has written!” Gorden is more likely to confide in Q 'himself. Gorden’s 
politics are apparently solidly conservative. (His wife's other brother, 
less involved with them, works for Rank.)

4. Q wanted to get a lawyer’s opinion on what regulations govern 
publishing a periodical in his country of residence (he is not of course 
officially a resident at all). Sensing additional costs and unnecessary 
formality, Rodigast suggested that he keep it on the basis of being 
a correspondent's reports, not a separate commercial press venture 
requiring eventual licenses of payment of business taxes, at least for 
the time being. Mailed first class, the material should require no permit 

from the mail authorities. A contact had suggested he might have 
difficulty with the locals (see report of Q's 15 November contact with WP).



SECRET 171642Z 

DIR CITE PALP 5033

nr 0 OR IC DREBONY ^JDESK

FEF DIR 5 7747, PARA 3

H!!ov€5:\SS553

J. PALP POUCHING DETAILS FIELD LIAISON WITH CDENVY/PARIS RE 

EXCHANGE INFO PERTAINING QREBONY PBPRIME CITIZEN CONTACTS. CREBONY/1

(9) IDENTITY NOT DIVULED LOCALLY.

\ 2. AMONG INFO RECEIVED FROM ODENVY IS REPORT DATED 17 DEC S4

NEW YORK (FILE MO: BUFILE 100-4 34 SI 9) RE

 REDDEST HDQRS STUDY THIS DOCUMENT WITH PURPOSE ASSESSING*

FEASIBILITY HAVING IN ATTEMPT SECURE

_____________________________________________ INCLUDING POSSIBLE

^3. APPRECIATE Q-F LINK MAY EE INADVISAH.E IN VIEW: A)

C>

SEEMING INCOMPATIBILITY EWEEN INDIRECT ASSOCIATION] AND

' EFFORTS BUILD BONA FIDES AMONG PRO-PEKING ACTIVISTS AND ORGANIZATIONS



CLASSIFIED A^SSAGE

I’! ’’AT I O'! AL LI ERRATIC’! HCWEYiEHT. ALSO APPRECIATE R-F ASSOCIATION 

SHOULD PE DISCUSSED WITH 0DE”VY.
4. r (PE GOING ’’OT YET DISCUSSED WITH 9 OR RODIGAST AND WILL NOT

!E RAISED WITH FCRYER PENDING FDRS REPLY.

5. NO INDEX.

SECRET

CFH 5S33 5 7 74 7 PARA 3 PALP CDEWY/PARIS RE OREBOMY PBPRPIE 

REBONY/J CO) NOT DIVULED INFO ODENVY 17 DEC 64 NEW YORX EUFILE 

100-434B19 RE[___________________________  F

[ Is) | C) I | ODENVY NOT

YET D RODIGAST NOT EE HDQS NO INDEX
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stasr

Chief, KUWOLP X

Chiefs, AF, W, KIKES, KURIOT; Chiefs ef Station, LOHDOS, 
BfflSSBLS. ALGIERS.

Chief of Station. HUla/tenm
PfDQRIC/Operaticnal ____
(ffBBOH 20 October 1965 Contact with UCPIP1T

1. Forwarded herewith as Attachaent A is Career Agent Jtafhs 
P, RODIOAST'a Contact import of his 20 October 1965 meeting with QIEBCH^.,

2, Fcrwardcd as Attachment B (CSC) la the identity list for 
H®T3A8T’b Contact Rupert.

J. Forwarded herewith as Attachment C is the "Progress Report" 
sdteaittad by QKB08V1 to RODIQA3T at the 20 October neeting, A careful 
review ef ths report's content did net Justify KDTU38 dlssealxatisn of 
any of ths seterlal therein,

✓
4, Copies of recent eerreapcndanM addressed to end went by 

QffiB09&yi will be fcrwardsd by ncnacaatmtable manifest as appropriate.

5. FOragraph 5 of Attachment A refers to a security flap vhieh has

QHK9OSX/1 had prepared an S/tf message, LCPIPIT received the following report 
{yen/ oasweraing this lettert

Attacteentai As stated.

Bistributiant
C,KBraP w/Atta. A,C, bwj B UM

- C,AP t/Atts, A.C, tesj B UM
1 - Ct^ tr/Atta, A,C, taw; B um
1 - C,KIJIKSK VAtta A,C taw; B use
1 - C.KUHIOT w/Att. A tar
1 - COS, I4WQK n/Atta. A,C, ta»; B use
1 - COS,BHU3S?LS ^Atts, A,C hs»; B use
1 • CQ3» ALOIBBS ^Atts, A, hwj B um

3044

asoBi

26 October 1965
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TO

DISPATCH j CLASStfICATlOH

SECRET
PROCESSING ACTION

UKI FOR OtSOM

X ■0 tMCUXQ KQMO

Chief, »E; Chief, Chief, KUWOLF; 
Chief. LCPIPIT 

HMM 

Ch’ef of Station, London I 
«««>, STKBONY QRPREY JAGUAR / 
_______ JAGUAR Report on STEBONY/1

ORLY QUAUFO OUi 
CM JUOGE CM03M

■OOM

OKLA 
OELA

with what STEBONY/1 said 
contact between the two.

KUDESK 
WE 
AF 
KUWOW 
LCPIPIT

2. 1 
SCHLEIFER

Ref: A 
B

*

Distribution: 
r-Chief, 
3-Chief, 
2-Chief, 
2-Chief, 
2-Chief.

43,522, 2 July 1965
43,802, 11 August 1965

1. The following is the text of a JAGUAR report on STEBONY/1 
and Marc SCHLEIFER. JAGUAR states that the information was 
received from a J |

"STEBONY/1 was in contact with Marc SCHLEIFER while the 
latter was staying in London with his family, en route for 
Algeria. SCHLEIFER had planned to leave London for Algiers 
via Paris on the 2nd June, but he deferred his departure in 
order to meet STEBONY/1. It seems that SCHLEIFER wanted, if 
possible, to visit Tanzania also. STEBONY/1 apparently was 
prepared to help SCHLEIFER and his family to find accommodation 
while they were in London because they had little money. He is 
also reported to have said that there was a possibility of his 
co-operating with SCHLEIFER in Africa.

] SCHLEIFER

a job in Dar-es-Salaam which might be taken by either SCHLEIFER 
or STEBONY/1."

Ref A contains previous JAGUAR comments about STEBONY/1 and
of about the same period While TIFFAKY was in London

(which puts it at the right time) STEBONY/1 was in touch with 
SCHLEIFER, and TIFFANY should be-able to compare JAGUAR’S comments

at the time. Ref B reflects a different 
from a different source.

George

OELA-44,033
CUISSIFICAT1ON

SECRET

i

KATiENBACH

□SUSU

If 1965

HqSRUNUMSEIt

J
J
1 .?

S'
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ACTION

INFO

FiL«

CCSTPOY □».«.

ADVANCE COPY

S E C R E T 271812Z.

IHDCXt □ VEB □ ■o ----------- /

CL..,." to OK 7?Russified message

SECRET

ALGI INFO DIR CITEfPALP 4723

UNCRISP

DTDORIC QRPREY STEBONY KUDESK

REF ALGI 6529 *

1/reluctant GIVE UP STEBONY/1 (S) FOR FOLLOWING

W^COUCTI^ PROHIBITED

1 5

s •

3 7

4 •

UWIT TIME

REASONS:
4

A. S TO.BEvACCREDITED JOURNALIST TO CONFERENCE, WITH RENEWED
• ■ 

. - **

PRESS AUTHORIZATION AND NEW VISA. AS GUEST NEW REGIME WITH NO

CONNECTION TO OLD, LESS LIKELY TO BE DIS

IN NORMAL CONFERENCE MILIEU THROUGHOUT.

B. EVIDENCE AVAILABLE HERE IS ONLY ORTHODOX COMMUNISTS OR

TROTSKYISTS ASSOCIATED WITH OLD REGIME HAVE BEEN TROUBLED, BUT

NOT PRO-CHINESE. S IS PART OF MINORITY WHICH FOLLOWED CHINESE

IN SUPPORTING NEW REGIME.FROM FIRST DAY.

C. MOST OF S' OLD LIBERATION-MOVEMENT CONTACTS IN ALGI

ARE GONE SO HE NOT LIKELY BE INVOLVED WITH THEM. EXCEPTION IS

WHO SEEMS TO HAVE MADE PEACE WITH REGIME. S* OTHER CONTACTS

WILL BE LIKE HIMSELF BE GUESTS OF NEW REGIME AND OF CONFERENCE

THEY WILL USUALLY BE PRO-CHINESE ELEMENTS SUCH AS

Do WE CONTINUE HOLD TO ORIGINAL VIEW THAT S ATTENDANCE AT

■i

I



Conference would be useful
FURTHER OPERATIpN?. XILL CONTINUALLY BE MOVING IN POTENTIALLY

THIS COULD BE TRUE OF TRIPS

AT SOME TIME OR ANOTHER. IN VIEW OF NATURE OF OPERATION, THE RISK

WOULD SEEM TO BE WORTH TAKING.

- 2. PALP UNABLE EVALUATE POSSIBLE COMPLICATIONS VERGES

REAPPEARANCE MIGHT PRESENT. AS OF 15 SEPT S NOT OVERLY APPREHENSIVE

BOVE WITH ALGI3. PALP REMAINS MOSTJNTERESJJD DISCUSSING^ 
OFFICER PER PALP 46g£AND PALP 4712? PLS^ADVISE

A /
SECRET , rZ „ / V

CFN 4723 6529 STEBONY/l S S NO CONNECTION S MILIEU TROTSKYISTS

NOT PRO-CHINESE S CHINESE S’ ALGI S’
BANDUNG S S HAVANA DARE DJAK PALP VERGES 15 S NOT OVERLY PALP

ALGI PER PALP 4689 PALP 4712 PLS

BT - : ;



SIFIED MESSAGE
MO

\ TO BRANCH O'

DESTROY

t I

COPY

241643Z

DIR 41939-/REF

FERNANDEZ fF)IN 15 SEPT MEETING STEBONY/1 CS) TOLD RODIGAST PAELC

E C R E T 
DIR INFO®!^

LOND CITE ALP 4575

REPRODUCTION PROHIBITED

FILE z//^

SPEW 5567$
UNCRISP TYPIC PERIWEN STEB0N

1

NAMED 1 SEPT REMARKS TO S

STORY

AMBASSADOR LOND PER AND 5 SEPT

EDITS[ ] OF U.S

EMERGENCY COMMITTEE ON VIETNAM" AND HAS BEEN AN

2. ^FIVE SEPT SCASLED PxC/ FORNMIN HAVANA ASKING F>C0NTINUE9 SUPPORT

♦A
S'EFFORTS RE FREE RIDE HAVANA AND ROBERrWILLIAMS CONTACT^ . . '

3. S HAS KNOWN F AND WIFE SINCE 1963. F WIFE’S FAMILY HAS FURNITURE

BUSINESS NEV YORK CITY AND F WORKED LAS AMERICAS BOOKSTORE AND 

PUBLISHING HOUSE. . .. . \

4. S HAS MET WITH F IN NYC HAVANA PARI LOND OVER PAST FIVE YEARS.

THOUGH CLCSE FRIENDS, S CLAIMS F WARY OF HIM BECAUSE OF S "PRO-CHINESE"

ORIENTATION (BUT NOT BECAUSE OF OLD CHARGES S IS KUBARK AGENT.)

5. S CLAIMS F KONAMARXIST, NoTeMOTIONALLY ANTI-AMERICAN, NOT

IDEOLOGICALLY MOTIVATED, NEITHER COMMUNIST NOR ANTI-COMMUNIST. F "FRANK"

WITH S THAT HE HAS SEEK ACCUSED 13 CUBA CF HOMOSEXUALITY,



f^SO SHOWS INTEREST IN WOMEN. F/S WIFE NOT PHYSICALLY ATTRACTIVE AND 

OTHER ACQUAINTANCES CLAIM HE MARRiED FOR MONEY.

6. S SAYS F DOES NOT APPEAR HAVE MUCH MONEY AND HAS MAINTAINED 

MODEST LOND APARTMENT^

7. F’S WIFE’WORKS CUBAN EMBASSY. WIFE’S SISTER CAME LOND AT BIRTH 

F’S THIRD CHILD THREE MONTHS AGO. ON RETURNING HAVANA WITH F 31 AUG 

UNDERSTANDING WAS SHE TO CARE FOR INFANT SIX MONTHS SINCE F’S WIFE

WORKED MORNINGS EMBASSY AND COULDNOT CARE FOR INFANT UNDER SUCH CONDI

TIONS.

8. S SAYS F TOLD HIM MONTH AGo/hE WANTED TRANSFER MADR OR HOPED

OBTAIN FELLOWSHIP OR LEAVE ABSENCE PERMITTING STAY WESTERN EUROPE.

DESCRIBES F AS POET OF BEATNIK BENT BUT NATIONALIST "LIKE ROA AND

ANQUI

9. A

S CLAIMS F LOST NOTHING IN COMMUNIST TAKE-OVER CUBA 

PEKING-LEANING EDITOR^ IRTUALLY BANKRUPT

JUST RETURNED LOND FROM PEKIN^HAS PREVIOUSLY TOLD S 

THAT F SPOKE AT COMMUNIST RALLIES LOND AND TOOK PRO-MOSCOW LINE ON

SINO-SOVIET ISSUES. S KNOWS NOTHING OF THIS AND QUESTIONS

ACCURACY

10. APPARENTLY S NOT FOREWARNED F HASTY DEPARTURE

-11. S. VOLUNTEERED F WOULD "QUIT ONLY UNDER TERRIFIC ATTACK AND
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fl

'S

ESSURE FROM HOME OR IF

DID NOT

12

13

S E C R

SOVIET AMBASSADOR LOND TWISTED ARM (RODIGAST

SPECIFY REASON FOR DEBRIEFING.) LCPIPIT WILjf TRY CLARIFY

POUCHING FULL REPORT

NO INDEX X $ *
E T

CFN: 4675 41989 15 SEPT STEBONY/1 S RODIGAST PABLO FERNANDEZ F

PER 1 SEPT S 5 SEPT EDITS

SEPT S F C/O FORNMINf

S F 1960 F WIFE’S

S PRO-CHINESE NOT

ANTI-AMERICAN KOT

F FRANK S

F’S CUBAN

S

]f s re[

NEW YORK CITY F LAS AMERICAS S F NYC HAVANA S F

BECAUSE S KUBARK AGENT S F NON-MARXIST NOT EMOTIONALLY

IDEOLOGICALLY NEITHER COMMUNIST NOR ANTI-COMMUNIST

CUBA HOMOSEXUALITY S F F'S NOT PHYSICALLY S F NOT APPEAR

F’S HAVANA F 31 AUG

F NOTHING IN

S F PRO-MOSCOW

S KOT FOREWARNED F S F SOVIET

3T

A

F’S NOT CARE S F WESTERN EUROPE

SINO-SOVIET S NOTHING OF

RODIGAST NOT SPECIFY LCPIPIT NO INDEX



M-NORAHDl® Cff (SIAL CWKTBSXtS

1 Septeaber 1965

TOs Blrectcr. DKAW '

TIAi Contract Approving Officer

PROMt * Chief of Station. ParlaAcPIPIT

OBJECT! B^agesent of SSSSORA. aa ladapenueat Contractor

1. Tern end Project Charge. The subject individual has boon engaged 
under oral contract as a developDantal agent for an as yet unwritten Project 
Involving KUWOLF and KUDESK and coordinated through QRPREY. Subject's 
salary and expenses arc to to charged against the BOLXHABUi Field Allotment 
par MR ?6o66. The effective date of the oral contract is 1 September 1965. 
and it shall continue thereafter on a scnth-to-conth basis subject to 
texsinatloa by. and at th® conveniens® of, ODYCKK without prior notice.

2. Security Approval. Per CSX 10-5. STEBCHYA does not require a PM 
(cfi DIR 15o&), and CAnot being requested tending establishment definite 
SmCSY Project (ofi DIR 36066). I£PIPIT advised 2 Jbns 1965 STEBOKYA 
granted cleannee far WPUmBA (aft DIR 15660).

3. Citisenahip. The subject is not a foreign national.

4. Cgepensaticn. The subject will be paid $600.00 per Booth. The 
subject will be advised that he oust file a covert incone tax return through 
XBBARK.

5- Operational Eroeoees.

(A) The subject will be rels&ureod for operational travel, except 
as noted la para. 8 below.

(B) The subject will be reimbursed for operational expenses, 
except as noted in para. 8 below.

6. Other Ccmitneats. The following additional eosesitBents have been 
node to the subjects' "Since security conditions generally preclude the 
detailed accounting of sisoellaneous travel expanses, per dien will be paid 
at the rate of $20.00 during periods of authorised travel.'’ Per Personal 
Ruling of Chief cf Station, Paris/UPIPIT dated 12 July 1965s "If subject 
is absent fron his home station on authorised travel for part of one day



and returns to his has station too ni^xt of toot sass day (l.e.. if no 
hotel expanse is involved in too senes of overnight scca^sodatlcaa). tom 
ha shall be entitled to draw 1/2 of his authorized per dies of,$20.00 .. 
(l.e.. $10.00)." Per dien tader toe above teres will be paid ezoept as 
noted in para. 8 below.

7. Contingent Obligations. No additional ooaaitBaate have teen made 
to too subject uader this oral contract. Hovever, in the original Letter 
of Agrenmmt signed by subject 5 Juno 1965 and which expired on 51 August 
1^88, paragraph 4 stipulated: 'OUfOKB will coapensate you in aa aacuot 
eutually agreed upon for toe relocation of you and your fatally to a nee 
residanee if such a relooatim is considered desirable by you end anfCKK.'* 
todsr the eircuBstances ODVOSB say have to suppleacnt such fmdc as 
subject say receive for relocation fron a target organisation, institution, 
or gBwernwnt in order to defray eeto relocation expanses as subject say 
personally incur. ■

8. Bo eoEssltsKnts other than those stated above have been ekIs to 
too subject. Moreover, in caeca wham travel and/or operational QX^pSD89S 
md/or par dim are provided or furnished la conssy or in kind frost other 
tom CS^OSB sources. CDYCKB sill offset sash finds, goods. or services ■ 
against the chllgaticas asosaed in too above oral casaitaente.

$. toe etostanee of pares. 1, 4, 5, 6, and 8 (except as noted la 
the ascend santanoe of pare. 4) have been eoBesalcsted to, end eceeptod by, 
ths subject. '

■ n . '■;
-7/ If J

tqrmgtn *--*—— -------- |
Richard D. SOBBEN I
Qdsf of Station, farte/LCmsx !

i 
. i

mnagpt __ ■ /
Cattraet Approving Officer . ,

SECRET
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,0 Chief of Station, Parls/LCPIPIT

‘w<thleffof Station, Paris

^hief, KWOLF
^cr DTDCRlC/UHfHAriOMAC

' 0 STSBONY/STEBOHY/I Reporting

M boduk K*aa

MT QUALtfMS OCX

CAM JUM OtfCOMQ

BOOT UI

• onA-2653

1. OFL-12 and CEL-13 were passed to the appropriate Headquarters desk for the 
evaluation requested in reference. . .

2. The results of the evaluations ware that the reports based on BTKBCBY/l’s 
elicitation contained "nothing more than chit-chat and opinion" with no new 
information that could be disseminated. As indicated in the last sentence

. of reference this result was not unanticipated by LCPIPIT.

3. In view of STEBOHl/l’a reportarial capabilities however, we hope that his 
continued efforts to elicit and report timely information will be vigorously 
maintained.

B. EHDLZIH

BBRX T. RAMSKIS

Distribution: 
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g,.

Btspstoil I&. 21 &£SBTf 1§65> t&d its attacbaoglt, \ \
thlctk 

MSI?® alssaty has, weald alee te useful Car thio parposa.
2. Xt ie ll&oljr that vs mall b® able to sorts x® a sore ccsvre** 

haasiwe bibUogr^hF thaa me on iBclotea abonra (h), sad Will fhnara 
the boohs os th^f bsoose avaUahhe.
Atte^BOsatet B/a r tbe > T1
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Btehrthott^s I J

2 - COB, Ptseia/USVlX, v/atta., h/v

aa>3960$2 oa«-123t . 19 AUG 1965
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1 - O/lOQ
1 - ca/ct
1 - HJE/FUjss (for 

200-126-79 file) 
—>1 - 201^306052

CA/CF Robert Itai tel son

Cl/ioa 17 Aug 65 A. Goodrich (in draft)



m*c*KUDESK QRPRKY STEBGNY JAGUAR 
Info Requested from STEBONY/1

DISPATCH [
- /PtOCtSStNG ACTION

RAMS rat MOM
to

Chief* LCPIPIT ■0 tMOMS SQOflD

Chief, Chief* KUDESK; Chief, KWOLF /
Mir QGAUFKD 00 '
OR MME aeOOR

FROM X
Chief of Station, London X Boonui

*cno« Klfjai • RtHRDCB

1. JAGUAR, in acknowledging receipt of the processed STEBONY/1 
material that ve forwarded to them, have also asked for "further 
information about \ We
should be most grateful for any further identifying particulars 
for both| \ and with regard to the latter, we should
particularly like to know his present position in connection with 

|and whether he still holds 
al \ ■■

2. JAGUAR'S note was shown to RODIGAST in London on 12 August, 
Just before RODIGAST met with STEBONY/1. LCPIPIT please provide 
anything that can be had for passage to JAGUAR.

3. As should be fairly apparent, I think, from reading the . 
material we passed to JAGUAR, plus the fact that there has been 
no I J these many months, the status of anyone
connected with the is about as uncertain as the status '
of the itself. Nonetheless, we will be happy to let
JAGUAR know as much as we can.

George H. KATZENBACH

I Distribution:
I 2-Chief, LCPIPIT

3-Chief, WE 
2-Chief, KUDESK 
2-Chief, KUWOLF

CROSS WWXITO osmrcM stmsoi we tssoDi
OELA-43,827

eussrc*i«N
SECRET

16 August 1965
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----- Chief, TXPIPXT------------------------------

____ Chief» VUi KUTOLF; KUDBSXf gH- 
FROM

____ Chief of Station, London----------
W8J<sr KUDKK QRPRRY STjgxWf SHOTS
--------- BAJRH Report on —

M OCOMB KW

CMT QUAUFtlDOU* 

CAB JUW MDCXM

vaaia

1. BAIRS, a sensitive SHOTS'operation, provides the folloving 
report relating to STEBONT/l (date of info, 26 July 1965):

2. This is for background information only.

George H. KATZEKBACH

Distribution:
2-Chief LCPIPIT

DOT0ISMXOI SYMBOL *M> NUMBER

ORLA—43,802 11 August 1965
| HQSfU HUMBER

KUVOLF 
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2-Chief 
2-Chief
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ADVANCE COPY

yUDESK 0?R?EY STEBO

E C R E T 291003Z

DIR INFO PALP CITE 1OND 8835,

g

ST SANE FROM THEM

PALP 4385^V2^^ ?2
LOND Has LONG SUSPECTED LIONEL MORRISON

WHILE WISH PASS REF INFO, WOULD LIKE WAIT WEEK

, MM KB 21357

A JAGUAR SOURCE

OR SO TO SEE IF WE

2. REQUEST PERMISSION PASS CAREFULLY SANITIZED VERSION

REF INFO TO JAGUAR ABOUT AUG 10, UNLESS THEY PROVIDE SAME INFO IN

MEANT INE

3. FIRST SUBJ PARA 2 D REF IS AUSTRALIAN COMMIE WILFRED

BiRCHETT

SECRET

CFN 8835 4 385 LIONEL MORRISON A JAGUAR REF REF AUG 10 2 D

AUSTRALIAN COMMIE WILFRED BURCHET
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KUDESK ORPREY STEBONY

REF: LOND 872

a

LATER

PERMIT FOR

JAGUAR NOTE STATES STEBONY/1, WHO NOW HAS U.K. VISITOR’S

SECRET

TO GATHER

THREE MONTHS, STATED HIS INTENTION TO GO TO PARIS

CFN E762 8728 JAGUAR STEBONY/1 U K PARIS FRENCH GOVT’S
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. CONFIKNTML <
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 

Washington, D.C. 20505

DBBz£

1 6 JUL 1965

90s Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Attention: Mr. 8. J. Fapieh

Dsputy Director for flans

SJ2JSCT: $ Grace Elisabeth BBSS)

CIA Paris has requested that natcrialco Grace Elizabeth RUSSO 
be sade available. Subject was born P |in|__________

» She la presently employed by FAO, Hose, and resides 
at CIA Washington traces reveal no
pertinent inforaatlon on Miss Bus so. It is iherefore reguested that 
a check be sade of the Bureau's records.

In p/p L-___  

: n ,e'itS

__ 6^Ui ~ Z»^7

D 9 rs^sr^ 'I--

^ive J . a mived to 

re'ord= , xt A * •1
invest

-ToCos:*



Title

Report of:

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEIERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

if

GRACE ELIZABETH ANNE RUSSO 
LOYALTY OF EMPLOYEES OF THE 
UNITE:. NATIONS AND OTHER PUBLIC 
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Special Agent JOSEPH HOLIDAY

Date and Places Albany,

FD-2QI 
(5-7-54)

New Yoi% July 16, 19^7

Thia
PROPERTY OF FBI 

report is loaned to you ly

3Mb doramest contain* netttaf 
lecommendatton* w* ciMikiudoBd 
of the FBI It is the utowty 
Of the FBI. and b loaned to 
year aeraev: It and it* con trail 
•iv not to be distributed oat- 
ride toot agency. This b in 
•rawer to vouf rtottai for •

the FBI, and neither it nor its 
contents are to be distributed 
outside the agency to which 
loaned.
This is an FBI investigative 
report and makes no recaanenda- 
tlou far clearance or disapproval



GRACE ELIZABETH ANNE RUSSO 
LOYALTY OF EMPLOYEES OF THE 
UNITED NATIONS AND OTHER PUBLIC 
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Albany, Nev York 
July lo, 1957

2£SIOZ&JE_IID[S£Z1Q^^

Professor JOEN K. GALBRAITH, Economics Department, 
Harvard University, Cambridge. Massachusetts, presently 
vacationing at his summer residence. Nevfane, Vermont, 
advised on July 12, 1957, that applicant has been his 
secretary and general assistant at Harvard University for 
the past four years. Professor GAISRAITH said he highly 
recommends the applicant as to character, reputation and . 
loyalty. He further stated the applicant is a first-rate 
person, very superior, intelligent, and well qualified for 
the position she seeks. Professor GALBRAITH stated he is 
avare of the position the applicant seeks in view of the 
fact that he recommended her for this position.

Professor GALBRAITH was investigated in 1950 as 
"JOHN KENNETH GALBRAITH, also known as J. KENNETH GALBRAITH, 
KENNETH GALBRAITH, Consultant-Appointee, Commodities 
Division, Office of the Director, Office of Industry, and 
Commerce, United Stated Department of Commerce, Washington, 
D.C., - LOYALTY OF GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES’* under the provisions 
of Executive Order 9835. On March_2, 1951* the Civil Service 
Commission advised that JOHN KENNETH GALBRAITH resigned or 
otherwise separated from Federal service,prior to decision 
on loyalty.

*

■ .
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DISPATCH
TOt 1 | . .

• । Chief of Station, Paria/LCPIIIT

_____

X

FISA -JirVwr - _

■MSB FOB MWCORG

MtnauCKQUtSEB

MFO .
* Chief of Station, Brussels

CNET QUALIFIED MU 

CM KOCE IMDCUM

mow ’ ■
. Chief, KUWOLF flBODFUJI

SUBJECT . a
dhxjric/qrprey/steboty

RRF. CfLA-25^1* Junto 19°5

1. Subject to Brussels Station views. Headquarters believes that 
HEJBQHY's proposal in Reference is a good one and very consistent with 
our interests that he develop his access and acceptability within the 
circles of which Ref Iden A is a significant figure. We realise that 
the picture is a complicated one, and that Iden A of Ref nay or nay not 
yet prove to have the staying power of the successful political figure. 
At the sane tine, it does seem that he is the most outstanding leader 
of the anti-revisionists today, and as such merits our attention.

2. With regard to Reference para 4’s concern about possible damage 
to our national interest by publication of the book in mglish, we tend 
to side with In feeling that the support which such a publica
tion Bight render to our enemies could not really be detected by the 
naked eye. Similarly, while agreeing with the sentiment that would 
critically scrutinize all proposals by new assets, we note that STK3QKY 
is, indeed, supposed to be seeking to re^ln status among his former 
associates, and that Ref proposal does not, to our view, contain any 
hint which would suggest that in following out this line of action at 
our direction, he is motivated by any ulterior or concealed aim different 
from that which led us to impose the comission in the first place.

3. We are attesting to get a rough translation done on a priority 
basis. STEBOHY, of course, should understand that such a translation 
will be unfinished, tend should be carefully reviewed for the proper 
"feel," to rule cut usage or Interpretation which SEEB08Y, with his 
background, would never have inferred from the French text. Bonethe- 
less, os the document has come to hand only on 2 July, and given the 
holiday weekend, the limitation on the number of translators available, 
the existence of other translation assignments, end, finally, the pouch 
transit tine back to Rome, we regret that it will not be possible to 
get this product to RQDIQABT for his 15 July meeting.

Distribution:

2 - COS, Brussels
OAI3S3 P. RURHAD

OFIM-1152
CLASSIFICATION
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1. Clawing out some old papers, I ran across a letter from ST3BOTY/1 
(copies attached). The letter was seen by TIFFAHT, BODIGAST, et al., during 
the busy week they all spent in London, and is sent along now to bring the 
reoord aore or less up to date.

DISPATCH
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CtVATCH SVMMX AMO MO

O&A-43.589

TO ______

Chief, KUDESK
Chief, VB} Chief, APj Chief, KUWOLFj Chief, LCPIPITi 
Chief of Station, Algiers , , .•

HtAOQUAiTtlS fU NU

• c i ■! 'A

201-306052 ’
from . . : a( > /

, Chief of Station, London v / °*It 13 July 1965
SUBJECT ✓'

KUDBSK Q2PBBY STKBOHY /
U Old Letter frosa STEBOBY/l

rr "43 3" - taser. *x* o»® 
MARKED FOR INDEXING
NO INDEXSMG REQUIRED '

ACTON REQUttW INDEXING CAN BE JUDGED 
BY QUALIFIED HQ. DESK OM.Y

'i'-

2« A batch of other naterials, which arrived through our postal arraageseat, 
were turned over to TIFFAKY, and they are presumably now a part of Headquarters’ 
records.

George H fZEKBACH

Attaohnent* 
Herewith
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TOt Chief, 
~ JHCM« Chief of Station, London

' Attachment to OELA-43,589

Dear U July 1965

I'm pleased you have received at least one of ay letters, 
. but I still wonder if you got a large envelope containing three 
letters which had been heji and retur^>all at once* As one of 
the letters was rather detailed and dealt with matters of some 
importance, I’a rather disconcerted — to say the least — trrrt 
to think that it may not have found its way to you* The envelope 
measured 8 by 5 inches and,was light tan in color* A confirma
tion of its receipt would5be appreciated.

Of course, I understood about the service, the newsletter, 
not being a definite thing. In any case, I am not looking for 
a sinecure, but for a good, deep cover and that seemed to be one. 
It also gave me something to offer contacts and would have 
strengthened my position considerably. At present, my cover is 
as light as the Bmperor's new clothes.

Still no positive reply from any publication in the States, 
and the general silence from my American "friends” is not very 
encouraging. Here, the situation is much-better,-and if I can 
get to Algiers in good time, after visiting Grippa and Andersson 
and seeing some contacts in Paris, my position will be better, 
but I still see myself representing the or

[and/or the | Mrsj
even suggested that I do a short paper

back book for them, gathering together the conference documents 
with an analysis. All of this is better than nothing, but it % 
definitely isn't much.

On the other hand, for the future. 
who has been [here, is returning to

to take over the
He has suggested that I write some features 

for him, after the F and that I
try to get to | to discuss future projects with him while 
I am in ITorth Ainca* You well know what many Africans and 

|think of| |at present, so there may not be much
that we can do with this arrangement*

This afternoon, I saw Dennis Phombeah at the Tanganian 
Sigh Commission* Until three.months ago, he. was at the U.N. 
He claims that Verges came to London last De'cenber and saw Babu 
about me and other matters, but that Babu was not convinced* 
He says he did not know that I was in London until recently — 

■ this was our first meeting since the spring of 1964* Now, he 
proposes that he try to get the 1
the ~| paper in Dar es Salaam^ for me. We will discuss the 
natter again at lunch next Monday. It would be a fixed post 
in Dar and I can't yet fathom why he is willing to suggest
me for the Job* He claims he has not been in touch with Verges* 

a '

(rtf' I to OEL4" K COP! • stcsonXJ* 3060^^.



C moOBIC/Operational 
^^^.ffiWglfrfelgBOWy/^ for Background Matorlalo

DISPATCH ] PROCESSING ACTION

MA*KfO m MEXIM
TO

Chief. KUOBSK X NO INDEXING REQUOED

WFO 

Chief. KUWOLP; Chief, W ,
OKY QUALIFIED DESK 

CAN MM MOONS

Chief of Station, Paris/UCPXPXT ajf s' moonui

Action requested: Paragraph J,

1. Career Agent Bufus F. RODIGAST baa been briefed by Paris/ 
IOTPIT on an ad boo beats to date regarding information on the Afro-Aeta? 
national liberation movement of operational interest to his handling and 
guidance of 8TBB0NT/1. As the 9SBB0NT operation progresses, however, it is 
LCPIPIT'8 intention that those handling STKBC8TTA become sore knowledgeable 
on the subject of the national liberation movement than SIEB0NY/1. hiaseif, 
as a moans to ensure the best possible operational guidance to the agent and 
to provide another element of agent control—superior knowledge. c.

/ 2. LCPIPIT's Halted files include two basic documents:
/ Attachment to OPUf 6J0, and Book Dispatch No. M6J. We also have selected 

dissoBinations and reports on Chinese Cosmunist activities in Africa. What 
. would be aost useful, however, would be a collection of reports and analyses, 
A whether overt or covert, discussing the following topics: a) Jacques GRIPPA 
\ and the pro-Chinas© European Communist factions; - b) the Afro-Asian Journalists 
4iAasociation (the Headquarters TPBANSACK o/o has had a file on this organization's 

(founding); o) the individual national liberation novenents and their leaders;
d) operations of the national liberation movements, Individually and ■ 

11 collectively, out of such centers as Algiers (at least up to 19 June 1965),
11 etc/.; e) national liberation
|i covenant relations with, and operations out of, the Bloc, both Moscow and Peking 
|| oriented; f) support and guidance of the national liberation movement 4. 
/| by nan-Bloc oeaaunist parties and selected fronts.

J. We recognize that ouch of the Information on the above 
mentioned topics nay not yet be collated, if Indeed it is available; however, 
we should appreciate reooiving from Headquarters such materials as you feel 
would best meet LCPIPIT's operational needs In workingswith SIEBONT/l. Of 
special value would be a bibliography of overt writing on the subject, greatly 
alleviating ths security problem and mere logistics of bringing RODIGAST and 
a large volume of classified reading together, In a secure envlronsent, over 
an extended period. / o r

r< FAHKRICH

/.stribution:

CROSS UOTRCwit ft t/AWvl# —rq snoot, mo mmso:

CRA 261J

■MU-&t 9 1965 "
9 July 1965
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Chief, WEj Chief, W‘6hle?, LCPIPITj Chief of 
Station, Algiers) Chief, rtlWOLF ,

MET QUAEtfOOEM 

CAR WM (KDEXM

FROM ' * ' ' J • /
Chi of af Steti an, Landon ] ........- -

Kcaonui

ACTION REQUIRED • REFERENCES

STEBONT JAGUAR 
O Report on S't

F

s;

1. Transmitted under separate cover is a JAGUAR report on STEBOWT/I 
While JAGUAR did not state shat the DOI vas, JAGUAR's letter vas dated 

June 196$.

M ] in JAGUAR’S para 2 ii, should be

k

fc'
?■'

3. The comments contained in the report are either consistent 
with what STEBOITY/l has told us or consistent with what STEBOHY/l is 
supposed to have been telling other people - sometimes both.

Attachment! 
(use)

Distributions
V^Chief, KUDESK v/att USC 

3-Chief, WE v/att USC
^«hief, AF v/att USC

2-Chief, LCPIPIT v/att USC * 
2-COS, Algiers v/att USC 1 
2-Chief, KUWOLF v/att USC
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GpAGE TWO

ACCEPTANCES HIS PRO-CH1COM COVER AURA.

Fife,

•ga^^TEg

OTt DIRECTOR

RE (At KNOWLEDGE ABILITY HIS WIFE AND AMSQUAW/1 REGARDING HIS WOFACT

AND OR LNFORT CONNECTIONS AND (B) HIS ESTIMATE THEIR RESPECTIVE

5. DISPATCH. ORIGINALLY PREPARED TO INCORPORATE ABOVE

END OF MESSAGE

CI/ICG

CA/B St F 

E/feC/UK

■f.

REPRODUCTION RY OTHER THAN THE BSUiNO OFRCE B P*

s

CONCURRENCE. FOLLOWS WITH ADDITIONAL COMMENTS.

CHIEF, CA.

t



SECRET

4 APR 1967

MEMORAMDDM FOR: Contract Personnel Division

SUBJECT: QREBONY/1 - HOC Amendment

BRFERENCEi dFUT - 1699, 1 November 1966

1. Effective 1 September 1966, the HOC of QREBONY/1 
van amended to provide compensation of $746.00 per month.

2. Please see attached reference for the salary break
down.

3. He regret that due to an administrative oversight, this 
memorandum was not submitted at an earlier date.

Signed Thosas ilc Kinley

Thomas Me Kinley 
Chief, CA Support Group

APPROVED;

TO

Attachment:
OFLN - 1699

DDP/CA/Pers/JChaplin:nd (30 March 1967)

Distribution:
Orig & 1 - Addressee

1 - OF/APB/CAJS)
1 - CA/Pers

secret
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R3 PARA OTO REF, PLS ADYISZ DETAILS OF CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER WHICH WINTERROWD

i

1

~ AND SABA WERE MADE WITTING WOFACT* S CONTINUING INTEREST IN QREBONyi 
END OF MESSAGE /

(

CA/CDSS

nsMoK-’emcsi

I

C/CA/B3 - Mr. Fallow (Record)

, EUR/BC/UK - Mr. Webster 
coo«&t»uTmo cmcut

ctour 1 MnHD<ne*T>KO 
offai

yj .^^4 //Z7
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subject DTDORIC/Operational

DISPATCH S E C R E T
HOCUSING ACTION

■Mito rot

“ Chief, HOVIIX/
■o occoc 2190110

Chief, ECR; COS, London> Chief, KOMLTSE XX
out qukuto eta 

cm moa mocxm

rkm 
Chief, LCPIPIT Kaoru

______CRPREY/LREBONY/lnstitution Base________________________________________  
JCTiOK RtquMO KHROCS

References! A. LCPIPIT-8161
3. DIRECTOR-66211, paragraph 3

At their 15 March meeting, GREBOSY/1 and RODIGAST discussed 
QREBONY/l's at least as a
paper organization to allow hits to get close to 
and las al  rather than
QREBOMY/1 feels that if not done right this could cause trouble, 
because of usual organizational rivalries. He is thinking of 
beginning by writing and circulating a statement in support of 
the statement on "Afro-American Liberation" which appeared in 
the 6 December Ad Hoc Bulletin (Marxist-Leninist) in Chicago. 
Ha would use a pseudonym to sign his statement, but would let 
all his friends know that the pseudonym was really himself, and 
he slight use Manchanda's address. Perhaps Grippa would agree to 
circulate or print it. If this statement goes over, CREBORY/1 
could escalate into a small organization. He will show RODIGAST 
a draft of his statement, but also will discuss it with Manchanda 
for "ideological purity".

P. F. CILIBERTI

Distribution 
——3-CA*0VIEW 

2-C/WOJ‘SJSE 
1-C/EUR 
2-COS/London

CROSS REHRDCE TO . D5ROCX SYMBOL WO NUMBER DATE

OEPA-164 20 March 1967

QASSfCCnCR MQS Kt MASER

SECRET 200-124-156/3
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v*™ DTDOBIC/Operational 
_____ QREBOST/Salary Raise for QREBOMY/1
ACTION Rcqusun. MHStMX*

DISPATCH
' CtASStfCATCM

SECRET

' MOCKING action

tv mtxm

TO

Chief, WOVIEH XX m DbOCUK ttqinKD

COS, London; Chief, m
WAT QUALtfSO D€S« 

CAM MOL IkOCOM ■

Chief, LCPIPIT ntcaoraji ____ __________________

1. At the tine of his recruitment in June 1965, QREBORY/1 was told that his 
$600 monthly tax-free salary would be raised to $600 once he got a job in a target 
organisation, which of course was the goal of his planned summer activity in 
Algiers.

2. Through no fault of his own, the Algiers assignment (and other possibil
ities, suca as |) evaporated shortly thereafter. Meanwhile, WOFACT changed
its signals and eventually decided to base QREBOKY/1 in Europe targeted against 
individuals end groups in various countries.

3. From the beginning, QREBONY/1 has proved more than satisfactory as an 
agent. He has carried out assignments given to him with knowledge and tact and 
the proper spirit, has used his own initiative as much as our guidance, and has 
not violated our instructions. Ko one will argue that na hasn't proved to be 
better than we collectively thought he would be, and in terms of his own 
abilities—apart from targets which may or may not be accessible to him—he is 
getting better all the time.

4. Last year, about a year later than QREEOKY/1 cf^ht have expected his 
salary to go up from $600 to $800, we raised it to $700. He was pleased, and he 
has not complained as much as he used to about a shortage of funds. (Presumably 
QRE8OKY/1 is responsive to the generally good treatment he has had, to the ‘
respect for hie as an Individual and the appreciation of hie 
he is carried along as such by his own personal satisfaction 
meeting requirements and continually breaking new ground.)

services; probably 
in knowing he is

5. Kevertheless, LCPIPIT believes the time has come to raise QREBOKY/1*
salary to the promised level. We can all agree that we are still getting his . 
services cheap; QREBONY/1 receives no quarters, living allowance, or educational 
allowance for his children. His Increased gratitude, the relief he will undoubt
edly feel at being able to reduce his present financial worries, are sore than 
worth the extra $100.

Distribution:
—«3-C/WOVIEW

2—OS/Loudon 
1-C/EUR

(continued)

OSFKTCH SVtSOl MO MMOSl

0EPA-090
OASsrcAnoN

oot ;?67
21 February 1967 

HCSFU NUMBTR .

SECRET 200-12



CONTINUATION OF

DISPATCH SECRET
^s»atc«* ‘so '•uwatR

0EPA-090

6. If Headquarters agrees, the eoney can be paid through QRPURE (whose 
ninthly cheek will go up froa $100 to $200 in this event). QRPURE could write 
to QREBOHT/1 expressing his pleasure at the results of syndication of QREEOtiY/l’s 
eeterial, and announcing mat the teonthly fee will go up to $200; alternatively, 
QREBONT/1 could write to QRPURE saying be feels the sun should go up, and QRPURE 
would reply affirmatively.

P. F. CILIEEKTI

53a USC PREVIOUS EDITION.

CLASSIFICATION

SECRET CONTINUED

RAGE NO.

2 of 2



Monsieur ct Madame GIBSOX .
JO, Stockleigh Hall
Prince Albert Hoad
LONDON N.V.& -(Grande Bretagne)-

AFF. GIBSOX C/VERGES -

Chers Madame et Monsieur,

Je m'empresse de vous faire savoir que j'ai fait 
citer la Societe des NOUVELLES EDITIONS INTERNATIONALES 
pour 1*audience du 13 avril prochain.

Or, je viens d'appendre que celle-ci est miso en 
faillite et que Monsieur PINTA, Syndic de faillite, a ete 
nomme par jugement du Tribunal de Commerce.

Je ne vois pas, dans ces conditions, I'interet que 
vous avez a poursuivre le paiement de scenes qui vous sont 
dues par cette Societe dont le passif depasse de loin tout 
actif. .

Voudriez-vous, je vous prie, me donner vos instruc
tions definitives compte tenu de cette situation.

' Je vous indique d'ailleurs que vous pouvez produire 
a la faillite entre les mains du syndic, mais que bien 
entendu celui-ci vous demandera un jugement pour pouvoir 
inscrire votre creance toute theorique contre la Societe 
qui, cosine jo vous 11 indique • plus haut n*a que des dettes 

■et aucun actif.

J'attends done de vos nouvelles et vous prie de . 
croire, chers Madame e.t Monsieur, a 1*'expression do mes 
sentiments devoues. /J . ’

• ’• ' I'll
. . ■ ■ . ■ z . ■/// . .. .

. ' \ ; ■ S. ISCHWARTZENBERG, L
: ? . ‘ Avotat a la Cour. .
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DBB 71942, 25 January 1967 100-300-004

Abstracted from pages 38 and 37

q At a meeting held on August 14, 1966, STANFORD mentioned that 

Rbbert Williams allegedly has $1,000,000 available for the use of RAM.

NY T-10 advised on September 26, 1966, that STANFORD prior to moving 

to Philadelphia on September 18, 1966, discussed RAM and ROBERT F. WILLIAMS 

with him. According to the source, STANFORD has alleged WILLIAMS has money 

available for RAM.

During the course of the conversation, STANFORD stated that the contact man 

between RAM in the US and R. Williams1 is one Richard GIBSON in Paris, France. 

STANFORD stated that GIESON passes on messages from WILLIAMS and will be. the 

man ccfotacted by whoever is designated as a courier to go to China to get the money.

Source also stated that he was told Richard GIBSON was living in the CEE 

Crystal Hotel (phonetdc), Paris, France, and was working out of the La Royale Cafe 

(phonetic), Paris, France.



SECRET
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

la Krpfy, Plant Krftr to 
Fil, Ka. (IS) 105-93072

WASHINGTON. D.C. 2033$

BY LIAISON

Date: October 24, 1966

To: Director
Central Intelligence Agency

. Attention: Deputy Director, Plans

from: John Edgar Hoover, Director

Subject: RICHARD GIBSON
INFORMATION CONCERNING

A source of this Bureau who has furnished reliable 
information in the past recently advised that during the 
Fall of 1966, a member of an Italian pro-Chinese Marxist- ; 
Leninist organization stated that one Richard Gibson was 
suspected of being a spy for the Central Intelligence Agency. 
According to this individual, Gibson recently had been in 

\ | in the company of a female secretary from Paris,
whose home is in New Rochelle, New York. At that time 
Gibson remarked his travel and activities were possible 
because be had married a wealthy English woman. Other things 
were said which aroused the suspicions of the Italian.'

According to our source, the Italian pro-Chinese 
Marxist-Leninist subsequently relayed his suspicions concerning 
Gibson to Rene Raindorf, a member of the Central Committee 
of the Communist Party of Belgium (Marxist-Leninist).
Raindorf reportedly thereafter met in Brussels, Belgium, with y 
Gibson although he had indicated the Belgian pro-Chinese 
communists would look into the charges of the Italian Marxist- 
Leninist.

CS COPY

SECRET

Group 1
Excluded from automatic 
downgrading and 
declassification
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-**W: RI AUGUST IQoo )p rut ai c» rue no.
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MESSAGE FORM

2CO-12g-15q/3

ROUTING

5
6
7
8

□ oerntov □ return to

DIRECTOR

uro: vs , rM

S3

eRAMO

f—~ (GLASSIFICATION! 
■°| S E C R E T IPA6'1 AND TiMI MLfO (KKFCRCWeB NUMDBR>

j "17 45'2 CITE D1RECr0R • '

TO

3J- REP: LCPIPIT 7389 (IN 83410)
f-

r

OTDORIC QREBONY

1. HE REF PARA 7?
H
HIS POSSIBLE LATER USE AGAINST [

DESK REP ICT QREBONY FOR ASSESSMENT WITH VIEW TOWARD

DISCUSSION[ WAS GENERAL

PROBING 0? QEEB0N7 RELATIONSHIP AND ESTHETE KHZ HER PERSONALITY. WHILE QREBONY MAY

HAVE INFERRED POSSIBILITY RELATED OPERATION fryzYESi COMOSSJON, WOFACT REP AVOIDED

SUGGESTING SUCH WAS PLANNED MUCH LESS IM'CTCT.

SJQf DETAILED HQ3 PLANS FOR QREBONY OPERATION

IN FACT, DESK HAS NOT DEVELOPED. 

| GIVEN UNCERTAINTIES IN "

DEVELOPING SITUATION ON GROUND. WHZI AND IF CLEAR FOCUS SUCH OPERATION WORKED OUT

i AND AGREED LTEH STATION, TRIP WOULD PRESUMABLY BE FIRST STEP,

: 2. WHILE SUCH TRIP MENTIONED TO QREBONY AS PROBABLY USEFUL, EMPHASIZED TO

QREBONY THAT VIEEiAM IS TOP PRIORITY AT THIS THE. STRONGLY FEEL HE SHOUTA) SIT

> > TIGHT AND PLAY OUT THIS STRING WITHOUT PLAIDJIKG FOR EXTENSIVE SWINGS, PARTICU- ;

£ Early after having just returned pmum cctu wolady tdy. with vest trip and [

MORE IMMEDIATE HIGHER PRIORITY TARGETS CLOSE TO HOME AT THIS TIME, SEE.

LITTLE VALUE AND UNNECESSARY RISKS IN OVEREXTENDING HIM IN WIDE SWINGS OF

&

r

E

£

. r.

‘y

ti

t ,=<t.
■XA«

»•

^2 LZS3 2J2CDIAT2 B.TEREOT. THIS EVEN MORE THUS FOR GIVEN STATION VIEWS

coosoimatihs orrictm

w»»im omen
SECRET

F- r

. AUTFtariCATias 
. •rrict* th-1 < j

REPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED.
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OISCEMBY

S3
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1
4 1« 5 » ‘ ’

2 6
3 7
4 8

BRANCH□ DESTROY □ RETURM TO

PCX
c.j;

1.
•rao». DIRECTOR
P

□ RID COPY aro: vb
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',L_,____ TCLAMlFlCA'nUHl TUAirAKj rwrnuar
(cum (MCA I
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CR£FEAEMC9 NUMBCU

.PAGE TWO are DIRECTOR
5

Ai

64 
f;
5. PER AJDA 1989 011 NEED FOR LONGER STAY, WITH ACCOMPANYING COVER ATO CONTACT PROBLEMS;

ATO INDICATIONS 0? P2DMBEAH HOSTILITY, NATURE ATO EXTENT OP WHICH WE CANNOT IMMEDIATELY
K Cm :

ASSESS. HQS V?3Y SATISFIED WITH GRHBONY PERFORMANCE ATO DEVELOPMENT SO FAR. WHILE

UTOERSEATO HIS TE^S3RM3!TAL INCLIHATIDN TO PRESS FOR ACTION S3 ASSIGNMETTS INVOLVING

TRA’TEL, HE SHOULD BE ASSURED, IF NECESSARY, THAT SUCH DiiDNSTRATION OFYucR'NOT NEEDED

ATO IB KOT ALWAYS IN BEST INTERESTS PROJECT DEVEDOPMStT. »R!

3. REP PARA 81 WILL BE POUCHING LONGER REPORTS ON QREBONY VISIT HERE WHICH
r.

XZZAXSD BECAUSE OP PRESSURE OTHER WORK. RETURNED TO QRESONY ORIGINALS .»■ ■
ft

. FIREMAN ATO OTHER CORRESPONDENCE HE LEOT, EOT SENDING COPIES WE E3B MADE 0? THESE

■ ATO REPORTS HE SUE4ITTED ON WOLADY CONTACTS BY TRANSMITTAL MANIFEST 722023

C b. RE PAPA 9 REF:* YES. . WE WOULD SIKJNGLY PREFER THAT RAISE BE MADE AVAILABLE .

TO QREBONY BY TRANSFER FROM

" .*.3 I
45 i

WHICH UE WILL EXPECT ARRANGE SOON (AWAITING

CLEARANCE ON ONE 0 INDIVIDUAL WHO WOULD HAVE TO BE COT Ei). CAN YOU MAKE DIRECT

TRANSFER UNTIL THIS IS B SET UP,

CA/C02S

KKAStM omen

l

RtFKOOUCTIOK BY

ED 07 MZSSA5S

fS/Ufa. po/ (la draft)

cee*9in«Ti«e errtetM

S S C R E T
tUTMtiTictTtaa

•rrKta

OTHER THAN THE ISSUIHO OFFICE U PROHIBITED.

^^B*UaiMb«o4*aaiSka ■S.
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"A iff-
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SECRET 251622Z CITE LCPIPIT 7388 (CILI3ERTI ACTING)

DIRECTOR INFO BRUSSELS, THE HAGUE

23

AS

1. ROD IGA (R

AUGUST. BALANCE

DTDORIC OREBONY

REPORTING BEING POUCHED

CREBONY/1 Q) AS SCHEDULED

WELL AS NEV RPORTS. Q PLANNING TRAVEL PARI

BRUS-ROTTERDAM POSSIBLY FRANKFURT, VIENNA 2-12

SEPT. ROD WILL MEET Q ANTWERP 8 SEPT

2. ROBERT WILLIAMS IN LETTER TO Q ,
25 JULY FRCJ^EKING SAID HOPES EE EUROPE LATER IN 

YEAR PROBABLY GOING SWEDEN TO MAKE SPEECH. ALSO
.i

ADVISED HE MAY TRY PUBLISH CRUSADE FROM PEKING

AND ASKS O'S HELP WITH DISIRIEUTION. ATTACKED f

HYPOCRITICAL RACIST CUBANS,

DISSEMINATED)

» (THIS INFO BEING

SECRET

t 8
44-

it

• 2

J-
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PAGE 2 LCPIPIT 7388 SECRET
3. 0 THINKS ENTRY NORTH VIETNAM MAY BE 

DIFFICULT AT PRESENT BECAUSE OF MILITARY 

SITUATION AND PROBABLE NORTH VIETNAMESE DESIRE 

NOT TO ENTERTAIN ELEMENTS OPENLY HOSTILE SOVIET 

UNION. LIONEL MORRISON SAYS WILLIAMS CAN’T GO 

HANOI AT PRESENT. RICHARD WARD TOLD FINEMAN 

ENTRY VOULD EE DIFFICULT. GRAY IN SAN FRANCISCO 

.SAID HIS TOUR POSTPONED INDEFINITELY BECAUSE 

OF MILITARY SITUATION.

4. AT KATZENBACH SUGGESTION Q MADE PRECISE

AND 

LONDON 26 AUGUST WHICH KATZENBACH IN

FORMING JAGUAR TO ALLOW SURVEILLANCE.

■ 5. RE DIR 26709, 0 HOPES OBTAIN FURTHER . 

INFO NOCK TRIAL FROM RALPH ROSENBAUM, US

WHO OPPOSED TO TROTSKYISTS. Q’S STRATEGY IS

AS RIFE WITH CONFLICTS AND

INFILTRATED BY TROTSKYISTS. SECRET



SECRET
PAGE 3 LCPIPIT 7388 SECRET

6. POUCHING FULLER REPORT Q CONVERSATIONS 

SUTHERLAND NEV YORK WHICH Q TOLD KAMMERMAYER BY 

PHONE. SUTHERLAND INSISTED ~| HAS NOT

ACCEPTED INVITATION

7. IF NOT SENT,PLEASE CABLE DETAILS 

HQS PLANS FOR Q OPERAT ION INVOLVING

DISCUSSED WITH Q AT HQS. WOULD THIS BE

IN FRAMEWORK Q VISIT AND APPROXIMATELY

WHEN? WHERE DOES THIS PLACE TRIP,

NOT MENTIONED TO Q BY HQS?

8. ASSUME HQS POUCHING ALL Q VOL ADY REPORTING AS WELL 

CORRESPONDENCE. FOR EXAMPLE Q HAS NO COPY LETTERS

FROM ON PARIS SITUATION WHICH SUBMITTED

KAMMERMAYER.

9. CAN RAISE OF $100 IN Q TAKE-HOME AFTER 

TAXES EE MADE EFFECTIVE 1 SEPTEMBER? PLS CABLE 

WHEN BEGINNING DEPOSITS SO CAN NOTIFY Q.

SECRET SECRET *7^



8 July 1966

MSOBAEOM K»« Oder, oVqa 
OBJECTS Field Zraeet as ^SCSX/1 B01*3060$2

This is to infant you that t!aaro ware no additional traces on 

QBKBQIQ/L ikon the Field Statical- lAlginrw, Roas, Peris, or Landau Begntive 

traces froa Frankfurt station*

Ann Jana Long 
CA/G?



' I f SBCBb£YBA^ 

ro Chief of Station, Parls/bCPIPIT X 

IWO

PtOCESSING ACTION

MSI Ml MOM

Chief, KUWOLP

^PQA for QHKBOHY/1

•CTioHRtquaairaxHiitNca

Bone, inforaation only

aoonui

Attached herewith is the text of the Provisional Operational Approval 
on QBBBOBY/1. An Operational Approval is awaited pending receipt of final 
Agency traces which, we understand have not yet cone in. Your attention is 
directed to paragraph 3 and to paragraph 5- The latter will be the subject 
Of further correspondence in the future.

KJWEU, D. KAMMERNAXER

Attatdacent: 
BOA h/v

Distribution:
Orig & 1 . COS, Paris/LCPIPIT v/att.

CROSS REFERENCE TO O8WO4 SYMBOL AM) KJM8ER 

onw-1591

DATE

j ? JUL 1986
6»» » 

EoWM *K iSaSS 
tmfftfst al

CLASStflCAnOR

S B C B B T RYI3AT
HQS RLE NUMBER -

201-306052
ORIGINATING

- Distribution: .
. 1 - HI v/o att.
- 2 - CA/C? v/o att.

... -• - • • * ' • ■ •*f- *' ' ■ *

“ / . -

QfiiO. - OFFICER - TYRST
CA/O? Jases M. Murphy a.11

EXT.
776?

COORDINATING
OFFCE SVM801 DATE OfnCER-S NAME

. . . -.V ’• • " •

• rele^swwT .
O*F£L S’MdQl

C/CA
GATE
6 JU!-1966

OFFC4R-S \ 1 »fJ 4

fOSM CO ___94 uss rpcvious Eornoet DISPATCH



SECRET.

8. Bet applicable. Aflat Is not in tba states of a tear of asai&aeiA 
bat tall te agitated in Ms current rale as lang as it is
▼tabla.

9« tele rarest is not &r tatoria cover.

Me Be ralctlvB is tatttag tar sate coargsacy contact, ear is tenefite 
saA OMBsellng Bnote iarclvvaBat sppllflahto in this ease.

11. Roe.

12. Agaat has aerved in tee 0.8. Assy, is ast sow eligible far loAnstlan.

13* ^oteae is set tattle sed not claartele.

D. O^erstlcnal firftasatioa

!• SJpa et Operation- PS. Deration is indefinite. EtocOA te eossidered 
aasset of a hostile p^apsgsata establtafcasot, rathar than 
of gal \ Be «®a» otter than teaso
iaSleQted» era to te soto tatttas.

8. Xseatisga tee is to reside in ZobAbu vita & possible altezsotito 
Of £S^a

3. tea Agsat rtioslA te tree to visit Ctea» all:ferapasa etosteijss. Vote 
Afirtoa ' | as well os Barth Vietaae
sad S^osslMs to seticlpate tee Uses or terattaa of sate visits
ttite tall* tetarar* te at hie (sail oar) c^tael.

4. Mesial ©v^e Ageat steald te able to Motaatt Hot agpllcahle.

5, dugraxlsBtaly $2,^ to 13*000. . . :

6* Bet spplleaMa.

(taemirattaBS chassis OssiraAs tens.

8. Q»w SSflgestlaasi Gane net already eagseaasA la pravlons doeiBgaata 
parapsred by CA Staff in idratliyias tee cover Escte&lca and ragnestiog 
DSP aspraval.

3
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SECRET

XX Sto amss/ssaaab botseen tto cover fins eaA QRJKEK/1 should be cm ths basis 
of a regular subvmtlffii to QJC3QEI/1 to act os a fareigi stringer contributing 
feature*type material to the press sartljcB, An agresaant having bras 
ostensibly entered Into by Q32JOSS/1 sad ths cover flra during the ftessr'a 
trip to the 0.8. (casectad aitemd 20 July)* a regular BDBthly check should 
be tenstrded to QK3Q3X/1 by the corar firn* along with any coorespondeneo 
it Dhy see fit (suggestions for pieces to trite, onoeato on pieces received 
cto.)

XXX Tto ftfltoHlag steps are proposed to set this cover la notltnu

A. At a Besting on 6 Ady* QSZBQS^L «H1 be tostracted to wits a nutoar 
of 0.8. sees csdla crgwii rations stating that he expects to travel to 

the 0.8. shortly, describing his nevs baclqjrcand ad Indicating he vonld 
be interested la developing ease satiate tor tala VEritiag* Sae cover 
orgsiisatlsn is caa of those addresses. '•

B. CIA’b contact in the cover crgmiottcn receives tide letter rad, 
pursuant to car dlrecticm, vrites da answer stating 1) vtot his fim 
doss, 2) that it tould be very Interested in haailllag QKi3SCffiX/3.*a 
protest if it saess to nt toe needs end 3) that it vould be randy to 
refebwse ease of ^SOSy/L's coptoees if he ease to Qilcaso to 
diseass ths setter farther.

0. &»e not toot the contact in the ccvar crBstisstlsa. Be Is
briefed to after the story* on his retara, that to had entered into a 
renter enaagssat ^Sth tto cover Wb to prodtos tenters saterial 
K&able by toa cover fins (not specifying tbs aKt^oacy) In retain Bar 

. t&dch to is to receive a nenthly rotnlnar.

&• day totter ffltsMgr/t aray Inter vito to send to tto corar fins ctoald 
to given to to la espy preferably before it io sent.

Ba Copies of cay cogresgcaitaaoa Initiated by tto cover fim ehculd to tods 
- av&itobto to CIA cad, perttoHtarly, to ths Project Ctoe Officer. • \



SECRET 2 ? JUN

MZMORANDUM FOR: Deputy Director for Plans

VIA: Chief, CCS/NC

SUBJECT Request for Approval for Operational Use of
Free-Lance Writer - QREBONY/1

1. This memorandum submits a recommendation for your approval pursuant 
to CSI 240-6, 10 January 1963, paragraph 6, governing operational involvement

support for ■QREBONY/1, an asset currently handled by CA Staff, and involves

1 QREBONY/

2. QREBONY/1 is an American Negro expatriate Journalist and author 
presently residing in London. Be is the author of one novel and numerous

SECRET
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~ SECRET - 

. I 
' i

!I

2 7 jus -5

MEBOBAHDUM FOB: Director of Finance

VIA: Contract Personnel Division

SUBJECT: _ QBKBOTY/1 - Amendment of Kesorandun of
' Oral CoeaitBent

1. The Kettorandua of Oral Oosnitaent with QRKBOHY is 
attended effective 15 June 1966 to provide indemnification tn 
the amount of $10,000 in case of death, and payment of $600 
per Bonth up to $10,000 to his wife in case of total incapaci
tation or disappearance.

2. It is anticipated that a trip planned for late 
suneer or early fall will take QBJSBONT into VC controlled 
areas of South Vlotnaa, Sorth Vietnaa, and China. Indem
nification is intended to apply to death or disability 
resulting from air accident, act of war, or for disappearance.

3. Without being able to specify the possible circum
stances, it is intended that such indemnification as outlined 
above be deemed to apply to loss of life or functions suffered 
by QBaK®T as a direct result of his KUBAEK relationship dur
ing the trip. 8uch indesnification, if made, must be presented 
to his widow by a cover sechan Lea which would hide KUBARK in- 
volveaent.

. Signed Thcoas Mo Kinley

Thomas Me Kinley
CA Staff Contract Approving Officer

CA/PEBS/RHBELL:bg (24 Jun 66)

Distribution:
2 - Addressee
1 - CPD
1 - CA/Pers
1 - CA/Chrono

o:? i 
EKMcl frm
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SECRET
PROCESSING ACTION

MARKED POR D0EXINO

TO '
Chief, KUWOLF NO rNDEXfNG REQUIRED

INTO.
Chief, KUDESK; Chief, EUR AAA

ONLY QUAUR0 DESK 
CAN JUDGE INDEXING

noM /
Chief of Station, Paris/LCPIPIT / S RUCROFILM

<uaacrr;DTDORIC/Operational ' /
QRPREY/QREBONY/Photo of QREBONY/1 and Contact

Forwarded under separate cover is a photograph of QREBONY/I with one

of his contacts

FARESI

Attachment use 
Photo use

Karen H

Distribution 
—-3-C/KUWOLF w/att

2-C/KUDESK w/o att 
1-C/EUR w/o att

use

S/C ATT’D FZ EX/AS 
Dated 13. him 1968 -

cross reference to

A

OSPATCH SYMBOL AW NUMBS DATE

OFLA-3903 1 June 1966

QASSMCATION NOS PUB NUMBS

SECRET 200-124-156/3
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I
SECRET

PROVISIONAL OPERATIONAL APPROVAL

MEMORANDUM FOR: Chief, 
CA/CF - James Murphy

A 
as set

A

112.
SUBXCT

__________22Z3Q1Z/2_______________
REFERENCE: Your Memorandum, Dated

10 February i960 ,-jab

Provisional Operational Approval Is granted frr the use of this Subject 
forth belo;.

Provisional Operational Approval Issued bv CI Staff grants the same
authority, on a temporary basis, fcr the use of an individual as the authority 
granted in an Operational Approval 'unless otherwise specified by Cl/OA. It Is 
based, however, only on preliminary file checks and investigation and is sub- . 
Ject to a further final review when all investigation is completed.

^l) POA is granted to utilize Subject in an international context to exploit his 
contacts and/or associations with a wide variety of personalities and organizations 
(particularly Cuban and Chinese) engaged in "anti-imperialist" propaganda operations. 
Subject will be expected to renew his old relationships and expand his circle of 
contacts with Afro-Asian national liberation leaders, pro Chinese Coarannist, and
cimi inr personalities and to report g; .1 political and biographic material rela-
tiwe to the interests, activities and plans of such individuals and their organizations. 

(2) Requirements passed to Subject will be confined, insofar as it is opera-
tionally feasibl tions for the refinement and completeness of the reporting
he is capable of providing fren his noraal intercourse with source personalities. 
Disclosure of classified information will be held to a, minimum, he will not be given 
operational assignments supporting or servicing other KUnARg operations, nor will he 
participate directly and/or wittingly in the spotting and/or recruitment of other age;

(3) In addition to this background, certain 01 Subj’ect's past statements and 
behavior are inconsistent with, and give rise co an uncertainty about, the nature and 
degree of his presently professed motivations and loyalties. It is impossible to 
resolve this uncertainty with the knowledge now available. At the present time, . 
therefore, it is believed that his bona fides have not been established co an extent 
which would warrant handling him in any way than "at arms length”.

^To process the Operational Approval, full information (completed PRQ \ 
Parts I and II) must be submitted as soon as possible and not later than six I 
(6) months from this date. An Operational Approval will follow when all 1 
investigation is completed and upon the receipt of satisfactory PRQ Parts I | 
and II. Cancellation must be requested if use of Subject by interested Di- 1, 
visions ceases.

/a/ Edward P. Brown
APPROVAL

Cl/OPERATIONAL APfBOVAL AND SUPPORT DIVISION
23 May i960

FORM SECRET <•1
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DISPATCH | PtOCESSING ACTION

■M8KED RS tMOamc

10 Chief of Station, London (ATH, KAS3X^<9)
XX M aeons KQUinO

Chief, KDMOUr 0R.T QOUJFltD DESK 

CM JUOGE UlMXINS

"®" Cnief of Station, Peris (LCPIPIT)
Mcaonui

a^D©MBIC/oper«tianal 
crjwy/?ebc»t___________________________________________________

ACRON REQUMED-BEFERDCES

M CZU *525*

1. At his 6 April nseting with RCCIGAST, VSBOtn/L pointed out that his 
brother-in-law (the accountant) ctill thinks that (gtSBOMY receives regular inccae

an Axerican radio or news feature service 
irateclaxed for tax reasons (ABBCKI’s and the taxes).

2, R®E3A3r thought that if the brothcr-in-lsv finds this story hard to 
believe he ®y guess that QREBCST is really working for KUBARK and nay have passed 
this 1 "format Inn on to the British. ©ma he would be the source of the story_____ 
relayed in reference. .

3. At the sane aseting, on another subject, RGDIGAST asked iikKbORY whether 
he had ever told anyone pointhiank that he (QREBOiiT) is a Chicoa agent. Be said 
that he never had. R®IGA3T broke in: "ar the agent of any other country, 
including ®D3KE?" <$EB08T said he had net.

Kiren H. 2AFPARESI

Distribution:
2 - COS, London 

• C/KWQU
1 - cAb

cru-3731
cus9ec*>ioh

88 CB B T

ftpR 181!

OKIE

15 April 1966
HQS RLE HUMBER



waiter DTDORIC/Operational .
QAPREY/QREBONY/QREEONY/rs New Contact, I

ACTION RtQUSKD * BCFtROCtS ------------------------------------------'

DISPATCH * CUWCATCR riOCtSSING ACTION

Secret
marked fm moorae

IO
Chief, KLWOLF _T A M IMOUM KQUKS

Chief, KE; COS, Cairo; COS, Chlei.AFl
COS, tandon; Chief, Cine., KUuEbK; COS, Koeic; XX XX

C^T QVAUtttd DESK -
CM JUKE IMCVN

FROM
Chief of Station, Paris/LCPIPIT tfteioriui

1, We are manifesting reports and correspondence concerning OREiJONY/l's new 
contact. . . . , age 31. born in------ -----------------------------------------

Tvhose father's last name was| tier husband's name is 
(Mexican). but she is separated from him and he is seeking a divorce.

hurt her chances of getting a renewal of her passport.

2. Subject had been having a series of political and amorous affairs during 
her stay in |and was in serious trouble when Q met her. After rejecting Dennis 
rhocbeah's advances, she was in serious dange'r of being declared a prohibited 
immigrant; Q befriended her, and he and Colman Ferrer of the| Embassy (who . 
had been having an affair with her) saw that she got out ofT safely. Q was ■
to meet her in Cairo (but in fact had no intention of doing so) and later caught 
up with her in Rome. She indicated a desire to work with Q (without quite knowing 
for whom she would be working—he hinted rather broadly to her that he wa's in 
cahoots with "our friends in the East," but it will be noted that in one of her 
letters there is this disarming phrase: she warns him about how to deal with 
certain persons and adds: "Be cool with them—do not shot: your true colors (what
ever they are)").

3. Q seized on the opportunity of using subject as____________________ |
and eventually agent on the same basis. She submitted to an interview on tape 
’in a Rome hotel room which lasts about 2-1/4 hours, in which Q debriefs her on 
her knowledge of every 
whom she had contact, and in view of her attractiveness and willingness she Jae 
'qOTEe'a few. (She had some amusing run-ins with ODYOKE personnel in [which'. . 
we shall edit out~Ot the tape only for a fee.) .

Distribution 
3-C/KUWOLF 
2-C/KUDESK 
2-COS/London 
2-€0s[ 1
2-COS/Rotne 

~ 2-COS/Cairo 
1-C/NE 
1-C/WE 
1-C/AF

CROSS REFERENCE TO .. tMSMTCH SYMBOL MO NUMBER

OELA-3638

MIE .

30 March 1966

classification •

SECRET

HQSFUNUMBER - 

200-124-156/3



CONTINUATION OF 
DISPATCH

•CLASSIFICATION

SECRET

D4SFATCM SYMBOL AMO NUMMM

OFU-3638

4. Q feels that she is emotionally unstable—his firmness In dealing with 
her, his making it clear he was not out for her body, have made him a guardian 
and true friend. She seems to be a good political reporter, understanding her 
own (confused) political yearnings and where her various contacts stand; she 
also seems to have a good memory for details. Q says that her "anti-revisionism" 
is incipient anti-Comnunism. He could eventually recruit her as an ODYOKE witting 
a'gent, but that would take a lot of time and trouble; with much less effort he 
could effect a_______________ and indeed, he has already done this on an
informal basis by making it clear that he was collecting material for his Chicom 
friends. She would undertake further assignments for him. lie actually asked her, 
"Suppose X asked you to go somewhere, would you go?" To which she replied, "If___ 
it's not cold." It is unlikely, however, that she would be able to return to| | 
because of Phombeah's hostility. Wherever she goes, her main asset will be her 
physical attraction.

5, She could be debriefed further on any point raised in the tape interview. 
The ideal would be to have the questions by the time Q goes co Home in the second 
half of April, but this, does not seem to be a likely possibility.

Karen H, ZAPFAKESI
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DISPATCH
C-ASStfCATlON

SZ CH B T
SYMBOL AMO MX 

OZLA-45,254

TO Chief, KUEOLF
900 

Chief, WE; Chief, KUDESK; Chief, LCPIPIT

ItfADQUAttttS fU MX 

200-124-156/3^^ 31 15?

Chief of Station, London 30 March 1966

DTDORIC QRPRSY CR3E0NY 
Relations with JAGUAR

a *o-r - ICHKX PT CXS
MASKS FOS KCeONG

NO 9O3CNG RSOUJtEO

ACTION MQUItm CAN at JUXS> 
Vf QUAURED HQ. DESK ONLY

Bel: UND 2425, 2 Karch 1966

1. A number of lengthly and fruitful discussions have 
been held with JAGUAR officers regarding our continued 
running of QR3E0NY in the U.K. Their comments on the 
quality of QB^ONY's reporting haCtbeen reported from time 
to time. Similarly, we will not dwell here on the mechanical 
arrangements we have evolved (with SMOTE*s agreement) to 
expedite the passage of information to JAGUAR, on the one 
hand, and avoid duplicate reporting (prinicpally by passing 
the same materials as CS dissems to SMOTE) on the other 
hand. Suffice it here to say that achieving both of these 
goals, without compromising Q3LECNY as a source throughout 
both JAGUAR and SMOTE (due largely to the wide range of 
areas he reports on), is a complex problem. Ue think we 
have reached a mutually satisfactory arrangement for 
achieving both aims.

2. What we are concerned with here, then, is JAGUAR'S 
QRESOxy for the time

being at least. The exact phrasing from JAGUAR'S letter, 
agreeing to our request is: "».'lth regard to the continued 

QRKBONY ~ ... I whil®
1 we have no objection to this
provided we are kept fully informed of as much detail as

a:* i , 

>£• j



CONTINUATION OF 
DISPATCH

QA&.lCAliQp'

SECRET

if MKX M3

OELA-45.254

4. This, then, reflects the state of our relations 
with JAGUAB as it relates to ^RSSONY. tie trust that this 
vill be of value to Headquarters and LCPIPIT in planning 
QBEBOXY's future.

Distribution:
2-Chief, RUDOLF 
3-Chief, H3 
2-Chief, KUDSSK 
2-Chief, LCPIPIT

George



SECRET
29 Jtos 1966

KMffiASQK JOB* Qdef, Central cover Staff

SQBIBCTt Cbvsr Amagssatfl for

A. Ctacrel SaltaiBtlfln

1. QBZBOSlA (prevtonaly carried as SOSOS?) • So previous regnset has 
officially been foanssrded for cover support. .

8. COrrestlf * Contract Agent. Correitly csspenssted at ths rate of 
/ $7,200 pwyear vita it taeaaeoomisMo aUoratsa.

3» Agent has not aar will te reviewed by the Agency's wsdical pnyebtatria 
esssesaBat and evalBattons Staff. So Is already orerseas and will 
rezain there.

fee Ess Agoat vsss a eagles of related cover stories, based primarily on ' 
exaggerated ii^llcsiticas of fact: teealy, tiaxt his Inessa derives £roa 
freo»lans9 Journalise cad Eonoy cvailsble fran his wife's fesaily. Sone 
gosrtaro esspect or telleve that te say possess finds froa tha hart 
this has never tesa allogsd by the A^ant hlsself.

5. A^at is osBUabls new for cover. :

6» Agent is overseas. . . .

T« ^SSOST Rnojset. *

B. Btagao^ls BrftansilcRi

!• X&OBs 13 ^3T 193X» loo Aagnlse, California} X} Kone; U.8.; Ba 
prior altisasshlp} Marled} 3 children; 30 Stoaklslgh Hall, Prince Albert 
Band, Isndon W 8.

' 8. Atalt and staor dependents are already la place sad taarlag ths seas 
resitenoe. Ba readily available biographic inforBatlen. Ba has 2 sons 
sad can dta^dsr, na&at la sgs fros one to tea years.

SECRET iZiFl
egt6“'1 -S„UU



SEC®

3. M Esayaa (Mllega 1930} ftawlga enAmio study 1951-52.

Ik Baporter, Phn»te?pnla Afro Anarican 1930} Wscellaaeousx publie 
ralattans—ItalMai filo gjgorta 1931} 195^-5^ U.3. Axw/j 1957.58 
Agstm faaso ^naie, fseriat 1960-61 CBS sems* Bov Tos..

J. BJL

6. Beraptlve, aggresaive tat effective in personal relationships, literate.

J. Agent kaa fairly slxeahla, tat not pressing, debts to bls in-lsare. Ba 
lives xaBdestly within his tocona frea ns.

8. tee resided only in U*S., Algiers, Paris end Lasfice* elthengs he hes 
tosveUsd widely in other areas.

9« ftaent la Branch, eo^eteat in Italian ead Spanish, and can read Gerson.

fiscority CDoslderetifins

!• Agents tea teen reeolvlng GA support fte 13 neaths. KM granted 23 Ksy 19^5 
with cnotlca re^eirta^ car® in view of ths ecasitersbls derogatory infer
nation developed ea st result of the A^nto*past association with left-wing-, 
cad radical orgEaiaatlaaa. '

& Agmt is eere of 8.8. intel ligmea interest, has not been eqplicitiKf 
epprlsed of GIA iuvolrcnest tat n» dtabt sheets It.

3. Agset has never entered aay iastallatloBS associated with CIA.

b. Stare is no 0.8. idaatifi«tica of ths Agent with CIA outside of Staff 
ncrecss&el. [see jnregrfsph 5 bales). Kis wife
(whose fhaily resites ia Rnclmd) io snrittiag.

• 5« Sto Agent is team in tree case to

8. Bone. It ctosld to noted that tta comteoglated cover will not be a 
. . yy^tf*******^ taich the Agent (any core than the cover) will proclaln or
. ilaent, given the fact that ia his tidily enti-^sirlam circle, such a 

connectlei would be regarded as uotarary. S» purpose of the cover in 
to tadsstep tto Agent's stoxy that be receives iaoonn from hack Jotsnalian 
which to keeps eapsrsta frm his “real" if tnumnrdiag involvasnat with 
radical politics. ,

» 
■ V»
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DOCIMENT TRANSFER ANO CROSS REFERENCE

SUBJECT Of OOCLMEKT DOCUMENT IDtNTIFICATKM

«i tut no.
>. Ol|r*TC> 0* aouact aoc. svaaoi. ao.

»• >ouac< cnrramnt a. oart or taro. a- aratoanoa

to. oistcataarea la

oociaatrr disposition

Ptar Uttar information

QRFHO’iY 
2O1-1O6O5?
SEX X HOB ?

200-124-156/02 
PAtP-06112
30 PAR 66

CIT
?SUnj?PPTS HIS FAHUY SITUA1I0N CIFFICVI T 

HFAUM HUST LCAVI APT I JUN AND FAKES 
LO? UF Sf«rfncf whether huve is 
/ALLOWING 10NG-TFK* ACVAN1ACE0US LEASE CR 

PURCHASE/OR TEMPORARY, i

R 660511014*)

FILE IN 201-

FiLE THIS FOIM i™ FILE NO

867 SECRET
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DISPATCH — PtOCESSlNG ACTION

MAMED MS MOeoM

TO
Chief, KuhOLF xxxx gg MSUHS “fr^8***

OiCT WaeJTIUKM 
CM JUDGE wetne

Chief of Station, Paris/LCPIPIT t BtCSOfUl

saac^DTDORIC/Operational 
Assessment of QREdONY/1

Ref: OFLW-1494

1. Forwarded herewith is a 6-1/2 page answer by RODIGAST to the questions 
posed in reference. If any fur titer clarification is required by Headquarters, 
please advise.

2. With regard to QREBONY/l’s overt tax return, it has been determined that 
declarations rust be filed by all citizens with over $603 income. If it turns 
out that QREB0H171 cannot justify a $600 income from overt sources, and we think 
he cannot, he simply has no declaration to file and will be advised to so state 
to the Embassy.

"Karen H. ZAFFARESI

Attachment h/w
As stated above

Distribution 
s**3-C/KUW0LF w/att h/w *
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A. QR-BQNY/1 (Q) gives the convincing impression that he is at home 
in his new work. He responds veil to suggestions and instructions, adds 
suggestions of his own for improving the plan— an indication that he 
wishes to please. In the beginning he showed a tendency to raise minor 
objections involving personal material problems (e.-., inconvenience to 
family Ufa ox' a long tdy) but less of this was remarked as he came to 
realize that requirements were to be reasonable and he was to be treated 
as a human being with his own problems.

He has stated that he would not continue his present involvement 
with target personalities and institutions if it were not that we wish 
him to, i.e., his own inclination would be to withdraw from the political 
fringe. Rodigast feels that this is consistent with his background, 
which was not a party career; in his youth he was willfully apolitical 
and hostile to the "movement"; later he was involved in opposing party 
people in his Kew York work; in Faris he didn't get along vrit.-. his party 
friends (the affair of the forged letter) and of course broke with the ■ 
magazine crowd there.

He seems to be genuinely committed to working against enemies 
of CDYvKn, ready to accept even deeper commitment; he has expressed 
no reservations as to what he will do. He doesn't object to reporting 
on old friends, fellow .-B?RI12R3, et al. He raised no objection to 
FLUTTRR, or using s/w techniques (which he took with him on a trip to what 
was then a very hostile area, where he had known enemies, and where 
there was a recent history of dealing roughly with outsiders), linen 
orders conflict with personal desires (for example, when he planned to 
spend a weekend in a city he enjoys but was told he should proceed 
immediately to his next stopping place), he obeys without hesitation.

I

I.

The foregoing is a collection ox miscellaneous 
together they paint the portrait of a promising agent, 
of motivations and abilities.

B. Rodigast's knowledge of Q's a-.uitude in the

facts, but taken 
both in terns

months prior to ■
recruitment (June 1965) is limited. Rodigast has the impression Q had 
simply reached the end of his rope— he had nowhere to go, he had 
earlier decided that he would like to work for or at least cooperate with 
ODYOKS (although earlier attempts to make contact met with no success). 
The humane treatment received at the hands of his recruiter, the 
subsequent sympathetic handling by his case officer, undoubtedly 
convinced him that he had not nade a mistake.

The material factor is not to be underestimated.
The demoralizing position of living on his wife and worse, on her family, 
must have lowered his resistance to any possible alternative. Rodigast 
simply doesn't know how Q might have responded to a reasonable offer 
from enenies of ODYOKi at that point. The prospect of immediate engagement 
at a decent wage nay have been decisive.

Since that time, Rodigast feels Q's motivation has been reinforced 
and perhaps considerably alterea: he has been asked to do obviously 
necessary tasks,and so he can feel he is needed by someone; he has been 
given reasonable instructions on how to acc.mplish them; he sees that 
others are concerned for his personal safety and material wellbeing. 
Rodigast has taken pains to avoid giving the impression that there was 
any confusion or error or difference of vie.-point in running the project 
(even at a time when there were plenty of all three); such problems were

Dry CS KW
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resolved before being taken up with Q, and thus he has a somewhat rosy 
viw of the operation. The satisfaction of accomplishment (i.e., being 
able to produce useful answers- to our questions) is surely a factor 
in his present attitude.

Though light-skinned, with a voice and accent which would be 
considered acceptable in any fsPflJL. society, 2 is extremely sensitive 
to the fact that he is a Negro. Ke has not said or suggested any such 
thing to Rodigast, but this is so obvious a factor in his correspondence 
(even discounting the extent to which the correspondence is part of 
his conscious cover) that it seems to Rodigasc that it must be a factor 
in his life. On the other hand, Rodigast has kncrm another Negro who 
was a close friend of Q (and now one of his major enemies, as a result 
of the Paris forged letter incident and contributing events) who was 
so sensitive about race that he makes Q in retrospect seem like an 
Uncle Tom.

Still, Rodigast does not believe Q could be handled by someone 
who is not genuinely a "nigger lover", i.e., who could not convey 
a convincing image of a person for whom a color difference was not a 
barrier (Q would surely detect the false "pal"). Q has mentioned anti
Negro prejudice as a reason for his refusal to cooperate with ODiiTZY . 
officers who talked to him while he was in New Tone. In fact, Q deals., 
with his present case officer as a possible if not a true friend; 
they share an interest and involvement in writing, English literature, 
living happily abroad, etc.; Rodigast has tried to read Dante in the 
original and Q has done so; Rodigast would like to write a novel and 
Q has published one; Rodigast doesn’t know much about the post-logical 
positivists who interest Q but probably gives a convincing impression . 
that he would like to know about them, and just might be capable of 
understanding them, khat all the foregoin- means is that in Q we have 
an accomplished person, and it is a useful tactic to treat him if 
not as a superior than at the very least as an equal.

There remains the possibility that opportunistic reasons are 
primary: Q joined the organization a-.d stayed with us because he could 
not do as well in any other job, could in fact get no job (because of;.; 
his background, his alien status abroad, etc). Rodigast does not exclude 
this, although he feels that whatever the original motivation, it has 
been strengthened and perhaps converted into something more worthy. 
But even if his primary motivation remains material, the history of the 
project over its first nine months suggest it is a viable one.

C. Q has lived in the underground for so many years without 
breaking that it is likely he will be able to continue to do so. He thinks 
fast, handles himself well in matters presenting security problems. 
He is not fully trained for clandestine activity. Rodigast's long 
meetings with him always include advice on one or more specific aspects 
of clandestine work, which when added yp may be taken to represent a 
short,course, but that is all. The lack of training has led Q to do or 
say things which Rodigast would not have wished him to do or say, and 
whenever possible tr.is has been brought toQ's attention, and he seems 
responsive to such instruction. ’

Rodigast would not recommend that Q be given a training course, 
but this would not preclude more formal sessions with Rodigast during 
which Rodigast could give more complete instruction on various phases 
of clandestine work.



Q gives the imprea ion of not being easily mov^d. He has 
already survived violent attacks, quest! ning by legislative committees 
fend police (including abroad), public denunclatiun; now L'nat b*" has 
KUBARh as a friend he should resist at least as well as before. One 
negative trait is his need to take revenge for injury, and this 
tendency must be controlled; his instinct to be spiteful to an enemy 
could conflict with a longer-range plan.

It is to be hoped that the present situation regarding his wife 
(who believes him to be working for tha arch fee of . BrRIHb) will be 
possible to maintain. She doesn't like the situation much, but accepts 
it, and apparently hasn't betrayed his "confidence". If he is moved 
to another city which both Q and his wife would consider agreeable 

|______|she would probably be even happier and less likely to revolt, 
especially if a quarters allowance helped them get out of their present 
financial straits (they can pay rent and buy food but not save or 
repay debts— so his wife sa;-s he is doing an unpleasant thing without 
even being able to say they are better off than they were in Paris). 
If he were sent to a less agreeable place for six months or a year 
(say he woulc want to settle his wife in a desirable place (London 
but preferably for the children's schooling; here too her attitude 
would depend on their material position and on the possibility of 
his being able to visit on occasion (if he were in| say, and she 
in [he would return for visits— which would aiso oe cover 
for ms meetings with his case officer). Rodigast recommends that once 
in place, Q's basic wage be raised (as promised in June 1965) from 
$600 to $800, hut that he also receive quarters and if possible 
an educational allowance. .

D. Q says he is a local PBPRDfoR. He now does act like one. 
Rodigast feels the evidence for his loyaltv is at least as good as 
it is for most other PBRRIMfrtS he knows, Rarly in their relationship 
(probably mid-June 19o5 in Paris) Q had said he had turned away from 
the revolutionary movement and toward his own country; even though there 
were opportunistic reasons for him to have done so, he is see. ingly 
not anti-PB?RH£. His views on iJegro problems in PBRSMi probably hav~e 
not changed, but he never was a black nationalist, and has many friends, 
besides his wife, who are white). He might not agree with ODIC-Ci policy 
in Vietnam, Cuba, or elsewhere— he obviously has not been questioned 

• on his personal beliefs— but his dissent, if dissent there be, is 
: not disloyalty, and in any case should not prevent bin from executing 
’ KUBARX policy to the letter. Undoubtedly he has a leftist economic 

orientation, but there is no evidence that it is an orthodox Jiarxist 
one (or that it ever was). - .

He seems to like Rodigast; in any event they work well together. 
He has made no effort to develop a warm relationship with Rodigast, 
however, apparently feeling that this is not necessary, might not 
be appreciated, and would conflict with the compartmentalization so 
obviously kept in force by Rodigast (who hasn't told Q his true name, 
address, marital status, or any other personal fact which might lead 
to identifying him). Seemingly Q does not believe the name which Rodigast 
used at their introduction was a true name, for he didn't bother to 
remember it (the last name), and all this would tend to discourage the 
building up of a personal friendship. x,

It is probable that he respects rather than scorns KUBARK for 
its decent treatment of him. KuBA.fR through Rodigast has always kept 
its promises, Rodigast has never been a minute late for a meeting (Q has



rarely been a niimite c-i two late, and in recent meetings—presumably 
because he feels that Rodigast's never-failing appearance on the 
precise second of the meeting must mean that this is required EUBANK 
practice— he has been even more preci.e. Radigast is always ready 
with a suggested solution to a security or other problem which •will be 
faced by Q in carrying out a new assigiment.

On the ether hand, part of Q's satisfaction with CiBAiS might 
derive from a feeling that EUBARK is a "soft touch". Rodigast does 
not recommend that anything be done to change Q’s opinion (if he really 
does hold it); Rodigast feels th=t we are going to pay Q as much whether 
he likes us or doesn't, and ior the same money we might as well make 
sure he likes us and will do his utmost for the organization rather 
than simply be a timeserver keeping up appearances. If given cause 
for resentment, his behavior is unpredictable, for he hasn't much to 
lose— reputation for lyalty, good name, etc. One solution would be 
to give him enough so that he would indeed stand to lose much.

Q appears to possess a realitsic, sane view of OD'f^G, what 
its people are like, what can and can't be done by it. As already 
indicated, he seems to be as Ipyal a FBPREmR as other people who don’t 
give much thought to the matter, certainly a lot more loyal than his 
background would lead one to expect. In any case, we have no 
recent evidence to contradict his statement that he considers himse!f 
to be a loyal PBPRLRR; it may just be true. If it isn’t, this won't 
make any difference to the project as it is understood by Rodigast.

Q is unlikely to hold sympathetic feelings for QH.V1', having 
had what he described as an unfortunate experience or two with them. 
On the other hand, he is sophisticated enough to assume that his 
reporting on PBPRLlRj is ox’ concern to OD-J.TI, and he must know 
that his own suggestion for tdy in PBEREli to contact target 
instititions and old friends there vnuld put him into ODdKVI territory. 
He would probably accept any necessary collaboration without showing 
that he didn't like it.

E. Rodigast does not believe Q is at present working for another 
service, but it is difficult to know what would happen if another 
service approached him. Rodigast assumes he would report this to us, 
just as he reported in detai 1. the overtures by two persons apparently 
working with the services of the country in which he resides. As part 
of the present operation involves the possibility that Q will in fact 
be approached by the opposition, and Q is aware of this, one assumes 
he is prepared to remain loyal to KUBARK; one would also assume be would 
recognize the heightened value of his services to us should he be 
approached by the other side and continue to remain loyal to us.

Q certainly would not agree to work for an opposition service 
for peanuts, but if offered a considerable sum of money (given that 
he just breaks even in his present arrangeme .t with us, in the 
thinking of Q’s wife), there is no telling what he would do. '•■hen 
recruited. Q was told he would get a raise once he got settled "in place" _ 
(to $800), and when tidJS prcMse is Uli pt h£ UuJ. have enough extra 
money to begin to pay debts and buy clothing, and thus have more 
concrete evidence of the material advantages of his present arrangement.

Rodigast would be very surprised if Q agreed to work for an 
opposition service not for financial reasons but through ideology.

Q Ukes to live well. He believes in wearing good clothes, 
staying in good hotels, being able to invite others out for food and



drink. He says that in the revolutionary movement poverty is no virtue, 
but merely indicates lack of influence. He says that the most popular 
persons are those who can dispense money, alcohol, and women, -his may 
well be true. It is certainly true that -uch a role would please Q 
immensely (that is, having a plush apartment in which he could entertain 
target personalities, satisfying KUBARK's requirements and his personal 
desires).

F. Q must be dealt with firmly, with continued serving of requirements 
and planned itineraries for trips. At the same time, it is obvious that 
he improvises well when left without instructions; he is versatile, 
and can create situations which will result in an intelligence product. 
Rodigast's method is to suggest reasonable plans and to be ready to 
show that they can be implemented, and how they can, anticipating 
objections. .

While ‘■•there is no evidence that if left alone Q would dpift, . 
dragging out an assignment to fill time, it is possible that he would. 
He has not written as many free-lance articles as rodigast would have 
liked him to, because each requires thinking out a subject, gathering 
material, selecting a point of view and thinking of the public to which 
it would be addressed— a lot of work for articles meant to sen ) mainly 
as cover, for publication in obscure organs, or pertaps merely to be 
used to convince editors that he was active. On the other hand, he produced 
the first issue of the newsletter in record tine, following instructions 
to the letter (indeed, accepting wtat must at times seem like petty 
editorial changes made by Rodigast). Perhaps he produced the latter 
so efficiently because he saw in it added prestige, an opportunity to 
get his name back before the public in a respectable context.

Ideological motivation would not seem to be a level of control 
in his case, ‘.■.hat is most important is his contentment with being (he 
hopes) a permanent part of a large organization, with a steady salary 
(he has never said this, of coarse); che pa-..er of ODI Ki is less 
important than its known reputation for keeping its promise to pay, 
something one doesn't find among the opposition groups known to Q, 
and he finds new examples of this daily.

Doubtless, his tendency to bear a grudge is a factor here— Q 
is now in a position where he can thumb his nose at some of his enemies.

Rodigast feels that considerate dealing with Q, letting 
Mm know where he is going, what he can expect, not changing the rules 
abruptly or pulling a rug from under his feet, letting him^see the .
possibility of snail but certain increases in material benefits in the 
course of his career, compose the ideal formula for handling him. 
In the course of time, the ideological factor, which is perhaps marginal 
at this time, would probably be reinforced, could one way be a major 
factor. Q, meanwhile, must feel that the persons who deal with him 
are concerned with his material wallbeing and also of his physical 
safety, appre iating the risks in his work and understanding that not 

assignments will bear fruit. Our relationship with Q could be destroyed 
very rapidly if we failed to pay him as promised, or wasted his time 
with makedwozk, or came bin confusing or contradictory instructions which 
suggested that KUBARK was not the all-powerful institution he may now 
think it is.
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G. Very early in cur relationship Q said that he would like 
to make a career in K'JBARK, outside now, perha inside some day. He 
would work in FBPRLL. or abroad. There was no catJon then, and 
has been nene since, that he regards the present relationship as a 
distasteful one to be terminated as soon as conditions permit.

He would like to settle in en expatriate’s paradise, such as 
Paris or oce, presumably involved in journalism and other writing. 
If he could do these things in connection with his work for>us, so 
much the better.

H. Q is conscious of the need for security and handles himself well— 
as well as an amateur could in this context. But he is far more naive 
about techniques and especially the nuances of technique than Rodigast 
would have expected in one who had been involved in the revolutionary 
movement for so long. He often needs instruction on obvious points, 
and responds quite well to it, the exception being his clumsy hqndiir.g 
of the s/w method— ho is an intellectual and not a technician, and 
Rodigast assumes that he (R.digast) would not do much better, if forced to 
use some technical system. * ,

Q is quite observant. He will recall a personal remark made to 
him by Rodigast from one month to the next. Kis reports written some time 
after the event are thorough and apparently accurate.

He read A Spy and His Master by Christopher Felix, and has 
mentioned it a couple of times when a remark by Rodigast reminds him 
of something sain in the book.

Roll gast doesn’t think that even after training Q would ba very 
good at throwing off surveillance (for example) as he seems too matter 
Of fact to be sly, and perhaps slightly lazy about what might be 
gratuitous behavior (e.g., changing subway trains or taxis just on the 
assumption that someone might be following him). Rodigast’s solution 
is not to depend on y for such things, but to attempt to plan meeting 
and stage other operations so as to minimize the need for dependence 
on Q’s skill in such areas. After patient briefing Q does understand 
the need for tradecrait efficiency, and as already noted he follows 
the advice.

I. At first Q qas quite concerned about money— he needed an 
advance for clothes, for travel, etc. His requests were really plaints, 
and he nay have left t,he impression that he thinks of nothing but money. 
It was the complex of a poor boy who never had anyone he could turn to— 
despite a scholarship he had to leave a fine college aiter a brilliant 
freshman year. Once he received his advance and j>e-an receiving his money 
at the beginning rather than at the end of each month, ana when he ’ ’ 
realized that* he would, receive complete and preopty reimbursement of 
expenses, he began to relax. How he submits accountings without 
himself totalling the figures or keeping his own record (Rodigast knows 
this for he has seen Q’s notes), so he must rely on us to tell him how much 
he claimed for (even Rodigast would never do that). He is, in sum, relaxed.

The same ease is to be noted in his substantive work; he submits 
his reports knowing he has done his best, and done well; he accepts 
compliments with a very slight nod. '..'hen Rodigast first net Q in a hotel 
room, Q had something of the hunted man. He still seems harried, slightly 

> nervous at the moment of contact, but on the wholehe is more sure of 
himself.

At the outset, Q would argue about assignents, suggesting 
alternatives, worrying about not having time to buy tickets, or enough 
money to pay for them. Now he accepts instructions without a munnur.
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even when they contradict a previous tentative pl-in. His excellent 
re spanso to t»-.3 u’-y b<- his dials e to please, his satisfactijn

■with his job, or personal pride in accotiplishnent. Whatever the 
reason or rea-ons, the fact is that he does respond well.
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’^’Assessment of QREBOHX

Xt would prove very useful to us—both as a contribution to the 
preparation of the Project Outline now in progress and as a backgrounder for 
possible discussions of QREBOSX's operational utilization—if RODIGAST 
could provide us with an interpretive assessment of him based on the

We have ease such Initial assessments, of course, and can infer more from 
current reporting. However, we would like to get the benefit of RODIGAST's 
unique and direct contact, now that QREBOHX has passed through a breaking-in 
phase and settled down in a regular relationship which, at its inception, is 
certainly a difficult one for most people to adjust to. We would suggest 
the following outline of topics for RODIGAST to follow;

A. Estimate of loyalty to ODIDKE and QREBOKY's psychological

his attitude, as RODIGAST can infer it, toward targets hostile to 
ODXQKEt in short, his ideological motivation.

B. Estimate of his motivation generally: his personal reasons for
association with KUBARK.

C. Psychological suitability and staying power in leading a "double 
life". Possible or actual strains on him by virtue of his wife's attitude. 
Qualms about the “morality" of his position or fears about being found out.

D. His own views of his patriotism or loyalty. His attitude 
toward RODIGAST, KUBARK, ODXOKE and OEEKVI.

E. Bis susceptability to approach or control by an opposition service

F. Methods of control to which he is mort, and least, responsive. 
What represents the effective lever of his control—internal ideological
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